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Uscis affidavit of support form 2018

The declaration of support is essentially a contract between the financial sponsor and the US government. The government has the right to recover from the financial sponsor certain public benefits (such as supplementary insurance income, or SSI, and temporary assistance for needy families, or TANF) used by the spouse after receiving a green card. (See
the USCIS website for a list of government benefits that must be repaid – Benefits in terms of government cost – and those that do not need to be repaid.) IMPORTANT: The U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has proposed changes to the rules that determine who can receive a green card or other visa by redefining what makes a person
dependent on government benefits (or likely to be in the future). (See our detailed guide to Public Charge to learn more.) The financial sponsor's obligations under the Declaration of Support ends only when one of four things happens:One of the spouse's deaths. The spouse seeking a green card becomes an American citizen. The spouse seeking a green
card has worked for 40 blocks in the United States. The spouse is seeking a green card moving out of the United States permanently. If you have been a financial sponsor of others in the past (either as a main sponsor or as a secondary co-sponsor), everyone you sponsored must be counted earlier when you are getting ready to submit a new statement of
support – unless one of the events mentioned above has occurred and your obligations to that person have ended. With Boundless, you get the peace of mind that comes with having an independent immigration lawyer who answers confidential questions and reviews the entire green card application - for no additional fee. Ready to start? Learn more about
what you get with Limitless, or check if you're eligible now. Starting on Wednesday, May 16, 2018, we will only accept the 03/06/18 edition of the I-864 declaration of support. New forms are now available on the USCIS website . You can check the edition date in the lower-left corner of each page of the form. It should say: Form I-864 03/06/18 Of US Mission
Japan | May 11, 2018 at Topics: Consular Affairs, Visa Proposed for You A declaration of support, also called Form I-864, is an individual sign to take financial responsibility for the applicant who is going to stay in the United States. The person signing the declaration of support is also called the sponsor. The complainant must fill out form I-864; However, if
the complainant's income is not sufficient, a joint sponsor may agree to also complete an I-864 on the applicant's behalf. A declaration of support can be legally enforced. Sponsor's financial liability usually lasts until the applicant either becomes a U.S. citizen, or can be credited with 40 qualifying working quarters (usually 10 years) under the Social Security
Act. By signing Form I-864, the complainant (including any joint sponsors) agrees to use its resources, if to support the receiver and any dependent(s). If the recipient and dependents receive any designated federal, state or local means-tested public benefits, under U.S. law, the agency that provides the benefit shall request a refund from the signatory of I-
864. NOTE: Read the following information carefully. Failure to fill in and submit the correct forms will delay the processing of your case. In general, the complainant must: a) Fill out a statement of support form and; b) Gather evidence of their finances and other supporting documents (see step 5). Complete declaration of support form There are several types
of declaration of support forms (I-864, I-864EZ, and I-864A). For detailed information about claims and forms for the Support Statement, visit the US Citizenship and Immigration Service (USCIS) website. You can also find answers to frequently asked questions (FAQ) here. Use the information contained in these FAQ and on this website with, not instead of,
the detailed instructions for the statement of support forms on the USCIS website. Please note: NVC customer service representatives cannot advise you on which support statement form to fill out. Start initially printed page 62432 U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, Department of Homeland Security (DHS). ACTION: Notice of suggested rule
creation. SUMMARY: The U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) proposes to amend its regulations governing the Declaration of Support Requirements under Section 213A of the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA or law). Certain immigrants are required to submit a declaration of support pursuant to Section 213A of the INA Statement by a
sponsor who agrees to provide financial support to the sponsored immigrant and assumes responsibility for repaying the costs of any means-tested public benefits a sponsored immigrant receives while the declaration applies under SECTION 213A(a)(2) of the INA. DHS proposes to clarify how a sponsor demonstrates funds to maintain income pursuant to
Section 213A(f)(6) of the Act that to revise the documentation that sponsors and household members must submit to meet the requirements under Section 213A(f) of dhs of the Act proposes to change when an applicant is required to submit a declaration from a common sponsor , which may be a household member for the purpose of performing a contract
between sponsor household member (contract) , which is considered part of the sponsor's household size. DHS also proposes to update the reporting and information sharing requirements between authorized parties and USCIS. DATES: Written comments must be submitted about this proposed rule making on or before 2 May 2018. Comments on the
collection of information (see The Paperwork Reduction Act §) must be received on or before 1. Comments on both the proposed rule making and the collection of information received on or before 2. will be assessed by DHS and USCIS. Only comments on the collection of information received between November 2, 2020 and December 1, 2020 will be
considered by DHS and USCIS. Note: Comments received after November 2, 2020 on the proposed rule making instead of those specific to the collection of information will not be considered by DHS and USCIS. ADDRESSES: You can submit comments to this entire proposed rule pack, identified by DHS Docket No. USCIS-2019-0023, through the Federal
eRulemaking Portal: . Follow the instructions on the website to submit comments. Comments sent in a different way than the one mentioned above, including emails or letters sent to DHS or USCIS officials, will not be considered comments on the proposed rule and cannot receive a response from DHS. Please note that DHS and USCIS cannot accept
comments delivered or cured by hand. In addition, uscis cannot accept comments on any kind of digital media storage devices, such as CDs/DVDs and USB drives. Due to COVID-19, USCIS also does not accept email comments at this time. If you are unable to submit your comment using , please contact Samantha Deshommes, Chief, Regulatory
Coordination Division, Office of Policy and Strategy, US Citizenship and Immigration Services, Department of Homeland Security, by phone 202-272-8377 for alternative instructions. Start additional info Phillips, Residence and Naturalization Chief, Office of Policy and Strategy, US Citizenship and Immigration Services, DHS, 20 Massachusetts NW,
Washington, DC 20529-2140; phone 202-272-8377. End of further information End introduction Start Supplementary information SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: I. Public participation II. Summary of Main Summary A. Purpose and Summary of Regulatory Measures B. Summary of Legal Authority C. Costs and Benefits III. Background and purpose A.
Statutory Authority B. Prior Rule Making C. Current processing of a statement of support pursuant to Section 213A of INA D. Refund Process E. Information Sharing F. Issues arising from current processes IV. Discussion of proposed Rule A. Requires joint sponsors under certain circumstances B. Changes in Household Income Definition C. Changes in
Household Size D. Revised Proof Requirements E. Bank Account Information F. Address Change Requirements G. Information Sharing Provisions H. Revised Definitions I. Clarify Declaration Requirements for Certain Children of U.S. Citizens Acquiring U.S. Citizenship J. Various Other Amendments K. Transition Period V. Statutory and Regulatory
Requirements A. Executive Orders: 12866 and 13563 B. Regulatory Flexibility Act C. Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act of 1996 D. Congressional Review Act E. Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 1995 F. Executive Order 13132: Federalism G. Executive Order 12988: Civil Justice H Reform Paperwork. Act I. Family Assessment J.
Executive Order 13175: 13175: and coordination with Indian tribal governments K. National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) L. National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act M. Signature Table of Abbreviations DHS - Department of Homeland Security DOJ - Department of Justice DOS - Department of State EOIR - Executive Office for Immigration
Review FCRA - Fair Credit Reporting Act HHS - Department of Health and Human Services INA - Immigration and Nationality Act INS - Immigration and Naturalization Service US - USCIS Citizenship and Immigration Services I. Public participation DHS invites all interested parties to participate in this rule process by submitting written data, views, comments
and arguments on all aspects of this proposed rule. DHS also invites comments related to the economic, environmental or federal effects that may be due to this proposed rule. Comments must be submitted in English, otherwise you must show an English translation. Comments that will provide the most assistance to USCIS in implementing these changes
refer to a specific part of the proposed rule, explain the reason for any recommended changes and include data, information, or authority that supports such recommended change. Instructions: If you submit a comment, include the agency name (US Citizenship and Immigration Services) and DHS Docket No. USCIS-2019-0023 for this rule creation.
Regardless of the method used to submit comments or materials, all submissions will be posted, without modification, to the Federal eRulemaking Portal on and will include any personal information you provide. Therefore, sending this information makes it Start printed page 62433public. You may want to consider limiting the amount of personal information
you provide in any voluntary public comments you make to DHS. DHS may withhold information provided in comments from public view that it determines may affect a person's privacy or are offensive. For more information, read the privacy and security statement available . Docket: To access the docket and read background documents or comments
received, go to , referring to DHS Docket No. In 2019, there were 100,000 people booked in 1999. You can also sign up for email notifications on the online docket to be notified when comments are posted or a final rule is published. II. Summary A. Purpose and summary of regulatory measures DHS proposes to change its regulations relating to the
Declaration of Support in accordance with Section 213A of the INA (Affidavit). The proposed rule changes certain requirements for the declaration and is intended to better ensure that all sponsors, as well as household members who perform a contract between sponsor and household member (Contract), have the means to maintain income at the applicable
income limit and able to fulfil their support obligations pursuant to SECTION 213A, 8 U.S.C. 1183a, during the period during which declaration or contract may be enforced. This proposed rule is also aimed at strengthening the enforcement mechanism of the declaration, so that sponsors and household members who agree to use their income and assets to
support the sponsored immigrant are held accountable if the sponsored immigrant ultimately receives means-tested government benefits during the period of the declaration or contract being enforced. First, this proposed rule will update the evidence requirements for sponsors submitting a declaration, which will better enable immigration officers and
immigration judges to determine whether the sponsor has the means to maintain an annual income at or above the appropriate threshold, and whether the sponsor can actually provide such support to the intended immigrant and fulfill all support obligations during the period in which the declaration is in effect. In particular, this proposed rule would require
sponsors and household members who make a declaration or contract to provide federal tax returns for 3 years, credit reports, credit scores and bank account information. Second, this proposed rule will also amend the regulation to specify that a sponsor's prior receipt of any means-tested public benefits and a sponsor's inability to meet support obligations
on another statement made, or household member obligations on a previously executed contract, will affect the decision on whether the sponsor has the means to maintain the required income threshold to support the immigrant. Receipt of means-tested government benefits by a sponsor may indicate that the sponsor does not have the financial means to
maintain an annual income equal to at least 125 percent of the federal poverty line,[1] or 100 percent of the federal poverty line for a person who is in active service (other than active duty of education) in the United States armed forces and who asks for their spouse or children [2] and is relevant to determine whether the sponsor can actually provide such
support to the intended immigrant during the course of the legal force. Similarly, whether a sponsor has previously failed to meet its support obligations is relevant to determine whether the sponsor will meet future support obligations. In particular, this proposed rule would require an applicant submitting an application for an immigrant visa or adjustment of
status on or after the effective date of this rule to submit a Form I-864 performed by a joint sponsor if a petition sponsor or replacement sponsor received any means-tested public benefits on or after the effective date of this rule and within the 36-month period prior to completion of the declaration , or if the petition sponsor or replacement sponsor had a
judgment entered into against him or her at any time in order not to fulfill any prior sponsorship or household membership obligation. Moreover, this proposed rule would only allow a person to be a joint sponsor if he or have none of the means-tested public benefits on or after the effective date of this rule and within 36 months of the declaration being made,
nor had a judgment entered into against him or her at any time for not fulfilling a previous sponsorship or household member obligation. Third, this proposed rule will revise the applicable regulatory requirements as to who may qualify as a household member for the purpose of submitting and executing a Form I-864A. Currently, there is no limit on the number
of household members who can perform a Form I-864A. DHS intends to allow only a sponsor spouse or an intended immigrant with the same main residence (the same main residence on immigration, in the case of an intentional immigrant consular treatment) as a sponsor to perform form I-864A, which will better ensure that the income a household member
promises to make available to support the intended immigrant is actually available. Fourth, this proposed rule will update and improve how means-tested government benefit agencies get information from USCIS and how they can provide information to USCIS. Applicable regulations require a duly issued subpoena before USCIS can provide a certified copy
of Form I-864 or Form I-864EZ for use in all measures to enforce the support obligation. [3] The proposed rule would eliminate the requirement for a duly issued subpoena before USCIS will provide a certified copy of Form I-864 or Form I-864EZ to a request party and instead allow the parties to submit a formal request for a declaration or contract to USCIS. A
requester will submit a formal request using a new form created by DHS, G-1563, Request for certified copy of declaration of support under Section 213A of the INA or contract between sponsor and household member. DHS also proposes revising the process to inform USCIS of judgments obtained against sponsors and indigency provisions to give USCIS
flexibility to determine a more effective mechanism for information reporting. Applicable regulations require that copies of judgments and indigency provisions must be submitted to a specific USCIS office in Washington, D.C. [4] The proposed rule would remove the address specified in the regulation [5] and allow USCIS to provide another mechanism for
submitting copies of judgments and indigency provisions. Fifth, DHS proposes updating the regulation to clarify which categories of aliens are exempt from the declaration's requirements, and to add and revise definitions to provide greater clarity and to comply with statutory changes made since the current regulation was adopted in 2006. Sixth, DHS
proposes to update the regulations by clarifying that the notice of change of address Start printed page 62434requirement pursuant to Section 213A (d) of the Act, 8 U.S.C. 1183a(d) also applies to household members who perform a contract in addition to sponsors. This change allows you to to provide current member information for households in order to
appropriate entities in accordance with Section 213A of the Act, 8 U.S.C. 1183a(a), creating parity between the requirements of sponsors and household members. Most recently, DHS proposes other minor regulatory revisions to update definitions, eliminate form numbers and revise outdated terminology. DHS proposes to replace the concept of declaration
of support attachments with the Contract between sponsor and household member, which is the name of the relevant form (Form I-864A), throughout the regulation. DHS also proposes to clarify that in connection with a declaration and a contract, assets used to meet the required threshold must be those that can be easily converted into cash. DHS also
proposes corresponding amendments to Form I-864, Declaration of Support pursuant to Section 213A of the Act, Form I-864 EZ, Declaration of Support pursuant to Section 213A of the Act and Form I-864A, contract between sponsor and household member. At the same time, DHS proposes eliminating the use and assessment of the request for waivers to
intend for immigrant declaration of support, Form I-864W, which currently applies to certain classes of aliens. B. Summary of legal authority The Minister of Homeland Security authority for the proposed regulatory changes can be found in Section 213A of the Act, 8 U.S.C. 1183a, which govern.C s the cost of publicly inadmissible, including which aliens are
required to make a statement. In addition, section 103(a)(3), 8 U.S.C. 1103(a)(3), authorizes the secretary to establish such regulations that he deems necessary to carry out his authority under the INA. C. Costs and Benefits The proposed rule will impose new net costs on the population of sponsors who make a declaration using Form I-864 or Form I-864EZ,
as well as on the population of household members who perform a contract using Form I-864A, allowing a sponsor to use the household member's income and/or assets to demonstrate funds to maintain income. In addition, the proposed rule will impose new net costs on the population who perform Form I-864A as a household member who will now be
required to submit Form I-865 to notify of a change of address after relocation. Moreover, the proposed rule would provide some cost savings for immigrants applying for adjustment of status that would need to request exemptions from submitting a declaration that DHS proposes to eliminate Form I-864W for use when submitting Form I-485. Instead,
individuals will be required to provide the information previously requested on Form I-864W when they file form I-485. DHS has determined that the information an applicant provides on Form I-485 would be sufficient for a ratings officer to be able to confirm whether an immigrant is stately required to submit a declaration. This proposed rule will also impose
new costs on those from a party or entity authorized to implement a a statement or contract making a formal request using the proposed new form G-1563, Request for certified copy of declaration of support pursuant to section 213A of the INA or contract between sponsor and household member, so that USCIS can provide a certified copy of the requested
statement or contract performed on behalf of a sponsored immigrant for use as evidence in any act of enforcement. DHS estimates the total cost of filing the proposed new Form G-1563 would be about $779 annually. [6] DHS estimates that the total new quantified net costs imposed by the proposed rule will be $240,314,623 annually for sponsors submitting
a declaration for an intended immigrant using Form I-864 and Form I-864EZ, for those who perform a contract using Form I-864A, and for those who submit a message about a change to the address after moving by using Form I-865 , for those submitting Form G-1563 to make a formal request for a certified copy and declaration or contract, as well as
accounting for the estimated cost savings for immigrants applying for status adjustment that would require requesting an exemption from submitting a declaration that DHS proposes to eliminate Form I-864W for use when submitting Form I-485. The estimated new quantified net costs for the proposed rule will be based on increased time opportunity costs to
fill out Form I-864, Form I-864A and Form I-864EZ,[7] as well as new requirements to fill out these forms, including: Obtaining credit reports and credit scores, obtaining Internal Revenue Service (IRS)-issued certified copies or transcripts of federal tax returns for the last 3 taxable years , and opportunity costs for time to submit IRS Form 4506, Request for
copy of tax return, to obtain IRS-issued certified federal tax return to fill out Form I-864 and Form I-864EZ. The estimated new quantified costs for the proposed rule will also be based on the proposed requirement that those who file Form I-864A use Form I-865 to notify of a change to the address after moving. During the first 10 years of implementation, DHS
estimates that the total quantified new net cost of the proposed rule will be $2,403,146,230 (not counted). DHS estimates that the 10-year discounted total net cost for this proposed rule would be about $2,049,932,479 to a 3 percent discount rate and about $1,687,869,350 at a 7 percent discount rate. The primary benefit of the proposed rule would be to
better ensure that the sponsored immigrant is financially supported as required by law, and that means-tested government benefit agencies can more effectively seek reimbursement from sponsors and household members when a sponsored immigrant receives some means-tested public benefit. DHS also expects the proposed rule to produce benefits by



strengthening the enforcement mechanism declarations and contracts through the elimination of the subpoena requirement in 8 CFR 213a.4 to make it easier for means-tested public benefits that allow agencies to recover for any means-tested public benefits that an intended immigrant receives during the period a declaration or contract can be enforced. The
proposed rule would update the evidence requirements for sponsors filing a declaration and household members submitting contracts, which would give immigration officers and immigration judges more effective ways to determine whether individuals have the means to maintain an annual income on or above the outlined income threshold and provide
financial support to the intended immigrant and fulfill all support obligations during the period a Start Printed page 62435Affvitida is in effect. In addition, the proposed rule will update and improve how means-tested public benefit subsidy agencies obtain immigration status information from USCIS about people seeking means-tested government benefits and
how means-tested government benefit subsidy agencies provide information to USCIS. Table 1 provides a more detailed summary of the proposed provisions and their effects. Table 1 - Summary of the main provisions and financial consequences of the proposed RuleProvisionsProposed provisionEstimated impact of proposed provisionAmending 8 CFR
213a.1. Definitions Revise 8 CFR 213a.2. Use of The Support StatementTo add new and update existing definitions Outlines the circumstances, requirements and exceptions to make a statement of support under Section 213A of INAQuantitative: Costs: • Total annual net costs for the proposed rule will be approximately $240.3 million, including: • $226.6
million to applicants who must submit Form I-864; • $10.63 million to those who must complete form I-864A; • $6.75 million to applicants who must submit Form I-864EZ; • $3.68 million cost savings to applicants from eliminating form I-864W; Add 8 CFR 213a.3 Change of addressRequires sponsors and members of the household to notify USCIS of any
address changes within 30 days while sponsor's and/or household member's support obligation is in effect.• $2,751 to those who must submit Form I-865; and • $779 to those who file the proposed new Form G-1563. • Total net expenses over a 10-year period will range from: • $2.40 billion for unt counted net expenses; • $2.05 billion at a 3 percent discount
rate; and • $1.69 billion at a 7 percent discount rate. Change 8 CFR 213a.4. Measures for refund, public notice, and congressional reportsOutline's process in which USCIS provides a certified copy of the Declaration of Support under Section 213A of the INA or Contract between sponsor and household member performed to a party or authorized
entityQualitative: Costs • The proposed rule may impose some costs if a joint sponsor must make a declaration in cases where a sponsor has received any means-tested public benefits within 36 months of filing the declaration and/or has failed to meet the support or reimbursement obligations in to an existing declaration or contract. There may be a reduction
in the number of immigrants advantage in cases where the intended immigrant is not able to obtain a sponsor who can meet the new requirements under this proposed rule. • The proposed rule may cause some sponsors and joint sponsors who may intend to sponsor a family member in the future to refrain from enrolling or disenrolling from a means-tested
public benefit program to avoid triggering the proposed additional requirements. • The proposed rule could lead to an increased number of people with support obligations held responsible for reimbursement of the costs of means-tested government benefits. Moreover, sponsors or household members will incur the costs of repaying the means-tested public
benefits subsidy agency, and are likely to incur the costs of legal representation if means-tested government benefits that give agencies choose to pursue legal action to restore the means-tested public benefits a sponsored person received. Qualitative: Benefits • Update evidence requirements to give USCIS more effective ways to determine whether the
sponsor has the means to maintain an annual income at or above the outlined income threshold. These updated requirements will better enable USCIS to determine whether the sponsor is able to provide financial support to the intended immigrant and fulfill all support obligations during the period in which the declaration is in effect; • Update and improve
how means-tested government benefit grant agencies get immigration status information from USCIS about people seeking means-tested government benefits and how means-tested government benefit subsidy agencies provide information to USCIS. This proposed provision would eliminate the requirement to obtain a duly issued subpoena before USCIS is
authorized to provide a certified copy of Form I-864 or Form I-864EZ to a duly issued subpoena before USCIS is authorized to to provide a certified copy of Form I-864 or Form I-864EZ to a duly party for use in any action to enforce the support obligation and instead allow a request party to submit a formal request for a declaration or a contract directly to
USCIS. This will strengthen the enforcement mechanism for declarations and contracts, which will allow means-tested government benefits grant agencies to recover payment for any means-tested public benefits that a sponsored foreign receives during the period during which a declaration or contract can be enforced; and • Revise the process of informing
USCIS of judgments obtained against sponsors (not to meet previous support obligations as sponsor or household member) and indigency provisions to give USCIS flexibility to determine a more effective mechanism of information reporting, in which USCIS would be allowed to provide another mechanism for submitting copies of judgments and indigency
provisions to ensure accuracy and effectiveness. Source: USCIS analysis. DHS does not have sufficient data to the expected benefits of the proposed rule. However, the administration has identified enforcement of sponsorship obligations as a priority, and DHS has created a policy policy that the proposed changes to this rule will help better ensure sponsors
and household members who perform a contract are able to fulfill their support obligations under SECTION 213A, 8 U.S..C. 1183a, and strengthen the enforcement mechanism of the declaration and contract so that sponsors and household members are held accountable for these support obligations. III. Background &amp; Purpose A. Statutory Authority In
1996, Congress passed the Law on Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Accountability (IIRIRA). [8] Section 531(a) of the IIRIRA amended paragraph 212(a)(4) of the INA, 8 U.S.C. 1182(a)(4), to require a declaration made for certain aliens to avoid findings of inadmissible under this section; This includes most foreigners seeking an immigrant visa,
admission as a Start printed page 62436immigrant, or adjustment of status such as: (a) An immediate relative, (b) a family-based preference immigrant, or (c) an employment-based preference immigrant, if a relative of strangers is petitioning the employer or has a significant stake in the entity that is petitioning the employer. [9] This formalized declaration
requirement that had been for joint use in foreign consular offices since President Herbert Hoover directed widespread adoption in 1929. [10] Section 551 of the IIRIRA added Section 213A of the INA, 8 U.S.C. 1183a, and specified the requirements for a sponsorship statement. [11] The new Section 213A of the INA, 8 U.S.C. 1183a, also specified who is
eligible to be a sponsor, which aliens require a declaration, the scope of a sponsor's obligations, and how a declaration can be enforced. [12] These provisions were intended to encourage immigrants to be self-reliant in accordance with national immigration policy. [13] Protecting American taxpayers by requiring sponsors to be responsible for the repayment
of means-tested government benefits received by sponsored immigrants was another purpose of the support obligation. For example, while considering enacting a declaration requirement and imposing obligations on a sponsor, the Senate Judiciary Committee [i] t should be made clear to immigrants that taxpayers in this country expect them to be able to do
so in this country on their own and with the help of their sponsors. [14] The same Senate Judiciary Committee further stated that [i]t was only on the basis of the assurance from the immigrant and the sponsor that the immigrant would at no time become a public indictment that the immigrant was allowed in this country (emphasis in original). [15] Congress
also passed the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (PRWORA), which generally imposed new restrictions on a stranger's eligibility for many federal, state and local benefits. [16] The law prohibits recent immigrants, with some exceptions, from receiving federal means-tested public benefits as temporary assistance for
needy families (TANF), the supplementary nutrition Program (SNAP) (formerly known as Food Stamps) and Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP). [17] In determining eligibility for federal means-tested public benefit programs, PRWORA also specified that the income and resources of an immigrant would generally be considered to include the income
and resources of any person who made a declaration (and that person's spouse, if any). [18] The deemed requirements reflect Congress's determination that aliens do not rely on public resources to meet their needs, but rather rely on their own capabilities and the resources of their families, their sponsors, and private organizations. [19] B. Previous rule-
giving In 1997, the former Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS or the Service) [20] published a temporary rule implementing the Declaration of Support Requirements created by IIRIRA and PRWORA. [21] The interim rule announced 8 CFR part 213a, which defined the procedures for submitting declarations, defining a sponsor's ongoing obligations,
and specifying the procedures federal, state or local agencies, or private entities, must follow to seek reimbursement from the sponsor for the provision of means-tested public benefits. In connection with the temporary rule, the service also created three new public use forms: Form I-864; Form I-864A; and shape I-865. The interim rule came into effect on 19
January 2015. The interim rule included The State Department consular officers in the meaning of the immigration officer only for the purpose of 8 CFR part 213a. See 62 FR 54346, 54352 (Oct 20, 1997). In a joint rule-making with the Department of Justice (DOJ) in 2006, DHS adopted the 1997 interim rule as a final rule clarifying who needed a declaration,
how sponsors qualify, what information and documentation sponsors must present, and when other people's income can be used to support an intentional immigrant. The final rule also made changes that led to the development of form I-864EZ, for the use of a sponsor who relies solely on his own work to meet the income requirements under Section 213A
of the Law, 8 U.S.C. 1183a.[22] 23. [23] The presidential memo states that an important priority for [the] administration restores the rule of law by ensuring that existing immigration laws are enforced. [24] The presidential memo also emphasized that sponsors who promise to financially support sponsored aliens are expected to fulfill their obligations under the
law. [25] The presidential memo ordered federal agencies to conduct more effective oversight to ensure full compliance with federal income laws that are considered and reimbursement. [26] Agencies have issued revised guidance on income deemed and reimbursement for Medicaid, CHIP, TANF and SNAP after the presidential memo. [27] Start printed
page 62437 14. Public cost justification. [28] The final rule explains how DHS will consider statements in the totality of the circumstances when making public accusations impermissible provisions. [29] C. Current processing of a declaration of support under Section 213A of the Ina Declaration is necessary for most family-sponsored immigrants and some
work-based immigrants. [30] A petition sponsor must perform Form I-864 or Form I-864EZ at one of the following points in the immigration process depending on the type of immigration benefit applicant applicant seeks: As part of immigrant visa application with DOS; when the main immigrant submits an application for adjustment of status to permanent
resident status with USCIS; or when directed by an immigration judge in the United States. [31] As described below, under certain circumstances, a joint sponsor or substitute sponsor is permitted. [32] By implementing a declaration, a sponsor creates a contract between the sponsor and the US government. The intended immigrant who becomes a legal
permanent resident is the consideration of the contract. [33] According to the contract, the sponsor agrees that he or she will provide support to the sponsored immigrant to an annual income not less than 125 percent of the federal poverty line [34] during the period in which the commitment is in effect, to be jointly and more responsible for any reimbursement
obligations arising from the sponsored immigrant receiving means-tested public benefits during the enforcement period [35] and to submit to the jurisdiction of a federal or state court for the purpose of enforcing the support obligation. The sponsor also agrees that the U.S. government may consider the sponsor's income and assets available for the support of
the sponsored immigrant when the immigrant applies for means-tested government benefits. [36] A. Submit a declaration sponsors submit either a Form I-864 or shorter Form I-864EZ. Sponsors may use form I-864EZ if: Sponsor is the complainant who filed the petition (Form I-130, Petition for an Alien Relative, Form I-129F, Petition for Alien Fiance (s), or
Form I-600, Petition to Classify Orphan as an Immediate Relative) for the relative being sponsored; the relative being sponsored is the only person, other than the complainant, listed on the petition; and the revenue the sponsor uses to qualify for the declaration is based solely on the sponsor's salary or pension as shown on one or more Internal Revenue
Service Form W-2. Applicants seeking status adjustment before USCIS file form I-864 or Form I-864EZ with form I-485, Application to register permanent residence or adjust status. USCIS does not currently charge a separate fee for submitting Form I-864 or Form I-864EZ. For most immigrant visa applications, declarations and contracts are submitted to the
Department of State National Visa Center (NVC). The department charges a fee to declaration is correctly completed before it is to a consular post for the assessment of an immigrant visa. [37] An applicant is charged only one fee under certain circumstances. For example, declarations from a person who simultaneously sponsors an immediate relative
spouse and children will be the same in substance, and essentially duplicating and therefore charged only a fee. When the declaration is sent directly to a consular post abroad, no fee is charged. Form I-864 and Form I-864EZ are designed to determine whether the individual performing Form I-864 or Form I-864EZ meets the eligibility criteria for sponsorship.
[38] In general, a sponsor is defined as a person who performs a Form I-864 or Form I-864EZ with respect to a sponsored alien and who: Is a citizen or citizen of the United States or a lawful permanent resident; is at least 18 years; is domiciled in any of the several states of the United States, the District of Columbia, or any territory or possession of the
United States; requesting the admission of the alien in accordance with ina§ 204, 8 .C. 1154; and demonstrates funds to maintain an annual income equal to at least 125 percent of the federal poverty line. [39] A petition that meets all the requirements of INA§ 213A(f)(1) of ina, 8 U.S.C. 1183a(1), with the exception of the requirement to demonstrate funds to
maintain an annual income equal to at least 125 percent of the federal poverty line sponsor may still be a sponsor. [40] The term sponsor also includes a person who is in active service (other than active duty of education) in the United States Armed Forces, is the petition for his spouse or children, and demonstrates (as set out in section 213A (f) (6) of the
Law, 8 US.C. 1183a (f) (6)) funds to maintain an annual income equal to at least 100 percent of the federal poverty line. [40] Start printed page 62438 Some relatives [42] of work-based immigrants may also be sponsors if the relative submitted a petition for the sponsored stranger as a work-based immigrant under Section 203(b) of the Law, 8
U.S.C.S.1153(b), or if the relative has a significant stake in the entity that filed such a petition. [43] The term sponsor includes this relative, if the relative also meets the requirements of section INA 213A(f) (1) (A), (B), (C), 8 .C. 1183a(f)(1)(A), (B) and (C), as described above, demonstrating (as indicated in INA § 213A(f)(6), 8 US.C. 1183a(f)(6)) funds to
maintain an annual income equal to at least 125 percent of the federal poverty line. [44] A petition that meets all the requirements of Section 213A(f)(1), 8 U.S.C. 1183a(f)(1), with the exception of the requirement to demonstrate funds to maintain an annual income equal to at least 125 percent of the federal poverty line, but accepts joint and additional
responsibilities with a common sponsor (as defined in section 213A (f)(5) (A) of the INA , 8 U.S.C. 1183a(f)(5)(A)) , is also a sponsor. [45] Similarly, a relative of a work-based that meet the requirements of Section 213A(f)(1)(A), (B), (C) and (f)(4)(A), but does not meet the requirement to demonstrate funds to maintain an annual income equal to at least 125
percent of the federal poverty line, but accepts joint and multiple responsibilities with a joint sponsor (as defined in section 213A (f) (5) (A) of INA, 8 US.C. 1183a (f) (5) (A)), is also a sponsor. [46] Joint sponsors are discussed in greater detail in sub-section 1 below. B. Demonstration of funds to maintain income sponsors may show that they have the means
to maintain an annual income equal to at least 125 percent of the federal poverty line, or 100 percent as applicable,[47] through a combination of income and/or significant assets. [48] All sponsors must submit a copy of their federal tax returns, including supporting documents as schedules, for the last tax year, or provide evidence showing why they were not
required to file a federal tax return for that year. [49] Sponsors may also submit additional evidence showing their income, including letters showing their employment and income, paychecks and accounts. [50] Currently, the sponsor's household income for the year in which the intended immigrant submitted the application for adjustment of status is given the
most obvious weight. [51] If the sponsor's expected household income for the year in which the intended immigrant submitted the application for adjustment of status meets the current income threshold, the immigration officer or immigration judge may decide that the declaration is insufficient on the basis of household income only if, based on specific facts, it
is reasonable to imply that the sponsor will not be able to maintain household income at a level sufficient to meet the support obligations. [52] When reviewing a statement of adequacy, the immigration officer or immigration judge may consider the facts as a material change in the sponsor's employment or income history, the number of aliens included in other
pending statements made by the sponsor, and other relevant facts. [53] Sponsors can also demonstrate funds to maintain the current annual income through their substantial assets or the substantial assets of the intended immigrant. [54] Significant assets may include savings accounts, shares, bonds, deposit certificates and real estate. [55] To qualify as
significant assets, the total value of all assets must be at least five times the difference between the sponsor's total household income and the current federal poverty line for the sponsor's household size (including all immigrants sponsored on a declaration that applies or waits). [56] However, if the sponsor is a U.S. citizen and he or she sponsors a spouse or
child (18 years of age or older), the total value of the assets must only be equal to at least three times the difference. [57] If the intended immigrant is an orphan or deemed to come to the United States for adoption, the total value of the assets only needs to equal the difference between the sponsor's household income and the current federal poverty line for
the sponsor's household size (including all immigrants sponsored on any declaration in effect or waiting). [58] Sponsors who rely on significant assets must appear to establish the location, ownership and value of each listed asset. [59] An immigration officer or immigration judge may pursue verification of all information provided for the declaration if the
sponsor and/or household member grants authorization. If the sponsor and/or household member does not grant confirmation authorization, the declaration will be considered withdrawn. [60] A sponsor may withdraw a declaration at any time until a decision is issued on the applicant's application for an immigrant visa or adjustment of status. [61] The
withdrawal must be in writing, must include the sponsor's signature, and must be received before the final decision is issued. A withdrawal cannot be withdrawn. A declaration is deemed sufficient if the immigration officer or immigration judge determines that a sponsor has demonstrated that he or she meets all the eligibility requirements in section 213A(f)(1)
or (5) of the Act. [62] The support obligations agreed when Form I-864, Form I-864EZ and Form I-864A are generally executed when the intended immigrant is granted legal permanent resident status. [63] The support obligations end by law when: The sponsored immigrant becomes a U.S. citizen; [64] The sponsored immigrant has worked or can be credited
with 40 qualifying working quarters in the United States under Title II of the Social Security Act [65] (provided that the sponsored immigrant is not credited to Start Printed Page 62439with a quarter beginning after December 31, 1996, in which the sponsored immigrant receives or receives any federally tested public benefit); [66] The sponsored immigrant dies;
[67] The sponsored immigrant leaves or loses legal permanent resident status and leaves the United States; [68] or the sponsored immigrant is granted legal permanent resident status on a new basis in removal proceedings based on a new declaration (if such a declaration is required). [69] The support obligation also ceases if the sponsor dies. [70] The
divorce does not end the support obligation. [71] If a declaration is deemed inadequate because the sponsor is determined not to be able to maintain household income at a level sufficient to meet sponsor's support obligations, the intended immigrant will be inadmissible on public charge under section 212 (a) (4) of the INA, 8 U.S.C. 1182 (a) (4). [72] The
purpose of the immigrant's application for adjustment of status or an immigrant visa will be rejected. 1. Joint sponsors and substitute sponsors a. Joint Sponsors § 213A (f) (1) of ina, 8 U.S.C. 1183a(f)(1), defines a sponsor as a person performing a of support with respect to the sponsored stranger, and who, is a citizen or national in the United States or a
lawful permanent resident; [73] is at least 18 years old. [74] Resides in any of the several States of the United States, the District of Columbia, or any territory or possession of the United States; [75] requests the admission of the alien in accordance with Section 204 of the Act, 8 .C. 1154; [76] demonstrating funds to maintain an annual income equal to at
least 125 percent of the federal poverty line. [77] As previously mentioned, a petition that meets all the requirements of SECTION 213A(f)(1) of the INA, 8 U.S.C. 1183a(f)(1), with the exception of the requirement to demonstrate funds to maintain an annual income equal to at least 125 percent of the federal poverty line, but accepts joint and additional
responsibilities with a joint sponsor (as defined in section 213A (f) (5) (A) of ina, 8 U.S.C. 1183a (f) (5) (A)), is also a sponsor. [77] A joint sponsor is a person who is not a petition sponsor but accepts joint and multiple responsibilities with the petition sponsor and demonstrates funds to maintain an annual income equal to at least 125 percent of the federal
poverty line. [79] If a petition qualifies as a sponsor pursuant to Section 213A(f)(2), 8 U.S.C 1183a(f)(f)(2) by accepting joint and additional responsibilities with a joint sponsor, both the complainant and the joint sponsor must perform Form I-864. [80] A joint sponsor is allowed where the petition sponsor cannot demonstrate the means to maintain an annual
income equal to at least 125 percent of the federal poverty line, or 100 percent as needed. [81] A joint sponsor may not act as a replacement for the petition sponsor; both the complainant and the joint sponsor must accept joint and additional responsibilities. [82] Therefore, the joint sponsor must submit Form I-864 in addition to the petition sponsor, and only if
the petition sponsor does not meet the requirement to demonstrate the means to maintain an annual income as specified in the articles of association and regulations. [83] The joint sponsor must present income or assets that independently meet the income threshold to support the sponsored immigrant.). [84] The joint sponsor cannot meet the income
threshold by combining their income with the income of the petition sponsor and/or the sponsored immigrant. [85] An intended immigrant cannot submit a form I-864 executed by more than one common sponsor. [86] However, if the common sponsor's household income is not sufficient to meet the income requirement with respect to the main intended
immigrant, plus any spouse and all the children who seek to follow the main body,[87] the joint sponsor may specify on the declaration that it is sent only on behalf of the main immigrant and the accompanying family members specifically listed on the declaration. [88] All remaining accompanying family members are not included the first joint sponsor's
declaration would be inadmissible under Section 212(a)(4) of the INA, 8 U.S.C. 1182(a)(4), unless another joint sponsor submits a Form I-864 on their behalf. [89] A family group consisting of the main intended immigrant and accompanying spouse and children may not have more than two joint sponsors. [90] b. Substitute sponsors A petition sponsor's death
ends sponsor's obligation to meet the terms of the declaration. A petition sponsor's death does not end the requirement to submit an adequate declaration, if such claims apply. An applicant cannot meet the declaration requirement by relying on a Form I-864 or Form I-864EZ signed by a deceased petition sponsor. A replacement sponsor may file a
declaration if USCIS decides for humanitarian reasons that the revocation of the approval of the immigrant petition would be inappropriate, or if the petition is judged under Section 204 (l) of the Law, 8 US.C. 1154 (l). [104] With the exception of the request for the admission of the alien under Section 204, 8 U.S.C. 1154, a substitute sponsor must meet the
same sponsorship requirements as that petition sponsor. [100] A substitute sponsor must be related to the intended immigrant applicant in one of the ways start printed page 62440specified in ina§ 213A(f)(F) (B) on, 8 U.S.C. 1183a(f)(5)(B). [100] A Form I-864 signed by a qualified substitute sponsor is an acceptable replacement of the deceased petition
sponsor's form I-864 if submitted and received prior to the assessment of the adjustment application. If the applicant does not have a replacement sponsor file an adequate Form I-864 on his or her behalf, then the applicant is not allowed under Section 212 (a) (a) (4) of INA, 8 US.C. 1182 (a) (4). [94] 2. Members of the household Under certain circumstances,
a sponsor's household members may agree to use their income to support an intended immigrant financially. [95] Although not required by Section 213A of the Act, 8 US.C 1183a, to meet the income threshold, a sponsor can rely on the earnings of individuals included in the sponsor's household size (as stipulated in accordance with Section 213A of the Act,
8 US.C. 1183a). [96] The person must be at least 18 years old, and the individual must perform Form I-864A. [97] Currently, the following persons may be household members for the purpose of performing Form I-864A: [98] Sponsor's spouse, parent, child, sibling or adult child who has the same main residence as a sponsor; Any person that the sponsor
legally claims as a dependent on the sponsor's latest federal tax returns; An intentional immigrant who has the same main residence as a sponsor if it is a spouse or child who immigrates with the intended immigrant, and the intended immigrant can establish his income comes from authorized employment in the United States [99] and is the result of
employment in a lawful business or any legal source, and that employment from a legal source will continue even after gaining legal permanent resident (LPR) status; or An intentional immigrant who is the sponsor's spouse and may show his income comes from authorized employment in the United States [100] and is the result of employment in a lawful
business or other legal source, and that employment will continue from a lawful source, even after gaining LPR status if a spouse or child immigrates with the intended immigrant. A member of the household submits Form I-864A with proof of his or her income and/or assets. [101] When signing form I-864A, the household member agrees to grant the petition
for sponsor as much financial assistance as necessary for the petition sponsor to sustain the intended immigrant annual income level required by Section 213A(a)(1)(A) [102] Members of the Household are jointly and more responsible for any reimbursement obligations incurred by the Sponsor. [103] As previously mentioned, household member support
obligations cease when: The sponsored immigrant becomes a U.S. citizen; [104] The sponsored immigrant has worked or can be credited with 40 qualifying working quarters in the United States under Title II of the Social Security Act [105] (provided that the sponsored immigrant is not credited with any quarter beginning after December 31, 1996, in which the
sponsored immigrant receives or receives any federally tested public benefit); [106] The sponsored immigrant dies; [107] The sponsored immigrant leaves or loses legal permanent resident status and leaves the United States; [108] or the sponsored immigrant is granted legal permanent resident status on a new basis in removal proceedings based on a new
declaration (if such a declaration is required). [109] A household member's obligation created by performing a Form I-864A also ceases when the member of the household dies. [110] The death of a person who had a support obligation under a declaration or contract does not terminate the support obligation of any other sponsor, substitute sponsor, joint
sponsor or household member with respect to the same sponsored immigrant. [111] The divorce does not end the support obligation. [112] D. Refund Process Sponsors are responsible for repaying the costs of means-tested public benefits received by sponsored aliens. The law says [u] pon notice that a sponsored stranger has received some means-tested
public benefit, the appropriate non-governmental entity that provided such an advantage or proper entity of the federal government, a state, or any political subdivision of a state shall request reimbursement of the sponsor in an amount equal to the unrefunded costs of such benefits. [113] Agencies may sue sponsors under the statement issued. [114] If an
agency requests a refund from a sponsor, the agency must facilitate personal service of a written request for sponsor (and any household member who performed Form I-864A). [115] The request for a refund must specify the date the support commitment begun, the sponsored immigrant's name, the foreign registration number, address and date of birth, as
well as the types of means-tested public benefits that the sponsored immigrant received, the dates the sponsored immigrant received the benefits, and the total amount of received benefits. [116] Agencies do not have to make a separate request for each type of benefit or for each payment; agencies can collect in a single request all benefit payments made
from the date of the request. [117] The refund request must include a specified statement supporting the starting printing requirement page 62441reimbursement. [118] The refund request must also contain a notice to sponsor (and all households) that the sponsor (and any members of the household) within 45 days of the date of use must respond to the
request for a refund either by paying the refund or by arranging to initiate payments according to a schedule that is comfortable for the official program representative. [119] A federal, state, or municipal entity or private entity must wait 45 days from the date it serves the written request for a refund before filing a lawsuit against the sponsor or household
member. [120] A unit may also file a lawsuit against a sponsor for non-compliance with repayment terms. [121] No cause for action can be brought later than 10 years after the date when the sponsored stranger last received any means-tested public benefit that a statement applied for. [122] E. Information Sharing USCIS considers a sponsor or household
member to comply with the supporting obligations of Section 213A(i)(3), 8 U.S.C. 1183a(i)(3), unless a party that has obtained a final judgment enforcing the obligations under section 213A(a) (A) or 213A (b) of the Act, 8 U.S.C. 1183a(a) (1) (A) or 1183a (b) , has provided a copy of the final judgment to USCIS. [123] PRWORA also requires certain information
divisions between loyalty agencies and DHS. For sponsored immigrants, Section 421(s) of prwora, 8 U.S.C. 1631(e)(2), requires agencies to notify DHS when an agency has made an indigency determination, and the notice must contain the names of the sponsor and the sponsored immigrant involved. [124] This statutory requirement was implemented by 8
CFR 213a.4(c)(2), which provides a mechanism for reporting this information to USCIS. F. Issues arising from current processes 1. Insufficient information about sponsors and the financial ability of household members to maintain income at the least applicable threshold or meet support obligations Although immigration officers and immigration judges make
public accusations of impermissible provisions based in part on information in the declaration and supporting documents,[125] there is currently very little financial information from to make such provisions. Similarly, very little financial information from members of the household is currently required to submit a contract. This provides limited insight into the
actual ability of sponsors and household members to maintain income at the income threshold or meet their support obligations. Situations such as variable income, a current or previous receipt of means-tested government benefits, or the lack of a U.S. bank account may indicate that a sponsor or household member cannot maintain income at least the
statutory income threshold and/or will not be able to meet its support obligation to the intended immigrant. The administration has identified enforcement of sponsorship obligations as a priority, and DHS believes a more complete picture of the financial situation of the sponsor and household member will help immigration officers and immigration judges
determine whether the sponsor can meet the requirements of Section 213A of the Act, 8 U.S.C. 1183a, in particular whether the sponsor has demonstrated the means to maintain income required by Section 213A (f) (6), 8 US.C. 1183a (f) (6), and whether the sponsor and household member will actually fulfil their support obligation to the intended immigrant.
USCIS believes this will strengthen the integrity of the immigration process. 2. For many members of the households contributing income to the sponsor's household income Current DHS regulations do not limit the number of household members who may agree to make their income available to the sponsor in connection with the sponsor meeting the income
threshold by performing Form I-864A. Although such household members agree to provide the sponsor with enough support to sustain the sponsored immigrant and to be jointly and more responsible for any reimbursement obligations incurred by the sponsor, household members may not have sufficient resources to meet a judgment related to the support
obligation individually. Moreover, despite the language of the contract, it is not clear that the income of these additional household members is actually available to the sponsor for the support of the intended immigrant. Limiting household members will better ensure that any income listed on form I-864A is actually available to sponsor for the support of the
intended immigrant. 3. Barriers to repayment actions and reporting issues USCIS receives limited information from benefit-deceptive agencies or other parties enforcing the declaration or contract, despite the information sharing provisions of the articles of association and regulations. Current DHS regulations for obtaining copies of statements are
burdensome and ineffective because they require a subpoena. Laws governing subpoenas vary by jurisdiction, but subpoenas often have to be issued by a judicial officer or by a licensed lawyer,[126] which requires additional time and resources. The requirements of the applicable regulations may have contributed to unintended difficulties for benefit
agencies and and immigrants who seek to hold sponsors legally responsible for their obligations based on statements. Similarly, applicable regulations for reporting judgments against sponsors and indigency provisional information to USCIS are confusing as there are multiple addresses to send messages to, some of which are no longer updated. [127] The
existing regulation will also soon be incorrect as the address in the regulation will no longer be used for USCIS. [128] Start printed page 62442 IV. Discussion of proposed Rule A. Requires joint sponsors under certain circumstances DHS proposes revisions to 8 CFR 213a.2(c) to provide additional evidence relevant to determine whether the sponsor can
demonstrate funds to maintain income at the income threshold and whether a sponsor can actually meet his or her support obligations. 1, 2014 in New Joint Sponsor is required when the petition or replacement sponsor received means-tested public benefits DHS proposes revising 8 CFR 213a.2(c)(2)(ii)(C) to require an applicant to submit an application on
or after the effective date of this the rule to submit a Form I-864 performed by a joint sponsor when the petition sponsor or replacement sponsor has received one or more means-tested public benefits [129] on or after the effective date of this rule and within the 36 month period before the form I-864 is filed. See suggested 8 CFR 213a.2(c)(2)(ii)(C)(4)(i). The
36-month period is in line with DHS's proposed audit to require 3 years of tax returns from sponsors and household members. See section D.2 below. In accordance with applicable regulations, a sponsor's receipt of means-tested public benefits is excluded from the calculation of sponsor's income. [130] A petition sponsor or replacement sponsor receipt of
means-tested public benefits within 36 months of filing Form I-864 indicates that the petition sponsor or replacement sponsor may be unable to maintain income equal to at least 125 percent of the Federal poverty line,[131] or 100 percent, as applicable,[132] during the period in which the Declaration is in force indicates that he or she may not have the ability
to fulfill the support obligations while the Declaration is in effect. [133] If the petition sponsor or replacement sponsor has received means-tested public benefits on or after the effective date of this rule and within the 36-month period before he made the declaration, he or she will still be required to make the declaration,[134] but would not meet the definition of
a sponsor under Section 213A(f)(1)(f)(3), or (f)(5)(B) of the Act, 8 U.S.C. 1183a(f)(1) , (f)(3) or (f)(5)(B), and will therefore not be able to meet the income requirements under Section 213A of the Act, 8 U.S.C. 1183a. See also suggested 8 CFR 213a.2(c)(2)(ii)(C)(4)(i). If the intended immigrant would be found to be impermissible under section 212(a)(4), 8
U.S.C 1182(a)(4),[135] unless a common sponsor performs a separate sponsor [136] Joint sponsors who have received a means-tested means-tested benefit on or after the effective date of this rule and within 36 months of submission of the Declaration will also be deemed incapable of meeting the income requirement under Section 213A(f)(1)(E), 8
U.S.C.S. &lt;5&gt;. 1183a(f)(1)(E). [137] DHS acknowledges that a person's financial circumstances may vary over time, and receipt of a means-tested public benefit earlier may be less indicative of a current inability to demonstrate the means to maintain income at the current threshold for a declaration, but DHS believes that looking at the 36-month period
before performing form I-864 will provide a more complete picture of the petition sponsor or replacement sponsor's ability to maintain income and perform its or her support obligations. If DHS proposes to require a joint sponsor when the petition sponsor or replacement sponsor has received an on-demand public benefit within 36 months of the I-864 form
being performed if the means-tested public benefit was received on or after the effective date of the rule. The proposed reset period is also in line with DHS's policy decision to require three years of federal tax returns. Any receipt of a means-tested public benefit received before the effective date of the final rule will only be considered to the extent it is
excluded from the calculation of the sponsor's income, which is USCIS's current practice. [138] This proposed rule gives advance notice to aliens and public benefits that DHS is considering to change how receiving means-tested public benefits will affect the determination of whether a declaration is sufficient. DHS notes that the proposed exclusion of receipt
of means-tested government benefits received before the effective date may provide an opportunity for government benefits that allow agencies to communicate the potential consequences of receiving means-tested public benefits to the extent that such agencies deem appropriate before publication of a final rule. DHS also recognizes that as a result of a
future final rule, some benefit agencies may decide to change enrollment processes and program documentation for designated benefit programs. For example, agencies may choose to advise potential recipients of potential immigration consequences of receiving certain government benefits. DHS is asking for public comment on such potential changes,
including information about how long it would take to make such changes, and the resources required to make such changes. Among other things, DHS may use this information to determine the correct effective date for a final rule. As an alternative, DHS considered permanently barring a person who had ever received means-tested public benefits from
becoming a sponsor. DHS concluded, however, that such a policy would unreasonably restrict a person from petitioning eligible family members permitted under Section 204, 8 U.S..C. 1154. DHS in particular public comments on the proposed requirement for a joint sponsor when the petition sponsor or replacement sponsor has received any means-tested
public benefits on or after the effective date of this rule and within 36 months of filing form I-864, including the 36-month feedback period. DHS is particularly interested in the views and data that will inform, and to what extent DHS should consider receiving means-tested public benefits by petitioning sponsors and substitute sponsors, or whether there are
other potential options that will better ensure that sponsors can demonstrate funds to maintain income at the current level and are able to perform their support commitments during the legal force. A. Exceptions for petitioning sponsors on Active Duty DHS does not propose to apply the joint sponsor requirement when the petition sponsor has received means-
tested public benefits within 36 months of filing form I-864 if the petition sponsor is on active service (other than active duty of education) in the Armed Forces of the United States, Start printed page 62443is petition for his or her spouse or children pursuant to Section 204 of the Law , 8 U.S. .C. 1154, and the petition sponsor received the means-tested public
benefits while on active service. See suggested 8 CFR 213a.2(c)(2)(ii)(C)(5). The U.S. government is deeply grateful for the outstanding sacrifices of the members of our armed services and their families. Some members of the military can earn relatively low salaries, especially if they are early in their careers, which are supplemented by certain quotas and
tax benefits. The law already imposes a different revenue limit on enticing sponsors who are on active service (other than active duty of training) in the U.S. Armed Forces, and who asks for their spouse or children under Section 204 of the Act, 8 U.C 1134, which must demonstrate funds to maintain an income equal to at least 100 percent of the federal
poverty line Instead of 125 percent of the federal poverty line that applies to all other petition sponsors. [141] This exception to the common sponsorship requirement is consistent with Congress's intention to impose various requirements on certain military officials and their families, as well as DHS's policy of supporting our military personnel. DHS is not
deemed exempt from eligible military service members from the proposed requirement for a joint sponsor whose petition sponsor has received means-tested public benefits within 36 months of filing a declaration. But since some service members already have a different revenue threshold requirement, recognizing the invaluable contributions of service
members and their families, DHS proposes excluding eligible service members from this proposed requirement. 2. Joint Sponsor required when petition sponsor or replacement sponsor defaulted on support obligation DHS proposes 8 CFR 213a.2(c)(2)(ii)(C) requires the applicant to submit a Form I-864 performed by a joint sponsor when the petition
sponsor or replacement sponsor has previously breached a support obligation, as shown by a court judgment requiring the petition sponsor or replacement sponsor to pay back a means-tested public benefit received by a sponsored immigrant. See proposed 8 CFR 213a.2(c)(2)(ii)(C)(4)(ii). A petition sponsor or replacement sponsor defaults on a support
obligation is a sign of the petition sponsor or replacement sponsor's inability to demonstrate that he or she has the means to maintain an annual income equal to at least 125 percent of the federal poverty line,[142] or 100 percent as applicable; [143] It is also an indication of the inability to provide support to maintain the intended immigrant at the income
threshold during the period in which the obligation applies. [144] In addition, if a petition sponsor or replacement sponsor has not fulfilled his or her support obligations for another stranger under a previous declaration (as a sponsor) or Contract (as a household member), this may indicate that he or she may not be able to reimburse an agency for means-
tested public benefits on additional declarations. If the petition sponsor or replacement sponsor has failed to fulfill its obligation for another stranger on a declaration (as a sponsor) or Contract (as a household member) and is subject to a judgment for repayment, this may negatively affect the petition sponsor or replacement sponsor's income because the
judgment is similar to a debt that he or she must repay. There may be some cases when a petition sponsor or replacement sponsor's income is obligated to pay a judgment, and those petitioning sponsors or replacement sponsors may have less income available to support an intended immigrant. A petition sponsor or replacement sponsor's failure to fulfill
the obligation of a declaration or contract is essentially violating a contract with the federal government. As stated in section 213a of the Act, 8 U.C 1183a, which provided reimbursement and additional remedies, including liens on real estate and garnish,[145] Congress intended for sponsors to satisfy these obligations and be held accountable when they
failed to do so. If the petition sponsor or replacement sponsor defaulted on a support obligation, he or she would still be required to make a declaration, but would be deemed unable to meet the income requirements under Section 213A of the Act, 8 US.C. 1183a; In particular, the complainant would not be able to demonstrate funds to maintain income
required by section 213A (f) (6) of the Act, 8 U.S.C. 1183a (f) (6), regardless of whether the person has since complied with the support obligation (for example, repaid what was due), and regardless of the individual's current income. Therefore the intended immigrant will be found to be impermissible according to section section law, 8 U.S.C. 1182(a)(4),
unless a joint sponsor made a separate statement. [146] Joint sponsors who have previously defaulted on a support obligation will also be deemed unable to meet the income requirement pursuant to Section 213A(f)(1)(E), 8 U.S.C. 1183a(f)(1)(E). [147] DHS considered the option to permanently barr a person who had previously defaulted on a support
obligation from becoming a sponsor. However, because section 213A(f)(1)(D) 8.C U.S. 1183a(f)(1)(D), requires that the petition for family-based immigrants be a sponsor, DHS concluded that such a policy would unreasonably restrict a person from petitioning eligible family members as permitted by Section 204 of the Law, U.S.C. Instead, DHS proposes
requiring a joint sponsor to perform a Form I-864 in this situation. DHS specifically requests public comments on the proposed requirement for a joint sponsor if the petition sponsor or replacement sponsor has previously defaulted on any support obligation. DHS is particularly interested in the views and data that will inform, and to what extent DHS should
consider past defaults on the support obligations of a petition sponsor or substitute sponsor or whether there are other potential options that would better ensure sponsors can demonstrate funds to maintain Start printed page 62444income at the current level and are able to carry out their support commitments during the period of feasibility. B. Changes in
Household Income Definition DHS proposes revising 8 CFR 213a.1 to change the definition of household income to limit household income to sponsor's income, sponsor's spouse (if he or she performs a contract), and under special circumstances the intended immigrant. See proposed 8 CFR 213a.1(f). Currently, any household member who meets the
criteria specified in the current household income definition can perform a contract. Under the proposed definition, household income will only include all income from the sponsor and sponsor's spouse (if the sponsor's spouse performs a Form I-864A) derived from employment in a legal business or other legal source. See proposed 8 CFR 213a.1(f). Under
the proposed rule, household income will not include any income derived from illegal enterprises, such as income from illegal gambling or drug sales, or from means-tested government benefits. See proposed 8 CFR 213a.1(f). Similar to the current definition of household income, household income under the proposed rule may include the income of the
intended immigrant if the intended immigrant is either the sponsor's spouse or has the same main residence as a sponsor, and the predominance of the evidence shows that the intended immigrant's income is derived from employment in a legal business or other legal source, and such employment is authorized [148] and will continue to be authorised [148]
and will continue to be authorised available to the intended immigrant after they have legal permanent resident status. [149] By limiting whose income can be considered available to the sponsor, DHS believes that it will reduce the possibility of counting income from household members who may not be able to meet the support obligations. The contract
allows a sponsor to include the income of a household member as part of the sponsor's income in cases where the sponsor cannot fulfil it himself. While the household member agrees to be jointly and more people are responsible with the sponsor for supporting the sponsored immigrant, the household member does not need to show that he or she can
maintain the income at the current income threshold. Furthermore, even if a member of the household has enough income and/or assets to help meet the income threshold, the household member's income and assets may actually be inaccessible to support the sponsored immigrant because the household member has other financial obligations. DHS
believes that limiting household income to the sponsor's income, the sponsor's spouse, and under certain circumstances the intended immigrant, reflects more accurate income that will be available to the sponsor to support the intended immigrant under the support obligation. DHS believes it is more likely that the income of the sponsor's spouse (compared to
other household members) will actually be available to the sponsor to support the intended immigrant because spouses often share financial resources with each other. DHS further believes that the income of an intended immigrant is more likely to actually be available to the sponsor if the intended immigrant is accompanied by his spouse or children
because the intended immigrant has a separate interest in his own family's success and well-being in the United States. Therefore, DHS concluded that limiting the members of the household who could perform a contract to the sponsor's spouse and the intended immigrant if accompanied by the intended immigrant's spouse and children would better ensure
that the income the sponsor relies on is actually available to support the intended immigrant. DHS considered eliminating the contract altogether, and is considering only the sponsor's income in connection with the declaration. This would prevent any person who is unable to meet the applicable income threshold based solely on his or her own income and
assets from making a declaration without a joint sponsor, and also make a statement in which the joint sponsor agrees to be jointly and more responsible for the sponsored immigrant. This option is in accordance with the §. C 213A(f)(6)(A)(ii) referring only to the income of intended immigrants and sponsors. In addition, it is consistent with one of the
objectives of this rule – better to ensure that sponsors can meet their support obligations, to the extent that the member of the household is not required to demonstrate the means to maintain on the applicable income threshold on their own, or that the income is actually available for the sponsor to use to support the intended immigrants. In cases where the
member of the household does not have income of the minimum income threshold, it is possible that neither the sponsor nor the members of the household alone can meet the support obligations, although both have agreed to be jointly and more responsible for the support obligation. DHS, however, did not want to rule out the immigration of an intended
immigrant's underage child because the petition sponsor could not use the income of the intended immigrant parent. Furthermore, DHS acknowledges that dual income households are a common and accepted way for households to meet their needs, DHS decided to continue to take into account this fact. DHS specifically requests public comments on the
proposed changes to household income definition, including the proposed restriction on who can perform a contract. DHS is particularly interested in views and data that will inform how DHS should define household income, or if there are other potential options that will help ensure that household income is actually available to the sponsor to support the
intended immigrant. C. Changes to Household Size DHS propose to revise 8 CFR 213a.1 to change the definition of household size to also include, for the purpose of counting household size: any aliens that the sponsor performed a contract between sponsor and household member that the support obligation has not terminated (including any aliens that the
sponsor has not yet entered into into force in accordance with 8 CFR 213a.2(e)(1) , unless this contract is withdrawn on time or adjustment of status application or immigrant visa application associated with this contract has been rejected and any appeal exhausted or waived); and any aliens the Sponsor has sponsored under any other statement that the
Sponsor's support obligation has not terminated (including some aliens for which the Sponsor has made a statement that has not yet entered into force in accordance with 8 CFR 213a.2(s) (1), unless the Sponsor has either passed the Declaration of Support or adjustment of the status application or immigrant visa application associated with this Statement
has been rejected and any appeal sought or waived). See suggested 8 CFR 213a.1(g). Sponsor has already agreed to support these individuals when these statements or contracts take effect, and these support obligations are relevant to the sponsor's ability to demonstrate funds to maintain revenue to support Start-printed page 62445intending immigrant
listed on another statement, as well as the ability to fulfill his or her support obligations when the declaration comes into force. With respect to sponsored immigrants and household members who are considered part of the household size, the current regulations require only of aliens who sponsor has sponsored under a statement, and for whom the Sponsor's
support obligation has not been terminated, as well as the number of aliens to be sponsored under the current statement. [150] A sponsor who has previously agreed to make his or her income or assets available to support intended immigrants through a contract, will assume a support obligation when this contract enters into force, affecting the sponsor's
ability to demonstrate that he or she meets the requirements of Section 213A of the Act, 8 U.S.C. 1183a, and has the means to maintain income to support other intended immigrants. If the sponsor has made other statements and contracts for aliens that have not yet come into force, the sponsor has demonstrated intent to support these sponsored
immigrants. However, this proposed change excludes persons of household size named on previously made declarations and contracts where the support obligation will never take effect because the declaration or contract was withdrawn on time or adjustment of the status application or immigrant visa application associated with this declaration or contract
has been rejected and any appeal exhausted or waived. This proposed change also reflects the reality of variable processing times and the fact that there may be a significant lag between when an immigration officer or immigration judge reviews a sponsor's previously executed Declaration or Contract and when an immigration officer or immigration judge
reviews a subsequently submitted declaration from the same sponsor. Sponsor's household size should reflect all the support obligations the Sponsor has agreed to assume as either a sponsor or as a household member, which will ensure that the immigration officer or immigration judge can assess whether the sponsor meets the requirements set out in
Section 213A of the Act, 8 US.C. 1183a, and that the sponsor has demonstrated the ability to meet its support obligations. DHS considered retaining the existing definition of household size. However, DHS concluded that including the number of people sponsored in pending declarations or contracts as part of the sponsor's household size, will reduce the
instances of sponsors performing support obligations that they cannot or do not intend to fulfill. DHS believes the proposed change in the size of the household will help ensure that sponsors have the means to maintain income at the current income threshold and can meet their support obligations. This proposed change would also preserve DHS' limited
resources and protect the integrity of the immigration system by reducing inadequate declaration filings. D. Revised evidence requirements DHS proposes revisions to 8 CFR 213a.2(c) to require additional evidence that sponsors must provide their declaration to demonstrate that they have the means to maintain income at the current income threshold.
Members of the household who perform a contract will also be the proposed additional requirements. 1. Requires credit reports and credit scores DHS proposes to amend 8 CFR 213a.2(c)(2) (ii) (C) to allow immigration officers and immigration judges to take a sponsor credit report and credit score into account when determining whether a sponsor has the
funds to maintain an annual income on or above the threshold, and whether the sponsor can, in fact, meet his or her support obligations. See suggested 8 CFR 213a.2(c)(2)(ii)(C). Credit reports contain information about a person's payment history, loans, ongoing debt, and other financial information, such as the number and type of accounts with overdue
payments, collections, outstanding debts, and the age of their accounts in the United States. [151] Credit reports may also provide information about a person's work and residence, lawsuits, arrests and bankruptcies in the United States. [152] Credit scores rank a person's credit worthiness and credit risk at some point, and credit scores are based on a
person's financial history. [153] Credit reports and credit scores are often used by lenders, employers, insurance companies and other entities when assessing individuals' financial conditions. [154] For example, lenders use credit reports and scores to determine the likelihood that a potential borrower will repay a loan. [155] Although the sponsor's credit score
or report would not determine, in itself, whether he or she has demonstrated the means to maintain income of at least 125 percent of the federal poverty line (or 100 percent as applicable),[156] or funds to carry out the support obligations, a poor credit score (under 580) [157] or negative information about the credit report as a high amount of outstanding debt
, late payments, criminal accounts, collection measures and bankruptcy may indicate that a sponsor does not have the means to maintain income to support the intended immigrant, or that the sponsor will not be able to carry out the support obligations. On the other hand, a fair or higher credit score (580 or higher) or positive credit history may indicate that a
sponsor has the means to maintain revenue to support the intended immigrant and that the sponsor will be able to perform the support obligation. For the same reasons listed above, DHS also suggests assessing the credit report and score of a household member performing Form I-864A. DHS did not consider requesting credit reports and credit scores from
sponsors and household members who perform Form I-864A. However, DHS determined that the financial status information provided by credit reports and credit scores would help USCIS determine whether a sponsor or household member performing Form I-864A actually has the means to maintain the required income level and whether the sponsor or
household member can meet his or her support obligations. Start printed page 62446 2. Federal Income Tax Returns for 3 Years In Accordance with DHS' section 213A (f) (6) (A) (i) of the Act, 8 .C. 1183a(f)(6)(I)(i), DHS proposes amending 8 CFR 213a.2(c)(2)(i)(A) to require sponsors and members who perform Form I-864A to provide Internal Revenue
Service-issued certified copies or Internal Revenue Service-issued transcripts [158] of their federal tax returns for the last 3 taxable years. See suggested 8 CFR 213a.2(c)(2)(i)(A). The statute allows DHS to file tax returns for the last 3 taxable years [159], but the existing regulation only requires sponsors to file tax returns for the last taxable year. [160] The
interim final rule of Section 213A of the Act, 8 U.S.C. 1183a, required sponsors to provide copies of the last three tax years with a declaration. [161] However, in 2006, DHS ruled that sponsors only file tax returns for the last tax year, as permitted by Section 213A(f)(6)(B) 8 U.S. .C. 1183a(f)(6)(B). [162] The final rule from 2006 also allowed sponsors to file tax
returns for the last three tax years, if they believe that the additional returns can help establish their ability to maintain the required household income. [163] The option to claim only the tax returns from the last tax year shows a sponsorship income for that year, and does not allow immigration officers or immigration judges to review a sponsor's ability to
maintain that income. Therefore, it is not sufficiently representative of the sponsor's ability to support the sponsored immigrant throughout the commitment period. The provision in Section 213A(f)(6)(B) of the Act. C that allows DHS to limit the evidence submitted to demonstrate funds to maintain income until only the last tax year is discretionary, and therefore
does not need to be spent on sponsors. By reviewing 3 years of tax returns for all sponsors, as well as household members performing a contract, immigration officers and immigration judges will have a more complete picture of the sponsor's financial circumstances to determine whether a sponsor or household member who performed form I-864A has
shown the means to maintain the income at the income threshold for the sponsor's household size and whether the sponsor or household member who performed form I-864A has demonstrated that he or she will actually be able to fulfill his support obligation to the intended Immigrant. For the purpose of demonstrating funds to maintain income, the total
income, before deductions in the sponsor's tax return for the last taxable year, will still be generally essential [164] whether a sponsor's income is sufficient to sustain the sponsored immigrant at the income threshold for the sponsor's household size. As stated in the law, Congress concluded that reviewing 3 years of tax returns was an important factor in
demonstrating a sponsor's to maintain the required income. [165] Also in accordance with the law, DHS proposes to clarify that tax returns must be certified copies issued by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). [166] Individuals may request certified copies from the Tax Office for the current tax year and the previous six years. DHS proposes to comply with
changes to the regulations to comply with these revisions. See suggested 8 CFR 213a.2(c)(2)(i)(B), 8 CFR 213a.2(c)(2)(i)(C)(4) and 8 CFR 213a.2(c)(2)(i)(D). DHS considered keeping the existing requirement for just 1 year of tax returns. DHS concluded, however, that it required 3 years of tax returns, instead of one year, having significant value in
determining sponsorship. By reviewing 3 years of tax returns, immigration officers and immigration judges will be able to identify patterns in the annual income of sponsors, thus better establishing not only if the sponsor's income reached the required threshold in the year the declaration was filed, but also the sponsor's ability to maintain the required income



threshold over time. E. Bank account information DHS proposes to change 8 CFR 213a.2(c)(2)(v) to add collection of sponsor's bank account information, such as account type (e.g. control, storage), bank account numbers, and route numbers. See suggested 8 CFR 213a.2(c)(2)(v). DHS also proposes to add bank account information collection for a
household member who performs Form I-864A. F. Address change requirements DHS proposes revising 8 CFR 213a.3 to require that all members of the household performing a contract must notify DHS within 30 days if they change their address. See proposed 8 CFR 213a.3. The current regulation only requires sponsors to submit an address change to
DHS using Form I-865. [167] Since household members accept the same obligations as sponsors with respect to the intended immigrant, it is important that DHS has the current addresses of household members and DHS is justified by any address changes. All households, whether a foreign, U.S. citizen or U.S. citizen, would be required, under the
proposed rule, to notify DHS within 30 days of any change to the address. [168] This provision does not change the current requirement that most foreigners in the United States must report each change of address and new address within ten days of such a change. [169] Upon request, DHS provides information about sponsors and members of households
to benefit agencies to assist agencies in performing incomes deemed and/or seek reimbursement for means-tested government benefits issued to sponsored immigrants. DHS must have up-to-date address information for household members, as well as sponsors, to perform this service for benefit agencies. DHS also proposes to make household members
subject to the same civil penalty imposed on sponsors if they fail to notify of an address change to DHS as needed. See suggested 8 CFR 213a.3(b). G. om informasjonsdeling DHS DHS proposes to revise 8 CFR 213a.4 to update how certain information about sponsors and sponsored immigrants is sent to or requested from USCIS. Start printed page
62447 1. Eliminating subpoena requirements To help benefit agencies and sponsored immigrants in holding sponsors and household members accountable for their support obligations, DHS proposes revising 8 CFR 213a.4 (a) (3) to make it easier for certain parties to obtain certified copies of affidavits from USCIS. See suggested 8 CFR 213a.4(a)(3).
Currently, USCIS will provide a certified copy of a statement only after USCIS receives a duly issued subpoena. [170] However, it is burdensome, costly and ineffective for the parties to obtain subpoenas just to obtain a copy of a statement. The existing requirement may discourage benefits and sponsored immigrants from enforcing support obligations and/or
applying for a refund. Also, upon signing a statement, sponsors have already authorized the release of information contained in [the declaration] in supporting documents, and in my USCIS or DOS records, to other entities and persons where necessary for the administration and enforcement of U.S. immigration law. [171] Members of the household who sign
a contract also authorize the release of the information in the contract. [172] DHS proposes eliminating the subpoena requirement to make the reimbursement process easier and better ensure that sponsors and members of the household who perform a contract meet their support obligations. [173] Instead, DHS proposes that it will provide a certified copy of
a statement or contract after receipt of a formal request to a party or entity authorized to receive a certified copy of a statement or contract, such as bringing an action to enforce a statement or contract, so that the statement or contract can be used as evidence in any action to enforce the support obligation or as part of a reimbursement request. Authorized
parties or entities will submit a formal request by submitting to USCIS a new form, Request for certified copy of the Declaration of Support under Section 213A of the INA or contract between sponsor and household member (Form G-1563) (request form). The request form will not have a filing fee. As an alternative, DHS considered abandoning the subpoena
requirement in the regulations. But to better facilitate Congress's intent that sponsors meet their support obligations during the period of feasibility, DHS proposes eliminating the subpoena requirement to facilitate the initiation of refund or reimbursement measures. This proposed amendment is also consistent with the President's Directive to establish data
sharing procedures, which will better ensure that existing immigration laws are enforced and that sponsors meet their support obligations during the course of legal force. DHS specifically requests public comments on the proposed change to eliminate DHS is particularly interested in the views and data on costs associated with obtaining a duly issued
subpoena, or if there are other potential options that will help ensure that support commitments, including reimbursement of means-tested government benefits, are met. DHS also asks to comment on the proposed request form and instructions. 2. Revising the reporting processes DHS proposes to revise the reporting provisions of 8 CFR 213a.4(c) to provide
more effective mechanisms for meeting reporting requirements. The current regulation requires parties receiving final reviews against a sponsor to send certified copies of judgments to the Office of Program and Regulation Development at USCIS headquarters in Washington, D.C. [174] But the Office of Program and Regulation Development no longer
exists, and USCIS headquarters is expected to move in the near future. Similarly, 8 CFR 213a.4(c)(2) devices that administer means-tested public benefits direct to send written notice of indigency provisions to the Office of Program and Development Regulation. DHS proposes deleting 8 CFR 213a.4(c)(3) in its entirety as the program office and the postal
address in this provision is no longer appropriate. DHS also proposes to revise 8 CFR 213a.4(c)(1) and (2) to delete the outdated email instructions. Instead, reporting parties will do so in a way to be described by DHS. See suggested 8 CFR 213a.4(c)(1) and (2). H. Revised definitions DHS proposes to add new definitions to 8 CFR 213a.1, revise current
definitions of important terms in 8 CFR 213a.1, and also add alphabetical designations for each definition. See proposed 8 CFR 213a.1. By defining and clarifying important conditions, this proposed rule would provide greater certainty regarding the eligibility criteria for sponsors and intended immigrants. If you add designations for each definition, the
readability and clarity of the regulation will be improved. Add active duty definition. DHS proposes adding a definition of active duty to include: Full-time service in the U.S. Armed Forces, other than active duty of education, full-time duty (other than for training purposes), as a mission officer in the Regular or Reserve Corps of the Public Health Service, full-
time service as a mission officer in the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, and full-time service as a cadet or midshipman at the United Military States Academy. , United States Naval Academy, United States Air Force Academy or United States Coast Guard Academy. These additional definitions clarify who is active duty as the term is used in
Section 213A (f) (3) of the Act, 8 U.S.C. 1183a (f) (3). DHS proposed this definition because it complies with a statutory definition of active duty created by Congress, which applies to service members and codified in 38 U.S. .C. 1965. Add active duty definition for training. DHS proposes to add the active duty definition to to mean full-time fee in the U.S.
Armed Forces carried out by Reserves for training purposes, full-time duty for training purposes carried out as a principal of the Reserve Corps of the Public Health Service, full-time service as a member, cadet or midshipman of the Reserve Officers Training Corps while attending field training or practice cruises, and in the case of members of the National
Guard or air national guard in any state, full-time service pursuant to section 316, 502, 503, 504 or 505 in title 32 , United States Code. The concept of active duty of training does not include duty performed as an interim member of the Coast Guard Reserve. The additional definition clarifies who is active duty of training as the term is used in Section 213A (f)
(3) of the Act, 8 US.C. 1183a (f) (3). DHS proposed this definition because it complies with a statutory definition of active duty of training duty created by Congress, which applies to service members codified in 38 .C. 1965. Add the definition for perform. DHS proposes adding the definition of perform to mean, in connection with 8 CFR 213a, a declaration of
support Start printed page 62448Under Section 213A of the INA or a contract between a sponsor and household member is performed when a sponsor or household member signs and submits the appropriate forms in accordance with the form instructions of USCIS or the Department of State, as needed. This new definition replaces the definition in the
current 8 CFR 213a.2(a)(1)(ii), which defines the term that is performed only in connection with the declaration. Change the definition of the federal poverty line. DHS proposes revising the definition of the Federal Poverty Line to replace the term Service with DHS, which reflects the dissolution of the Immigration and Naturalization Service and the transfer of
its duties and responsibilities to the U.S. Department of Homeland Security through the Homeland Security Act of 2002. , the Federal Poverty Guidelines (FPG) issued annually by HHS. Change household income definition. DHS proposes revising the definition of household income to mean that the income used to determine whether a sponsor meets the
minimum income requirements under Section 213A(f)(1)(E), 213A(f)(3) or 213A(f)(5). 8 U.S. C 1183a(f)(1)(E), (f)(3) or (f)(5). Under the proposed amended definition, household income will include all income, obtained from employment in a legal enterprise or other legal source, by the sponsor, the sponsor's spouse if the spouse submitted a contract, and the
intended immigrant's income that will still be available to the intended immigrant after he or she has obtained legal permanent resident status. Household income will not include income from employment that has not yet begun, income derived from illegal enterprises, such as income from illegal gambling or drug sales, purpose purpose income derived from
employment not authorized under 8 CFR 274a.12, or income from means-tested public benefits, as defined in 8 CFR 213a.1(l). This proposed definition will clarify that household income will not include the income of members of the household other than the sponsor, the sponsor's spouse who performed a contract, or the intended immigrant, in order for the
sponsor to meet the income requirements of section 213A of the Act, 8 .C. 1183a. This audit will better help immigration officers and immigration judges in determining whether a sponsor has the funds to maintain income of at least 125 percent of the federal poverty line and whether the sponsor will be able to carry out their support obligations. Change the
definition of household size. DHS proposes revising the definition of household size to add to the requirement that in addition to the individuals included in the current definition, a sponsor must include other aliens listed on a statement that has not yet entered into force, unless the sponsor has withdrawn the declaration, or the application related to the
declaration has been declined and any complaints have been exhausted or waived. DHS also proposes to include in household-sized aliens that the sponsor has performed a contract and the support obligation is still in effect, and any contract that has not yet entered into force, unless the sponsor has withdrawn the contract, or the application related to the
contract is rejected and any complaints are exhausted or waived. The proposed amendment would also eliminate the sponsor's ability to include the income of household members in addition to a spouse who performed form I-864A and the intended immigrant to meet the income requirements of Section 213A of the Act, 8 US.C. 1183a. DHS proposes this
change to comply with the proposed change to the definition of household income, which would exclude the income of anyone other than the sponsor , the sponsor's spouse, and the intended immigrant. These proposed changes, in accordance with the statute's purpose to ensure that sponsors meet their support obligations, will provide a more accurate
assessment of the number of people the sponsor currently supports or seek to support. The revised definition will help DHS determine whether a sponsor meets the support requirements, has shown funds to maintain income at the desired income level, and will be able to meet its support obligations. Change immigration officer definition. DHS proposes
revising the definition of the immigration officer by updating an incorrect reference. Immigration officer as defined for purposes of 8 CFR chapter I am currently found in 8 CFR 1.2, and not 8 CFR 103.1 (j) as 8 CFR 213a.1 currently indicates. Proposed 8 CFR 213a.1(h) has been revised to provide that the immigration officer solely in connection with this
section includes a consular officer, as defined by section immigration law, as defined by section 1.2 of chapter 1.2. This is a technical correction that does not significantly change the definition of immigration officer as currently defined in 8 CFR 213a.1. Change the revenue definition. DHS proposes changing the definition of income to mean a person's total
income (e.g. adjusted gross income for those filing an income tax for individual addicts) in connection with the individual's U.S. federal income tax liability, including a common income tax, excluding any income earned or derived from illegal enterprises, such as illegal gambling or drug sales. Only a person's federal tax returns —that is, neither a state nor
territorial tax return or a tax return filed with a foreign government—can be filed with a declaration or with a contract, unless the person had no obligation to file a federal tax return, arguing that his or her state, territorial or foreign taxable income is sufficient to establish the adequacy of the declaration or contract. The proposed amendment, in accordance with
the statute, requires a sponsor to provide verified information about his or her income, and therefore provides reliable information about a sponsor's ability to support the intended immigrant. Change the common sponsor definition. DHS proposes revising the definition of joint sponsor to refer to the sponsor who filed the immigrant petition on behalf of the
intended immigrant as a petition sponsor. This amendment corresponds to Section 213A(f)(5)(A) of the Act. C and clarifies the identity of the intended immigrant's sponsor. Add definition for petition sponsor. DHS proposes to add a definition of petition sponsor to mean a sponsor who meets all the requirements of Section 213A (f) (1) (A) through (E) of the
Law; meets the requirements of Section 213A(f)(1)(A), (B), (C) and (D) and (f)(2). meets the requirements of Section 213A(f)(1)(A), (B), (C) and (D) and (f)(3). meets the requirements of § 213A(f)(1)(A), (B), (C) and (D) and (f)(4)(A) and (f)(4)(B)(i) of the Act; or meet the requirements of Section 213A(f)(1)(A), (B), (C), (f)(4)(A) and (f)(4)(B)(ii) of the Act. This
definition, in accordance with the statute, distinguishes between the petition sponsor, as proposed above, any joint sponsor who accepts joint and multiple Start Printed Page 62449liability with the complainant,[176] and a substitute sponsor, who accepts the petition sponsor's support obligations if the petition sponsor dies after the immigrant petition was
approved. [177] DHS proposes to comply with changes to the entire regulation to comply with this new definition. Change the definition of sponsor. DHS proposes revising the definition of sponsor to include the three categories of sponsors: Petition sponsor, joint sponsor, and replacement This proposed amendment, in accordance with statutes, clarifies
categories of sponsors and corresponds to the obligations defined in the articles of association in each category. DHS proposes to comply with changes to the entire regulation to comply with this new definition. Add definition for us armed forces, otherwise known as the Armed Forces of the United States. DHS proposes adding the definition of U.S. Armed
Forces to mean the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps and Coast Guard as codified in 10 U.S. .C. 101 (a) (4). This definition, in accordance with the articles of association, clarifies key considerations in the proposed definitions for active duty and active duty of education. [178] I. Clarifies declaration requirements for certain children of U.S. citizens
acquiring U.S. citizenship DHS proposes to clarify the exemption from the declaration requirement for foreign-born children who will automatically obtain U.S. citizenship under Section 320 of the Law after admission to the United States as a result of and take up residence in the legal and physical custody of their U.S. citizen parent. DHS does not add a new
exception, but rather identifies which immigrant categories of children must submit a declaration and who do not, as described below. If DHS proposes to amend 8 CFR 213a.2(a)(2)(ii)(E) to clarify that 8 CFR 213a.2(a)(1) does not apply if the intended immigrant: Is the child of a United States. citizen, and the child's lawful admission for permanent residence
and stay in the United States in the United States of The United States citizen(s)' legal and physical custody will result in the child's automatic acquisition of citizenship under Section 320 of the Act, 8 U.S. .C. 1431, as amended, unless the child is deemed to be coming to the United States for adoption under Section 101 (b) (F) and 101 (b) (1) (G) of the Law ,
8 US.C. 1101 (b) (1) (F) and 1101 (b) (1) (G) (G). The applicable regulation does not address the various ways in which a child may come to the United States to be adopted as described in Section 101(b)(1)(E), 101(b)(1)(F) and 101(b)(1)(G) of the Act; 8 U.S.C. 1101(b)(1)(E), 1101(b)(1)(F) and 1101(b)(1)(G). These clarification changes therefore provide the
specific provisions of the INA that apply to adopted children who are and are not subject to the requirements of the Declaration. Foreign children of U.S. citizens, who must first establish qualification for admission, are subject to Section 212 (a) (4) of the Act, 8 U.C. 1182 (a) (4), although they may later obtain U.S. citizenship by fulfilling the requirements of
Section 320, 8 U..C S.C. 1431. , after admission to the United States as LPR and taking up residence in the legal and physical custody of their U.S. citizen parent, is exempt from the declaration requirement in accordance with applicable regulations and will continue to be exempt under the proposed regulations. [180] The following categories of automatically
obtain citizenship after admission as a lawful permanent resident and begin to reside in the legal and physical custody of their U.S. citizen's parents(s) and is exempt from filing a declaration: [181] The child of a U.S. citizen (IR-2/IR-7) requires an approval of a petition for Alien Relative, Form I-130. These children are generally admitted as legal permanent
residents or their status is adapted to legal permanent residents. The child can then submit an application for citizenship, Form E-600, to receive the citizenship certificate. [182] The certificate would generally be dated from the date the child was admitted as a legal permanent resident. Stepchildren of U.S. citizens are not eligible for the acquisition of
citizenship under Section 320 of the Act, 8 U.S..C. 1431, unless the child is adopted by the U.S. citizen. [183] Orphan adopted abroad by a U.S. citizen (IR-3/IR-8) requires the approval of a petition to classify orphans as an immediate relative, form I-600. These children are generally admitted as lawful permanent residents, and USCIS will send a citizenship
certificate to the child without a Form N-600 being filed or judged, provided that the child has taken up residence in the United States in lawful and physical custody of the adoptive parents. The Hague Convention adopted abroad by a US citizen (IH-3/IH-8) – requires the approval of a petition to classify the Convention adoptee as an immediate relative, form I-
800. These children are generally admitted as lawful permanent residents and USCIS will send a citizenship certificate to the child without a Form N-600 being filed or judged, provided that the child has taken up residence in the United States in lawful and physical custody of the adoptive parents. However, children deemed to be coming to the United States
for adoption must generally take some additional steps to obtain citizenship and are therefore required to submit a Form I-864 or Form I-864EZ under applicable and proposed regulations. The proposed rule will clarify which children are considered to come to the United States for adoption and therefore subject to the declaration requirement. The following
categories of children are considered to come to the United States for adoption and are required to submit a Form I-864 or Form I-864EZ: Orphan to be adopted by a U.S. citizen (IR-4/IR-9). These children are admitted as legal permanent residents. Typically, the parent(s) must complete the adoption in the United States. The Hague Convention is adopted
by a US citizen (IH-4/IH-9). Start printed page 62450Thing children are admitted as legal permanent residents. Typically, the parent(s) must complete the adoption in the United States. [185] Congress has passed a number of laws over the past two decades to ensure that foreign-born children of U.S. citizens are not subject to negative immigration
consequences in the United States due to foreign birth. In particular, the Child Citizenship Act of 2000 [186] provides that children, including certain adopted children, of U.S. citizen parents automatically obtain U.S. citizenship if certain conditions are met. That same year, Congress passed the Intercountry Adoption Act of 2000 (IAA) [188] to implement the
Hague Convention on the Protection of Children and Cooperation in Connection with the Hague Adoption Convention or Convention, which established international standards for the practice of interland adoptions. The IAA protects the rights of children, birth families and adoptive parents, and improves the government's ability to help U.S. citizens seeking to
adopt children from abroad. [190] For these reasons, continued exemptions for children to automatically obtain citizenship under Section 320 of the Act, 8 U.S. .C. 1431, after admission as a lawful permanent resident and begin to reside in the law's legal and physical custody of their U.S. citizen's parents from the declaration's requirements, in accordance
with Congress's strong interest in supporting U.S. citizens seeking to welcome foreign-born children to their families. J. Various other changes DHS proposes to delete 8 CFR 213a.2(a) (1) (ii), which explains when a declaration is made. There is no similar provision that explains when a contract is executed. As mentioned in section H. above, DHS proposes
to add a definition for the term to perform in proposed 8 CFR 213a.1 that will apply to both declarations and contracts, and will clarify what performs means through the proposed rule. Therefore, the provision of 8 CFR 213a.2(a) (1) (ii) (ii) will no longer be required, and DHS proposes deletion. DHS proposes to delete 8 CFR 213a.2(a) (1) (i) (B) as not
required. Currently, the regulations require certain intent immigrants to submit form I-864W, Request for waivers to have intended immigrant declaration of support, to determine that they are exempt from the declaration requirement. DHS, however, has determined that these classes of intended immigrants must provide proof that they are exempt from the
declaration requirement as part of submitting form I-485, Application to register permanent residence or adjust status. As part of the adjustment of the status process, USCIS is responsible for determining whether the applicant has fulfilled his burden of proof to establish eligibility in favor, which includes a determination of whether the alien has demonstrated
that no impermissible basis in Section 212 (a) of the Act, 8 US.C. 1182 (a), applies. [191] Failure to submit a statement when necessary results in a provision of impermissible based on public charging space regardless of other statutory factors. [192] Therefore, an adjustment of the status applicant must already provide proof that he or she is exempt from
submitting a declaration, thereby eliminating the need for submission of Form I-864W. Remove the requirement that some applicants submit a and affirmative request the exemption will be less burdensome for applicants as well as USCIS. Incretly, DHS will eliminate the use and assessment of form I-864W. DHS proposes revising 8 CFR 213a.2(a)(2)(ii) to
accurately identify all classes of intended immigrants who are exempt from the Form I-864 requirement. See proposed 8 CFR 213a.2(a)(2)(ii)(F)-(EE). DHS proposes to revise the support requirements of 8 CFR 213a.2(c)(1)(i) to comply with Section 213A(f)(1), 8 U.S.C. 1183a(f)(1) and includes the requirements that generally a sponsor must be petitioning for
the admission of strangers under section 204 of the Act and demonstrating funds to maintain an annual income equal to at least 125 percent of Federal Poverty guidelines based on the sponsor's household size. See suggested 8 CFR 213a.2(c)(1)(i). DHS proposes to modify 8 CFR 213a.2(c)(2)(iii)(B) to clarify the types of assets that can be considered
significant assets for affidavit purposes, including that non-cash assets must be able to be converted into cash within 12 months. See suggested 8 CFR 213a.2(c)(2)(iii)(B). This revision reflects USCIS's existing policy and the instructions for Form I-864. [193] How DHS calculates significant assets would not be changed by clarifying that the significant assets
are calculated by reference to FPG, as this audit reflects the proposed revision of the definition of the federal poverty line that would be based on FPG. DHS also proposes adding 8 CFR 213a.6, adding a severance clause in the event that any of the provisions in this section have not been implemented. K. Transition period DHS proposes that all applications
for adjustment of status and applications for immigrant visa mail mark (or event applicable electronically submitted) before the effective date of the final rule will be judged according to the criteria currently found in 8 CFR part 213a as Start printed page 62451promulated by the 2006 final rule. [194] All applications for adjustment of status and applications for
immigrant visa records (or event applicable electronically submitted) on or after the effective date of the final rule will be judged in accordance with the provisions of the final rule. DHS invites public comment on other possible approaches to the transition period between current regulations and the proposed revisions. V. Statutory and Regulatory
Requirements A. Executive Order 12866 and Executive Order 13563 Executive Orders (E.O.) 12866 and 13563 direct agencies to assess the costs and benefits of available regulatory options and, if regulation is needed, to choose regulatory approaches that maximize net benefits (including potential economic, environmental, public health and safety effects ,
distributive effects and equity). E.O. 13563 emphasizes the importance of quantifying both costs and benefits, reducing costs, harmonising rules, and This proposed rule is designated as a significant regulatory action that is economically significant since it is estimated that the proposed rule is likely to have an annual effect on the economy of $100 million or
more, under Section 3 (f) (1) of E.O. 12866. Therefore, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) has reviewed this proposed regulation. 1. Summary of amendments to the proposed rule DHS proposes to change its regulations related to declarations on 8 CFR part 213a by revising sponsorship requirements to better ensure that a sponsor has the
means to support intended immigrants at the state-required level. The proposed rule is intended to better ensure that all sponsors and household members who make a declaration or contract can meet the support obligations under Section 213A of the Act, 8 U.S.C. 1183a(a). This rule will also strengthen enforcement of declarations to hold sponsors and
household members accountable if sponsored immigrants receive means-tested government benefits during the period in which the obligations apply. The proposed rule would update the evidence requirements for sponsors filing a declaration. The updated evidence requirements will give immigration officers and immigration judges more effective ways to
determine whether the sponsor has the means to maintain an annual income at or above the required income threshold, and whether the sponsor is able to provide financial support to the intended immigrant and fulfill all support obligations during the period in which the declaration is in effect. In particular, the proposed rule would require sponsors and
household members to provide federal tax returns for the last 3 tax years, instead of 1 tax return for the last tax year, recent credit reports and credit scores, and bank account information. In addition, the proposed rule will revise policies related to a sponsor's prior receipt of means-tested public benefits or defaults on another declaration or contract support
obligation. Sponsors who have received means-tested government benefits may not have the financial means to support a sponsored immigrant. Similarly, a sponsor who has not previously fulfilled its support obligations may be an unreliable source of support or refund for affidavit purposes. In particular, this proposed rule would require a joint sponsor when
a sponsor has received means-tested public benefits over the past 36 months and/or has had a judgment against him or her for a prior declaration. Furthermore, the proposed rule will revise who can perform a contract. Currently, there is no limit to how many household members or household members can perform a contract. DHS intends to allow only a
sponsor spouse or, under certain circumstances, the intended immigrant, to perform a contract. An intended immigrant can only perform a contract if he or she has an accompanying spouse or child; if the intended immigrant the only immigrant being sponsored, sponsored, immigrant income may be included as part of the sponsor's declaration if it meets the
definition of household income. [195] DHS believes that who can perform a contract better would ensure that any income used by the petition sponsor to support sponsored strangers is actually available to sponsor for the support of the intended immigrant. Since data is not available showing that non-spouse households are less likely to maintain their
contractual obligations, DHS cannot provide examples or other enforcement information involving non-spouse households. This provision reflects DHS's political preference that immigrants should not rely on a sponsor and a potentially unlimited group of household members to satisfy the requirements of INA 213A. The proposed rule would update and
improve how means-tested government benefit agencies obtain immigration status information from USCIS about people seeking means-tested government benefits and how means-tested government benefit agencies provide information to USCIS. Today's practice is outdated and burdensome, and discourages important information sharing and data
collection. To resolve this specifically, the proposed rule would: Eliminate the requirement for a duly issued subpoena in order for USCIS to provide a certified copy of a statement to a referring party, and instead allow the parties to submit a formal request for a declaration or contract to USCIS. Eliminating this requirement would allow a less cumbersome
process than getting a subpoena. Implementing the proposed new Form G-1563, Request for Certified Copy of The Statement of Support pursuant to Section 213A of the INA or Contract between Sponsor and Household Member, for those from a party or entity authorized to bring an action to enforce a declaration or contract that makes a formal request to
USCIS to provide a certified copy of the requested statement or contract performed on behalf of a sponsored immigrant for use as evidence in any act of Enforcement. Remove an incorrect address and state that parties who obtain judgments against a sponsor or household member who performed a contract between sponsor and household member, and
federal, state or local programs or private entities that set out section 421(s) of the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 in the case of a sponsored immigrant must notify USCIS in a manner to be specified by USCIS. Finally, DHS proposes to update the regulations to clarify which categories of aliens are exempt from the
requirement to submit a declaration, and to add and revise definitions to provide greater clarity of regulations and comply with statutory changes made since the final rule was announced in 2006.Start printed page 62452 2. Summary of the costs and benefits of the proposed rule The proposed rule will impose new net costs on of sponsors who perform a
using Form I-864 or Form I-864EZ as well as the population of household members who perform a contract using Form I-864A, so that a sponsor can use the household member's income and/or assets to demonstrate funds to maintain income. In addition, the proposed rule will impose new net costs on the population who perform Form I-864A as a
household member who will now be required to submit Form I-865 to notify of a change of address after relocation. Moreover, the proposed rule would provide some cost savings for immigrants applying for adjustment of status that would need to request exemptions from submitting a declaration that DHS proposes to eliminate Form I-864W for use when
submitting Form I-485. Instead, individuals will be required to provide the information previously requested on Form I-864W when they file form I-485. DHS has determined that the information an applicant provides on Form I-485 would be sufficient for a ratings officer to be able to confirm whether an immigrant is stately required to submit a declaration. This
proposed rule would also impose new costs on those of a party or entity authorized to bring an action to enforce a declaration or contract making a formal request using the proposed new Form G-1563, allowing USCIS to provide a certified copy of the requested declaration or contract performed on behalf of a sponsored immigrant for use as evidence in any
act of enforcement. DHS estimates the total cost of filing the proposed new Form G-1563 would be about $779 annually. [196] DHS estimates that the total new quantified net costs imposed by the proposed rule will be approximately $240,314,623 annually for those who make a declaration for an intended immigrant using Form I-864, form I-864EZ, for those
who perform a contract using Form I-864A, and for those who submit a message about a change of address after moving using Form I-865, for those who submit Form G-1563 to make a formal request for a certified copy and declaration or contract, as well as accounting for estimated cost savings for immigrants applying for adjustment of status that would
need to request exceptions from filing a declaration that DHS proposes to eliminate form I-864W for use when submitting Form I-485. The estimated new quantified net costs for the proposed rule will be based on increased time opportunity costs to fill out Form I-864, Form I-864A and Form I-864EZ,[197] as well as new requirements to fill out these forms,
included: Obtaining credit reports and credit scores, obtaining Internal Revenue Service (IRS)-issued certified copies or transcripts of federal revenue returns for the last 3 taxable years, and opportunity costs for time to submit IRS Form 4506, Request for Copy of Tax Return, to have IRS issued federal income tax to complete Form I-864 and Form I-864EZ.
The estimated new quantified net cost of the proposed rule will also be based on the proposed requirement requirement those who file form I-864A use form I-865 to notify of a change of address after moving. During the first 10 years of implementation, DHS estimates that the total quantified new net cost of the proposed rule will be $2,403,146,230 (not
counted). DHS estimates that the 10-year discounted total net cost for this proposed rule would be about $2,049,932,479 to a 3 percent discount rate and about $1,687,869,350 at a 7 percent discount rate. The primary benefit of the proposed rule would be to better ensure that the sponsored immigrant is financially supported, as required by law, and that
means-tested government benefit agencies can more effectively seek reimbursement from sponsors or household members when a sponsored immigrant receives means-tested government benefits. DHS also expects the proposed rule to produce benefits by strengthening the enforcement mechanism for declarations and contracts through the elimination of
the subpoena requirement in 8 CFR 213a.4 to make it easier for means-tested government benefit agencies to recover payment for any means-tested public benefits that an intended immigrant receives during the period during which a declaration or contract can be enforced. The proposed rule would update the evidence requirements for sponsors
submitting a declaration and household members submitting contracts, which would give immigration officers and immigration judges more effective ways to determine whether individuals have the means to maintain an annual income at or above the outlined income threshold and provide financial support to the intended immigrant and fulfill all support
obligations in the period a declaration or contract is in effect. In addition, the proposed rule will update and improve how means-tested public benefit agencies get information from USCIS about sponsors and household members who have a support obligation in effect and how means-tested government benefit agencies provide information to USCIS. Table 2
provides a more detailed summary of the proposed provisions and their effects. Table 2 – Summary of major changes in provisions and estimated financial consequences of the proposed RuleProvisionsProosed provisionEstimated effect of proposed provisionAmending 8 CFR 213a.1. Definitions Revise 8 CFR 213a.2. The use of a statement of supportAdd's
new and updated existing definitions Outlines the circumstances, requirements and exceptions to make a statement of support under section 213A of INAQuantitative: Costs: • Total annual net costs for the proposed rule will be approximately $240.3 million, including: • $226.6 million to applicants who must submit Form I-864; • $10.63 million to those who
must complete form I-864A; Start printed page 62453 Request 8 CFR 213a.3 Change of addressDisplays sponsors and members of the household to notify USCIS of any change of address within 30 days while sponsor and/or household member's support obligation applies• $6.75 million to • $3.68 million cost savings to applicants from eliminating form I-
864W; • $2,751 to those who must submit form I-865; and • $779 to those who file the proposed new Form G-1563. Change 8 CFR 213a.4. Reimbursement, Public Notice, and Congressional Reporting Process in which USCIS provides a certified copy of the Declaration of Support under Section 213A of the INA or Contract between Sponsor and Household
Member that has been performed to a party or authorized entity • Total net costs over a 10-year period will range from: • $2.40 billion for non-charged net costs; • $2.05 billion at a 3 percent discount rate; and • $1.69 billion at a 7 percent discount rate. Qualitative: Costs • The proposed rule may impose some costs if a joint sponsor must make a declaration in
cases where a sponsor has received any means-tested public benefits within 36 months of filing the declaration and/or has failed to meet the support or reimbursement obligations under an existing declaration or contract. • There may be a reduction in the number of immigrants granted immigration benefits in cases where the intended immigrant is unable to
obtain a sponsor who can meet the new requirements under this proposed rule. • The proposed rule may cause some sponsors who may intend to sponsor a family member in the future to refrain from signing up or disenrolling from a means-tested public benefit program to avoid triggering the proposed additional requirements. • The proposed rule could lead
to an increased number of people with support obligations held responsible for reimbursement of the costs of means-tested government benefits. Moreover, sponsors or household members will incur the costs of repaying the means-tested public benefits subsidy agency, and are likely to incur the costs of legal representation if means-tested government
benefits that give agencies choose to pursue legal action to restore the means-tested public benefits a sponsored person received. Benefits • Update evidence requirements to give USCIS more effective ways to determine whether the sponsor has the means to maintain an annual income at or above the outlined income threshold. These updated
requirements will better enable officers to determine whether the sponsor is able to provide financial support to the intended immigrant and fulfill all support obligations during the period in which the declaration is in force; • Update and improve how means-tested government benefit grant agencies get immigration status information from USCIS about people
seeking means-tested government benefits and how means-tested government benefit subsidy agencies provide information to USCIS. This proposed provision would eliminate the requirement to obtain a duly issued subpoena before USCIS is authorized to provide a certified copy of Form I-864 or Form I-864EZ to a requesting party of use in any action to
enforce the support obligation and instead allow a request party to submit a request for a declaration or contract directly to USCIS. This will strengthen the enforcement mechanism for declarations and contracts, which will allow means-tested government benefits grant agencies to recover payment for any means-tested public benefits that a sponsored foreign
receives during the period during which a declaration or contract can be enforced; and • Revise the process of informing USCIS of judgments obtained against sponsors (not to meet previous support obligations as sponsor or household member) and indigency provisions to give USCIS flexibility to determine a more effective mechanism of information
reporting, in which USCIS would be allowed to provide another mechanism for submitting copies of judgments and indigency provisions to ensure accuracy and effectiveness. Source: USCIS analysis. DHS does not have sufficient data to quantify the expected benefits of the proposed rule. However, the Administration has identified enforcement of
sponsorship obligations as a priority, and DHS has made a political decision that the proposed changes to this rule will help better ensure sponsors and household members who perform a contract are able to fulfill their support obligations under Section 213A of the INA, 8 U.C. 1183a, and strengthen the enforcement mechanism for the declaration and
contract so that sponsors and household members are held accountable for these support obligations. In addition to the consequences summarized above and as required by OMB Circular A-4, Table 3 presents the prepared accounting statement showing the costs associated with this proposed regulation. [198] Start printed page 62454 Table 3 – OMB A-4
Accounting Statement ($, 2019)CategoryPrimary EstimateMinimum EstimateMaximum EstimateSource citation Benefits:Monetized BenefitsN/ARIA. Annualized quantified, but unsightly, benefitsN/ARIA. Unclassified BenefitsDHS expects the proposed rule would provide qualitative benefits that would: RIA. • Update evidence requirements to provide USCIS
with more effective ways to determine whether the sponsor has the means to maintain an annual income at or above the outlined income threshold. These updated requirements will better enable USCIS to determine whether the sponsor is able to provide financial support to the intended immigrant and fulfill all support obligations during the period in which
the declaration is in effect; • Update and improve how means-tested government benefit grant agencies get immigration status information from USCIS about people seeking means-tested government benefits and how means-tested government benefit subsidy agencies provide information to USCIS. This proposed provision would eliminate the requirement
to obtain a duly issued subpoena before USCIS is authorized to provide a certified copy of Form I-864 or Form I-864EZ to a duly issued subpoena before USCIS is authorized to provide a certified copy of Form I-864 or Form I-864EZ to request use in any action to provide a certified copy of Form I-864 or Form I-864EZ to request use in any action to support
obligation and instead allow a request party to submit a formal request for a or a contract directly to USCIS. This will strengthen the enforcement mechanism for declarations and contracts, which will allow means-tested government benefits grant agencies to recover payment for any means-tested public benefits that a sponsored foreign receives during the
period during which a declaration or contract can be enforced; and • Revise the process of informing USCIS of judgments obtained against sponsors (not to meet previous support obligations as sponsor or household member) and indigency provisions to give USCIS flexibility to determine a more effective mechanism of information reporting, in which USCIS
would be allowed to provide another mechanism for submitting copies of judgments and indigency provisions to ensure accuracy and effectiveness. Expense: Annualized earnings net expense (discount rate in parentheses) (3%) $240,314,623RIA. (7%) $240,314,623Annualized quantified but u-earnings, costs N/ARIA. Qualitative (unquantified) costsThe
proposed rule may impose some consequences and/or costs associated with the proposed provisions that a joint sponsor must make a statement in cases where a sponsor has received any means-tested public benefits within 36 months of filing the declaration and/or has failed to meet the support or reimbursement obligations under an existing declaration
or Contract.RIA. There may be a reduction in the number of immigrants granted immigration benefits in cases where the intended immigrant is unable to obtain a sponsor who can meet the new requirements under this proposed rule. The proposed rule could result in some sponsors who may intend to sponsor a family member in the future foregoing
enrollment or disenrolling from a means-tested public benefit program to avoid triggering the proposed additional requirements. The proposed rule could lead to an increased number of people with support obligations who are held responsible for reimbursement of the costs of means-tested government benefits. Moreover, sponsors or household members
will incur the costs of repaying the means-tested public benefits subsidy agency, and are likely to incur the costs of legal representation if means-tested government benefits that give agencies choose to pursue legal action to restore the means-tested public benefits a sponsored person received. Start printed page 62455 The proposed rule may result in the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (DOS) incurring additional costs for providing assessment services for declarations or contracts. Although at this time it is difficult to quantify these increased costs, DOS identified several sources of possible increased costs for these services as a result of this proposed rule, such as contract changes. Various
analyses/CategoryEffectScientities on state, local and/or tribal governmentsNone.Effects on small on wagesNone.Effects on growthNone. 3. Background and purpose of the rule As described in the introduction, DHS seeks to update the 8 CFR part 213a by changing sponsorship requirements to better ensure that all sponsors, as well as household members
who perform a contract, have the means to maintain income at the applicable income threshold and are able to fulfil their support obligations under SECTION 213A, 8 U.S.C. 1183a, during the period in which the declaration or contract is enforceable and support the intended immigrant(s) at the statutorily necessary level. Sponsors can demonstrate that they
have the means to maintain an annual income equal to at least 125 of the federal poverty line, or 100 percent as applicable,[199] through a combination of income and/or significant assets. [200] This proposed rule seeks to expand the types of additional financial information required from sponsors to help make such provisions further. A more complete
picture of the sponsor's and household member's financial situation would help immigration officers and immigration judges decide whether the sponsor can meet the requirements of Section 213A of the Act, 8 U.S.C. 1183a, in particular whether the sponsor has demonstrated the means to maintain income required by Section 213A (f) (6), 8 US.C. 1183a (f)
(6), and whether the sponsor and household member will actually fulfil their support obligation to the intended immigrant. USCIS believes this will strengthen the integrity of the immigration process. DHS notes that the baseline will include the number of sponsors who currently maintain the support of an immigrant according to the requirements of a statement,
as well as the number of sponsors who have not met their financial obligations and who need-tested government appropriations agencies have sought reimbursement. However, DHS does not have data on reimbursement work or successful recovery of benefits grant agencies. USCIS receives limited information from benefit agencies or other parties
enforcing the declaration or contract, despite the information-sharing provisions of the statute and regulations, and thus unable to determine whether the proposed rule's benefits are likely to exceed the costs. However, the administration has identified enforcement of the refund claim as an issue that needs to be fixed. Enforcement of support commitments is
a priority for the administration. DHS is also seeking to update provisions to allow means-tested government benefits that provide agencies with easier information from USCIS to seek reimbursement from a sponsor once the sponsored immigrant has received means-tested government benefits. Most family-based immigrants under Section 212(a)(4)(C), 8
U.S.C. 1182(a)(4)(C), and some work-based immigrants pursuant to Section 212(a)(4)(D) of the Act. C and some work-related immigrants pursuant to Section 212(a)(4)(D) (D) of the Act are required to submit a declaration made by the petition sponsor. This proposed amendment is intended to strengthen the enforcement mechanism of the Declaration so
that sponsors and members who agree to use their income and assets to support the sponsored immigrant are held accountable if the sponsored immigrant ultimately receives means-tested public benefits during the period during which the declaration or contract can be enforced. USCIS receives limited information from benefit agencies or other parties
enforcing the declaration or contract, despite the information sharing provisions of the statute and regulations. Current DHS regulations for obtaining copies of statements are burdensome and ineffective because they require a subpoena. Laws governing subpoenas vary by jurisdiction, but subpoenas often have to be issued by a judicial officer or by a
licensed lawyer,[201] which requires additional time and resources. The requirements of the current regulations may have contributed to unintended difficulties for benefit agencies and sponsored immigrants seeking to hold sponsors legally accountable for their obligations based on statements. A declaration is a legally enforceable contract between the
sponsor who completes the declaration and the U.S. government. A sponsor must show on the declaration that he or she has the means to maintain income to support the intended immigrant of 125 percent of the Federal Poverty Policy (FPG) based on the sponsor's household size, or 100 percent of FPG for a person who is on active duty (other than active
duty of education) in the United States Armed Forces and who asks for their spouse or children. If a sponsored immigrant receives means-tested government benefits, the agency that offers the means-tested government benefit may ask the sponsor to repay the cost of those benefits. The agency may also sue the sponsor for non-refunding the means-tested
public benefits. A petition sponsor must complete a declaration at one of the following points in the immigration process Start Printed Page 62456depending on the type of immigration benefit applicant applicant applicant seeks: When the main immigrant submits a visa application with a consular officer abroad; when the main immigrant submits an application
for adjustment of status to permanent resident status with USCIS; or, when directed by an immigration judge in the United States. If necessary, a joint sponsor must also complete a declaration. Sponsors complete either a form I-864 or the shorter form I-864EZ. Sponsors may only use Form I-864EZ under the following circumstances: Sponsor is the
complainant who submitted form I-130, form I-129F or Form I-600, for the relative being sponsored; the relative being sponsored is the only person, other than the complainant, listed on the petition; and the income the sponsor uses to qualify for the declaration is based solely on the sponsor's salary or pension and appears on one or more IRS Form W-2s.
Household members who agree to use their income and/or assets to financially support an intended immigrant to perform a contract, along with using form I-864A. It collected on form I-864, Form I-864EZ and Form I-864A are designed to ensure that individuals are eligible to be sponsors or household members, respectively. Depending on the form type,
sponsors and household members must also submit certain necessary evidence with the form. For example, sponsors must provide proof that they are a U.S. citizen, a U.S. citizen, or a lawful permanent resident. All sponsors and members of the household must currently file a copy of their federal tax returns, including supporting documents, for the last tax
year, or provide evidence showing why they were not required to file a federal tax return for that year. If a declaration is deemed inadequate because the sponsor has not demonstrated that he or she has the means to maintain the required income level, the intended immigrant will be deemed impermissible based on public charging space under section
212(a)(4), 8 U.S.C. 1182(a) (4). The intended immigrant will not be able to adjust status or obtain an immigrant visa. When a sponsor performs Form I-864 in support of an intended immigrant, sponsor agrees to assume the support obligations as described in Section 213A of the Act, 8 U.S.C. 1183a. Categories of immigrants required to submit Form I-864
completed by a petition sponsor to demonstrate eligibility for adjustment of status include: (1) Immediate relatives of U.S. citizens (spouses, unmarried children under the age of 21, and parents of U.S. citizens 21 years and older); (2) Family-based preference immigrants (unmarried sons and daughters of U.S. citizens, spouses and unmarried sons and
daughters of lawful permanent residents, married sons and daughters of U.S. citizens, and brothers and sisters of U.S. citizens 21 years and older); and (3) work-based preference immigrants in cases where a particular U.S. citizen, legal permanent resident or U.S. national relative filed the Immigrant Petition for Alien Workers, Form I-140 or such relative has
a significant stake (5 percent or more) in the entity that filed the Form I-140. However, certain immigrants are exempt from the requirement to submit Form I-864, which intends immigrants who have earned or can receive credit for 40 qualifying quarters (credits) of work in the United States. Form I-864 includes an additional contract, form I-864A, which can be
filed when a sponsor's income and assets do not meet the income requirements, and the sponsor's household member chooses to combine his resources with the income and/or assets of a sponsor to meet those requirements. Currently, a separate Form I-864A must be completed for each household member whose income and/or assets the sponsor uses
to meet the income requirements. Form I-864A must be submitted with Form I-864. In addition, form I-864A serves as an agreement between sponsor and household member who together with the sponsor is the household member for the support commitments. In cases where the petition sponsor or replacement sponsor cannot meet the income
requirements by themselves, a person applying to adjust status may also meet the declaration of support requirements by getting a joint sponsor who is willing to accept joint and multiple responsibilities with the petition sponsor or replacement sponsor for the obligation to provide support to the sponsored stranger. The joint sponsor must demonstrate income
or assets that independently meet the requirements to support the sponsored immigrant(s) in accordance with the law's sponsored immigrant(s) in accordance with section 213A(2) and (f)() of the Act. C 5). The joint sponsor's income and assets cannot be combined with the income/assets of the petition sponsor, the substitute sponsor (if applicable), or the
sponsored immigrant, i.e. the joint sponsor must have income and assets at the least required threshold. Petition sponsor (or replacement sponsor, if applicable), and joint sponsor must each complete a Form I-864. Since data is not available showing that non-spouse households are less likely to maintain their contractual obligations, DHS cannot provide
examples or other enforcement information involving non-spouse households. This provision reflects DHS's political preference that immigrants should not rely on a sponsor and a potentially unlimited group of household members to satisfy the requirements of INA 213A. DHS welcomes public comment on data, information or examples that non-spouse
household members are less likely to uphold their contractual obligations. Certain classes of immigrants are currently exempt from the requirement to submit Form I-864 or Form I-864EZ. Based on the information in an underlying form, such as Form I-485, Application to register permanent residence or adjust status, an officer can confirm whether a stranger
is statutorily required to submit a statement. Three different agencies undergo a declaration and contract of adequacy, each in a different context. USCIS reviews a declaration and contract while judging certain applications for adjustment of status. DOS consular officers review declarations and contracts as part of the immigrant visa application process. A
foreignnational seeking an immigrant visa in a classification where a declaration is required must submit a declaration that complies with the terms and conditions set by the Secretary of Homeland Security. 22 CFR 40.41(a)(7). Immigration courts, which are part of the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) Executive Office for Immigration Review (EOIR), may
review declarations and contracts in conjunction with a stranger in removal proceedings seeking adjustment of status as a form of relief from removal, or when one otherwise judges a declaration or contract filed in connection with a public cost ground of inadmissible or deportability, but this rule also does not directly revise standards or processes. Processes.
Population The proposed rule will affect sponsors of most family-based sponsored immigrants and some work-based intended immigrants who submit form I-864 or form I-864EZ which is required to show that they have sufficient funds for economic Start Printed page 62457support and is unlikely at any time to become a public cost. [202] The proposed rule
would also affect household members filing Form I-864A whose income and/or assets would be used to help the sponsor demonstrate funds to maintain income. In such cases, a sponsor's income and assets do not meet the income requirements of Form I-864, and the eligible household member chooses to combine their resources with the earnings and/or
assets of a sponsor to meet the requirements. Certain classes of aliens applying for admission or adjustment of status are required to submit a declaration made by a sponsor to avoid being found impermissible under section 212 (a) (4) of the Law, 8 US.C. 1182 (a) (4). When a declaration is submitted, a contract is created between the sponsor and the US
government to establish a legally enforceable obligation to financially support the intended immigrant when the intended immigrant becomes an LPR. DOS gave the estimates to the population of persons who submit each declaration or contract to DOS in connection with an immigrant visa application pre-processing at NVC. DOS extrapolated the data from
recent electronic caseloads for each fiscal year. Older systems do not capture the number and type of declarations or contracts. Specifically, the total receipt number from the DOS reflects the cases sent from NVC to consular positions during each fiscal year as documentaryally eligible for the immigrant visa application and required an interview with a
consular officer. DOS's total receipts number does not include declarations or contracts sent to DOS for matters that were not documentaryally qualified in the given time frame and also does not include declarations or contracts sent directly to consular posts abroad, as DOS has no process of tracking. The number of declarations or contracts sent to DOS
annually is higher than the figures below because this data does not include the forms sent directly to consular posts abroad. Cases sent to nvc instead of filed directly with a consular record overseas represent the vast majority of immigrant visa applications. [203] A. Population of Sponsors Perform Form I-864 With this proposed rule, DHS intends to align
sponsorship requirements with legal provisions and to change sponsorship requirements to better ensure that a sponsor has shown funds to maintain revenue to support intended immigrants at the state's required level. DHS also intends to ensure that all sponsors and households can meet the support obligations under Section 213A of the Act, 8 U.S.C.
1183a. This proposed rule will the enforcement of the declaration and the contract to keep and household members responsible if sponsored immigrants receive means-tested public benefits. Therefore, DHS estimates the population of people who perform form I-864 as sponsors for aimed at immigrants. Table 4 shows the total population in fiscal years 2014
through 2018 as filed form I-864 for both USCIS receipts and DOS receipts. The annual population of sponsors filing Form I-864 increased from 786,495 submissions in fiscal year 2014 to 1,213,367 submissions in fiscal year 2016, an increase of nearly 55 percent. Submissions decreased to 1,110,986 in fiscal year 2018, a decrease of about 8 percent from
fiscal year 2016. During the 5-year period, the population of sponsors who filed form I-864 ranged from a low of 786,495 in fiscal year 2014 to a high of 1,213,367 in fiscal year 2016. While the trend in the annual number of declarations made increased from fiscal year 2014 to 2016, the trend decreased by about 8 percent in fiscal year 2018. DHS
acknowledges that this proposed new regulation provision is likely to reduce the number of people who will be eligible to qualify as a sponsor who can make a statement and as a result may reduce the number of declarations made using Form I-864. However, DHS cannot determine the extent of the reduction in form I-864 filings annually at this time.
Therefore, DHS uses the estimated annual average total population filing form I-864 of 1,041,077 for the analysis in this proposed rule. Table 4—Total Receipts for Form I-864 by USCIS and DOS, FY 2014 to FY 2018Fiscal yearUSCIS form I -864 receiptsDOS form I -864
receiptsTotal2014357,055429,440786,4952015379,921635,4671,015,3882016438,605774,7621,213,3672017495,681583,4681,079,1492018451,163659,8231,110,986Total2,122,4253,082,9605,205,3855-year Average424,485616,5921,041,077Source: USCIS, Office of Intake and Document Production (OIDP); U.S. State Department, Visa Office. DHS
welcomes public comments on our estimates of the total population required to submit a statement using Form I-864 showing evidence of having sufficient funds for financial support. B. Population of household members filing form I-864A form I-864A is submitted as an attachment to Form I-864 and is considered supporting documentation. A separate Form
I-864A must be used for each member of the household whose income and/or assets are used by a sponsor to qualify. Therefore, each Form I-864A is completed and signed by two people: A sponsor who fills out Form I-864 and a household member who promises to make their income and/or assets available to the sponsor to support Start Printed Page
62458sponsored immigrants. When both the sponsor and the household member sign the form, it constitutes an agreement that the household member is responsible along with the sponsor for the support of the named persons. DHS estimates that the population of applicants who Form I-864A with USCIS is approximately 42,892 annually [204] and DOS is
approximately approximately 100,000. Annually,[205] for a total of 48 824 annually. However, DHS does not have receipt data for Form I-864A, as USCIS does not generate receipt numbers for this additional form, making it difficult to determine how many Form I-864A is submitted annually. As a result, USCIS must manually review applicant files to obtain
form I-864A data to accurately determine the number of receipts for this form. Therefore, DHS relies on the likely number of Form I-864A respondents estimated through periodic and ongoing information collection work. Such collections of information depend on a combination of information USCIS retrieves from databases, specialists and expected intakes
from other collections of information, which may be related to the form for which an estimate is provided. The agency uses this information and/or may use other data that may not exist in an official database to guide decision-making on an estimated number of respondents, as it is the best information available at this time. Furthermore, DHS reiterates that
this proposed rule will revise the current regulatory requirements on who can qualify as a household member for the purpose of performing a contract using Form I-864A. Currently, there is no limit on the number of household members who can perform a Form I-864A. DHS, however, proposes to allow only a sponsor spouse or one intended immigrant with
the same main residence as a sponsor to perform form I-864A. DHS acknowledges that this proposed new regulatory provision may reduce the number of people who will be eligible to qualify as a household member who can submit a contract, and as a result can reduce the number of contracts performed using Form I-864A. However, DHS cannot



determine the extent of the reduced number of Form I-864A filings annually at this time. DHS welcomes public comments on our estimates of the total population required to perform a contract showing evidence of having sufficient funds for financial support. In addition, DHS welcomes comments on the effectiveness of the audit of applicable regulatory
requirements in this proposed rule on who can qualify as a household member for the purpose of performing a contract using Form I-864A. c. Population of Sponsors Filing Form I-864EZ Form I-864EZ is a shorter version of form I-864 and is designed for cases that meet certain criteria. As form I-864, Form I-864EZ is legally required for many family-based
immigrants to show that the intended immigrant has sufficient funds for financial support and is not impermissible on the public cost ground. People who meet all of the following criteria can submit form I-864EZ: The person who filed or filed form I-130, form I-129F or form I-600 or Form I-800, request to classify the convention adoptee as an immediate
relative, for a relative who becomes The sponsored relative is the only person listed on the form, other than petition; and the income the individual uses to qualify is based solely on the individual's salary or pension and appears on one or more IRS Form W-2s provided by the individual's employers or former employers. Table 5 shows the total population in
fiscal years 2014 through 2018 as filed form I-864EZ with both USCIS and DOS. The annual population of sponsors filing Form I-864EZ increased from 24,545 in fiscal year 2014 to 36,909 in fiscal year 2016, an increase of about 26 percent. Filings fell to 31,442 in fiscal 2018, a decrease of about 16 percent. During the 5-year period, the population of
sponsors who filed Form I-864EZ ranged from a low of 24,545 in fiscal year 2014 to a high of 36,909 in fiscal year 2018. In addition, the average annual population of sponsors over 5 fiscal years who filed form I-864EZ was 30,991. Therefore, DHS estimates the annual average total population filing Form I-864EZ would be 30,991 for this proposed rule.
Tabell 5 – Totalt antall mottak for skjema I-864EZ av USCIS og DOS, FY 2014 til FY 2018.RegnskapsårUSCIS skjema I-864EZ kvitteringerDOS skjema I-864EZ kvitteringerTotal201410,23814,30724,54520159,92421,17231,096201611,92421,17231,096201611,92421,17231,096201611,92421,17231,096201611,9 09725 81236 909201711 52419 43930
96320189 45921 98331 442Total52 242102 713154 9555 år Gjennomsnitt10 44820 54330 991Kilde: USCIS, Kontoret for inntak og dokumentproduksjon (OIDP); U.S. State Department, Visa Office. DHS proposes to revise 8 CFR 213a.2(c)(2)(ii)(C) to require the applicant to submit a Form I-864 performed by a joint sponsor when the petition sponsor has
received one or more means-tested public benefits within 36 months before performing Form I-864EZ. See proposed 8 CFR 213a.2(c)(2)(ii)(C)(4)(ii). If a petition has received a means-tested public benefit within 36 months of filing form I-864EZ, he or she will be deemed unable to meet the income requirements of a sponsor. [206] In such cases, the petition
sponsor would still be required to complete the declaration, but a joint sponsor who has not received a means-tested public benefit in the past 36 months must also complete a declaration that the intended immigrant will not be found impermissible. DHS recognizes this new requirement can result in fewer annual submissions of form I-864EZ and may
increase the number of submissions of form I-864 since both a sponsor who needs a joint sponsor, for whatever reason, and joint sponsor each would submit a declaration using Form I-864. However, DHS cannot estimate the potential number of form I-864EZ filers that may be required to submit Form I-864 with a common sponsor due to receipt of means-
tested government benefits within 36 months prior to submission, as this information is not collected in USCIS databases. On DHS that this proposed new regulation is likely to reduce the number of people who will be eligible to qualify as a sponsor who can make a statement and as a result may reduce the number of statements made Form I-864EZ. As
mentioned above, DHS is not able to determine the extent of the reduction in form I-864EZ submissions annually at this time. Therefore, as with the population estimate for form I-864, DHS uses the estimated annual average total population filing form I-864EZ of 30,991 for analysis of this proposed rule. DHS welcomes public comments on our estimates of
the total population required to make a statement using Form I-864EZ showing evidence of having sufficient funds for financial support. In addition, DHS welcomes comments on the effectiveness of the audit of applicable regulatory requirements in this proposed rule on who may qualify to make a declaration using Form I-864EZ. d. Population of archiving
form I-864W Certain classes of immigrants are currently exempt from the requirement to submit form I-864 or form I-864EZ and therefore must submit form I-864W, Request for waiver for intent immigrant declaration of support. However, DHS proposes to eliminate form I-864W and instead would require individuals to provide the information previously
requested on form I-864W using Form I-485. Therefore, applicants will not be required to submit a separate form I-864W except form I-485. Based on the information in form I-485, an officer can confirm whether an immigrant is stately required to submit a statement. DHS estimates that the population of immigrants who must submit form I-864W is about
98,119 annually. [207] Due to data limitations, DHS cannot easily determine the number of annual submissions of Form I-864W. Therefore, DHS relies on the likely number of Form I-864W respondents estimated through periodic and ongoing information collection work. Such collections of information depend on a combination of information DHS retrieves
from databases, specialists and projected intakes from other collections of information, which may be related to the form for which an estimate is provided. The agency uses this information and/or may use other data that may not exist in an official database to guide decision-making on an estimated number of respondents, as it is the best information
available at this time. DHS welcomes public comments on our estimates of the total population that must submit form I-864W. E. Population of filing form I-865 Currently, all sponsors of immigrants in the United States who have made a declaration using Form I-864 or I-864EZ at any time in the past must submit form I-865, Sponsor's Notice of Change
Address, to report a change of address within 30 days of the change if the sponsorship agreement is still in effect. The sponsorship agreement applies to the sponsored immigrant: Becomes a U.S. citizen; Receives credit for 40 quarters of the work; Depart the United States permanently and either formally leaves legal permanent resident status (upon filing
form I-407, Registration of of legal permanent resident status) or is formally held in removal continues to have left this status; In a removal process, the legal permanent resident loses the status of the sponsored immigrant based on the I-864 form; or Becomes dead. Table 6 shows the total annual payments for submissions of Form I-865 in the fiscal years
2014 to 2018. Total annual payments of Form I-865 decreased in the period from a high of 8,055 in fiscal year 2014 to a low of 5,354 in fiscal year 2017, an overall decline of about 34 percent. In fiscal year 2018, the total annual receipts of Form I-865 increased to 5536, about a 3 percent increase compared to fiscal year 2017. Additionally, the average
number of receipts of Form I-865 during the 5 fiscal year was about 6089. While the total number of form I-865 receipts was much greater in fiscal year 2014, the subsequent general trend showed much more moderate decline and led to an increase in submissions in fiscal year 2018. Preliminary data for fiscal year 2019 shows an increase in Form I-865
submission to about 6007, an increase of nearly 8 percent compared to fiscal year 2018. [208] Therefore, since a consistently increasing or decreasing trend cannot be observed, DHS uses the total annual average population filing form I-865 of approximately 6089 for the baseline for this proposed rule. Table 6 – Total annual receipt of Form I-865, Sponsor's
notice of change of addressFiscal yearReceipts20148,05520156,04920165,44920175,35420185,536Total30,4435-Year Average6,089Source: USCIS Office of Policy and Strategy, Policy Research Division searches the USCIS Computer-Linked Application and Information System 3 (CLAIMS 3) database. Under the proposed rule, the population that
performs Form I-864A will also be required to submit Form I-865 to notify of a change of address. To estimate the likely increase in the number of Form I-865 submissions due to the new proposed requirement, DHS calculated the percentage of the total annual receipts of Form I-865 compared to the total average annual submissions of Form I-864 and Form
I-864EZ. DHS estimates that today's total average annual submissions of Form I-864 and Form I-864EZ are Start printed page 62460 approximately 1,072,068. [209] On average, the annual number of submissions of Form I-865 is about 0.6 percent of the number of submissions of Form I-864 and Form I-864EZ. [210] DHS applies 0.6 percent to the total
annual average number of submissions of Form I-864A of 48,824 (from section 4.b of this analysis) to determine how many Form I-864A filers are likely to be required to submit Form I-865 under the new provision of the proposed rule. Based on the average annual percentage of people who filed form I-864 and Form I-864EZ who filed form I-865, DHS
estimates that there would be an average of approximately 293 additional annual submissions of Form I-865 from the Form I-864A filers under the proposed [211] Therefore, DHS estimates that the total annual average population submission form I-865 for the proposed rule would be 6,382.[212] DHS welcomes public comments on our estimates of the total
population required to submit Form I-865 to provide notice of a change of address, including current and proposed populations that would be required to submit Form I-865 in the event of an address change. 5. Cost-benefit analysis DHS expects this proposed rule to produce quantified costs associated with submitting a declaration or contract using Form I-
864, Form I-864A and Form I-864EZ; and quantified costs related to the submission of Form I-865 for those who will now be required to notify of a change of address. For this proposed rule, DHS uses the unweighted average hourly wage of $25.72 for all occupations to estimate the cost of time for the populations in this financial analysis who submit a
declaration or contract using Form I-864, Form I-864A and Form I-864EZ, and for those who must submit form I-865 to provide notice of a change of address. [113] For these populations, DHS assumes that individuals are spread across the various occupational and industrial sectors of the U.S. economy. However, the salary for all occupations ($25.72) is an
unweighted average hourly wage that does not take into account worker benefits. DHS accounts for worker benefits when calculating time costs by calculating a benefit-to-pay multiplier using the latest Department of Labor (DOL) report, bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), which describes the average employer cost of worker compensation for all civilian
workers in large occupational groups and industries. DHS estimates that the benefits-to-pay multiplier is 1.46 and is therefore able to estimate the full cost of opportunity per applicant, including employee pay and the full cost of benefits such as paid leave, insurance and pension. [214] For the people filing a declaration or contract, DHS therefore calculates
the average total compensation rate as $37.55 per hour, where the average hourly wage is $25.72 per hour worked and average benefits are $11.83 per hour. [215] a. Planned estimate of ongoing costs The original estimate for ongoing costs is the best assessment of costs and benefits that are not absent in the regulations. For this proposed rule, DHS
estimates the baseline according to current operations and requirements, comparing this to the estimated costs and benefits of the provisions specified in the proposed rule. Therefore, dhs defines the baseline by assuming no change to DHS regulations to establish an appropriate basis for evaluating the provisions of the proposed rule. DHS notes that the
baseline will include the number of sponsors who currently maintain the support of an immigrant according to the requirements of a statement, as well as the number of sponsors who have not met their financial obligations and as means-tested public have sought a refund. However, DHS does not have data on refund work or successful recovery of
Agencies. As previously mentioned, USCIS receives limited information from benefit agencies or other parties enforcing the declaration or contract, despite the information sharing provisions of the statute and regulations. Therefore, the costs that are described as part of the baseline include all applicable costs related to filling in and archiving Form I-864,
Form I-864A, Form I-864EZ, and Form I-865. As mentioned earlier in the background section, the source of additional costs imposed by this proposed rule in general would come from increased time burden estimates to fill out form I-864, form I-864A, and form I-864EZ. An additional source of costs imposed by the proposed rule would come from the
requirement to submit Form I-865 to notify of a change of address. These costs are analyzed later in this economic analysis. However, DHS welcomes public comments or data about people who make a statement or contract that has received means-tested government benefits. DHS welcomes public comments or references to studies on the connection
between sponsors' receipt of means-tested government benefits in the past and their failure to reimburse agencies for benefits received by immigrants they sponsor. In addition, DHS welcomes public comments or enforcement action data, using means-tested public benefit agencies for declarations and contracts to restore payment for any means-tested
public benefits that an intended immigrant receives during the period during which a declaration or contract can be enforced. Table 7 shows the estimated population and annual costs of filing form I-864, form I-864A, form I-864EZ, I-864W, and Form I-865 for the proposed rule. Start printed page 62461 Table 7 – Total average annual planned costs (current)
costs for the proposed ruleForm estimated average annual population Estimated total annual costForm I-8641 041 077$234 554 2 648Opportunitet Time Costs (OCT)234,554,648Form I-864A48,8243,208,225OCT3,208,22 5 Form I-864EZ30,9912,909,435OCT2,909,435Form I-864W98,1193,684,368OCT3,684,368Form I-8656,08957,176OCT57,176Total
Baseline Costs244,413,852Source:USCIS Analysis. As previously discussed, form I-864 is needed for most family-based immigrants and some employment-based immigrants to show that they have sufficient funds for financial support and are unlikely at any time to become a public cost. [216] In addition, Form I-864 may be submitted using Form I-864A,
when a sponsor's income and assets do not meet the income threshold, and the household member chooses to combine their resources with the income and/or assets of a sponsor to meet the applicable income threshold. Some petition sponsors may be able to submit form I-864EZ, provided they meet certain criteria. Moreover, certain classes of
immigrants are currently from the requirement to submit Form I-864 or Form I-864EZ, but must submit form I-864W. Based on the information in an underlying form, such as form I-485, an officer can confirm whether a stranger is statutorily statutorily to submit a statement. i. Current planned cost estimate for archiving form I-864 There is currently no archiving
fee associated with archiving form I-864 with USCIS. [217] HOWEVER, DHS estimates that the time burden associated with a sponsor filing form I-864 is 6 hours per file, including time for reviewing instructions, collecting the necessary documentation and information, filling out Form I-864, drafting statements, attachments of the necessary documentation and
submitting form I-864. [218] Therefore, using the average total compensation rate of $37.55 per hour, DHS estimates the cost of time to fill out and submit form I-864 would be $225.30 per petition. [219] DHS assumes that the average rate of total compensation used to calculate the time cost of Form I-864 is appropriate since the sponsor of an immigrant,
who agrees to provide financial and material support, is asked to fill out and submit the form. Using the estimated annual total population of 1,041,077 people submitting a declaration of support using Form I-864, DHS estimates that the time cost of sales related to filling out and submitting Form I-864 is $234,554,648 annually. [220] [220] ii. The current
planned cost estimate for archiving form I-864A There is also no archiving fee associated with archiving form I-864A with USCIS. [221] HOWEVER, DHS estimates that the time burden associated with submitting Form I-864A is 1 hour and 45 minutes (1.75 hours) per file, including the time of review of instructions, collection of necessary documentation and
information, filling in the contract, preparation of statements, attachment of the necessary documentation and submission of the contract. [222] Therefore, using the average total compensation rate of $37.55 per hour, DHS estimates the cost of time to fill out and submit Form I-864A is about $65.71 per petition. [223] DHS assumes the average starting rate
since the 62462total compensation rate used to calculate the time cost of Form I-864A since both the sponsor and another household member agree to provide financial support to an intended immigrant. But the household member may also be the intended immigrant. Using the estimated annual total population of 48,824 for people who would submit Form I-
864A as a household member, DHS estimates the cost of time related to filling out and submitting Form I-864A is $3,208,225 annually. [224] In 1999, there were 100,000 people who became the Current Planned Cost Estimate for Filing Form I-864EZ As with Form I-864, there is no archiving fee associated with archiving form I-864EZ with USCIS. [225]
HOWEVER, DHS estimates that the time burden associated with submitting form I-864EZ is 2 hours and 30 minutes (2.5 hours) per file, including the time for reviewing at $37.55 per hour, DHS estimates the cost of time to fill out and submit form I-864EZ is $93.88 per petition. [227] Using the estimated annual total population of 30,991 people submitting a
declaration of support using form I-864EZ, DHS estimates that the cost of filling out and submitting form I-864EZ is $2,909,435 annually. [228] In 1999, 100,000 people became current estimates for planned costs for filing form I-864W DHS proposes to eliminate Form I-864W and will instead require individuals to provide the information previously requested
on form I-864W using Form I-485. Therefore, applicants will not be required to submit a separate form I-864W except form I-485. Based on the information in form I-485, an officer can confirm whether an immigrant is stately required to submit a statement. While the information currently collected using Form I-864W will be collected using Form I-485 under
this proposed rule creation, DHS does not expect an increase in the fee, time burden, or other changes to the requirements for filling out and archiving Form I-485. There is no filing fee associated with filing Form I-864W with USCIS. [229] HOWEVER, DHS estimates that the time burden associated with filing this form is 60 minutes (1 hour) per petition,
including time for reviewing instructions, collecting necessary documentation and information, filling in the request, preparing statements, attaching the necessary documentation and submitting the request. [230] Therefore, using the average total compensation rate of $37.55 per hour, DHS estimates that the cost of time to fill in and submit form I-864W is
approximately $37.55 per file. [131] Using the estimated annual total population of 98,119 for people who would submit Form I-864W as a member of the household, DHS estimates that the time cost of sales related to filling out and submitting Form I-864W is approximately $3,684,368 annually. [232] v. The current estimate of planned costs for filing form I-
865 form I-865 is currently identified by OMB as exempt from control under the Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA). But as recently as 2015, Form I-865 was an OMB-approved collection that DHS estimated the time burden associated with submitting the form was 15 minutes (0.25 hours), including the time for reviewing instructions, and filling in and submitting
the form. [233] Therefore, using the average total compensation rate of $37.55 per hour, DHS estimates that the cost of time to fill out and submit Form I-865 is about $9.39 per file. [234] Start printed page 62463 Using the estimated annual total population of 6089 for people who would submit Form I-865 to provide notice of an address change, DHS
estimates that the cost of opportunity associated with filling in and submitting I-865 is about $57,176 annually. [235] In 1999, 100,000 people became costs of the proposed regulatory changes The primary source of quantified new costs for the rule would be from increases in estimated time burdens to fill form I-864, I-864A and form I-864EZ, as well as new
filing requirements such as providing additional tax statements and credit reports and credit scores. The proposed rule will also impose new costs on the population performing a contract that household members will now be required to submit form I-865 to provide notice of a change of address after relocation. Furthermore, the proposed rule would also
impose new costs on those using the proposed new Form G-1563 to make a formal request from a party or entity authorized to bring an action to enforce a declaration or contract, allowing USCIS to provide a certified copy of the requested declaration or contract performed on behalf of a sponsored immigrant for use as evidence in any act of enforcement.
Table 8 shows the estimated annual new quantified costs the proposed rule would impose on individuals filing form I-864, I-864A, form I-864EZ, and form I-865. Table 8 - Total new quantified costs for the proposed ruleForm estimated annual populationTotal annual costsForm I-8641 041 077 $226 621 641Opportunity Cost of Time (OCT) – Addition to
Planned Costs (current) costs19 551 426 Costs for obtaining credit report and credit scores20,811,129Costs to get the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)-issued certified copies or transcripts of federal tax returns (3 last taxable years required)156,161,550OCT to submit IRS Form 4506 to obtain IRS-issued certified Federal income tax return30 .097,536Form I-
864A48,82410,628,009OCT — Addition to baseline (current) Cost916,915Costs for obtaining credit report and credit score975 992Costs to obtain Internal Revenue Service (IRS) issued certified copies or transcriptions of federal tax returns (3 last taxable years required)7,323,600OC T.D. to submit IRS Form 4506 to obtain IRS-issued certified federal
revenue remission1,411,502Form I-864EZ30,9916,745,81 1OCT- Addition to baseline (current) costs581 .701Costs for obtaining credit report and credit score619,510Cost to obtain Internal Revenue Service (IRS) issued certified copies or transcriptions of federal income returns (last 3 taxable years required)4,648,650OCT to file IRS Form 4506 to obtain
IRS-issued certified federal tax return895,950Form I-8656,3822,751Extended population subject to the requirement to submit Form I-865 to notify of the change of address2 .751Form G-156325779OCT to file779Total New quantified costs for the proposed rule243,998,991Source: USCIS analysis. The proposed rule would require individuals who fill out
declarations using Form I-864 to read additional instructions and provide additional information, increasing the estimated time to fill out the form. The current estimated time to fill out form I-864 is 6 hours per file. For the proposed DHS estimates that the time burden to fill out form I-864 will increase by 30 minutes to take into account the extra time
complainants will spend reviewing collect the necessary documentation and information, complete the request, make statements, attach the necessary documentation and submit your request. The 30 minutes of increased time burden to fill out the form takes into account the proposed new requirement to provide USCIS bank account information, as well as
credit reports and credit scores. [236] Therefore, the proposed time burden for filling out form I-864 is estimated at 6.5 hours per file. For the proposed rule, DHS estimates that the cost of time to fill out and archive Form I-864 would be $244.08 per person based on the 30-minute increase in the time burden estimate. [237] Using the total population estimate
of 1,041,077 annual submissions for Form I-864, DHS estimates that the total time cost of opportunities related to filling and archiving Form I-864 is approximately $254,106,074 annually. [238] The new costs imposed by this proposed rule will be the difference between the proposed estimated opportunity costs for time to complete Start Printed page
62464Form I-864 and the current estimated opportunity time costs to fill out the form due to the increased time burden estimate. As a result, DHS estimates that the proposed rule will impose additional annual new costs of about $19,551,426 to Form I-864 filers. [139] In addition to the cost of filling out and submitting Form I-864, filers must bear the cost of
obtaining a credit report and credit score from one of the three major credit bureaus in the United States to be submitted with the declaration. [240] Consumers can get a free credit report once a year from each of the three major consumer reporting agencies (that is, credit bureaus) under the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA). [241] However, consumers are
not necessarily entitled to a free credit score, as consumer reporting agencies can charge a fair and reasonable fee. [242] DHS does not assume that all individuals are able to obtain a free credit report under the FCRA specifically to meet the requirements for filing form I-864 and recognizing getting a credit score would be an additional cost. Therefore, DHS
assumes that each one would bear the cost of getting a credit report and credit score from at least one of the three major credit bureaus. DHS estimates the cost of getting a credit report and credit score is $19.99 per applicant, as this is the maximum amount the big three credit bureaus charge. [243] DHS notes that all persons who submit a declaration will
also be required to comply with this requirement, unless he or she applies in a category exempt from the public fee, inadmissible. Therefore, based on the estimated average annual population of 1,041,077, DHS estimates the total annual cost associated with obtaining a credit report and credit score as part of the requirements for filing form I-864 will be
approximately $20,811,129. [244] DHS proposes a new requirement that these Form I-864 would be required to provide IRS-issued certified copies or transcripts of their federal tax returns for the last 3 taxable years. [245] See proposed 8 CFR 213a.2(c)(2)(i)(A). In accordance with the law, DHS proposes clarifying in the regulations that the tax return must
be certified copies issued by the IRS. [246] Individuals may request certified copies from the Tax Office for the current tax year and the previous six years. DHS proposes to comply with changes to the regulations to comply with these revisions. See Suggested 8 CFR 213a.2(c)(2)(i)(B), (c)(2)(i)(C)(4) and (c)(2)(i)(D). Sponsors currently have the option to file
tax returns for the last 3 tax years, but are only required to file tax returns for the last tax year. [247] A transcript summarizes return information and includes adjusted gross income (AGI). They are available for the most recent tax year after the Tax Administration has processed the returns. IRS-certified copies of tax returns are available for the current tax
year and as far back as six years. The fee per copy for each return requested is $50. People requesting IRS-certified copies of their tax returns must fill out and submit IRS Form 4506 to the relevant IRS office listed in the form. Using the estimated annual total population of 1,041,077 people submitting Form I-864, DHS estimates that the cost of obtaining
three tax statements using IRS Form 4506 in accordance with the proposed requirement to submit Form I-864 will be approximately $156,161,550 annually. [248] The estimated time burden associated with filing IRS Form 4506 is 46 minutes (.77 hours) per file, including learning about the law or form, preparing the form, and copying, assembling and
submitting the form to the IRS. Therefore, using the total rate of compensation of $37.55 per hour, DHS estimates the possibility cost of time to fill in and submit IRS Form 4506 would be $28.91 per applicant. [149] Using the total population estimate of 1,041,077 annual submissions for Form I-864, DHS estimates that the total time cost of opportunities
associated with filling in and submitting IRS Form 4506 will be approximately $30,097,536 annually. [250] In total, DHS estimates that the total proposed new cost of completing and file form I-864 will be approximately $226,621,641 annually. [251] The total estimated annual new costs include those associated with the opportunity time cost to fill out the form,
obtain a credit report and credit score, obtain IRS-issued certified copies or transcripts of federal tax returns for the last 3 taxable years using IRS Form 4506, and the opportunity cost of time to submit IRS Form 4506 for the total population estimate of 1,041,077 annual submissions for Form I-864. The current estimated time to fill out form I-864A is 1 hour
and 45 minutes (1.75 hours) per file. [252] For the proposed rule, currently Start printed page 62465burden to fill out form I-864A will increase by 30 minutes to accounting the extra time petitions will spend on reviewing instructions, collecting the necessary documentation and information, completing the request, preparing statements, attaching the necessary
documentation, and submitting the request. The 30 minutes of increased time burden to fill out the form takes into account the proposed new requirement to provide USCIS bank account information, as well as credit reports and credit scores. [253] Therefore, the suggested time burden to fill out form I-864A is estimated to be 2 hours and 15 minutes (2.25
hours) per file. For the proposed rule, DHS estimates that the opportunity time cost for filling out Form I-864A will be $84.49 per application based on a 30-minute increase in the time burden estimate. [100] DhS therefore estimates that the total time cost associated with filling out Form I-864A would be about $4,125,140 annually. [100] The new costs imposed
by this proposed rule will be the difference between the proposed opportunity time costs to fill out Form I-864A and the current estimated time time costs to fill out the form because of the increased time burden estimate. As a result, DHS estimates that the proposed rule will impose additional annual new costs of $916,915 to Form I-864A filers. [100] In
addition to time costs associated with filling out Form I-864A, filers must bear the cost of obtaining a credit report and credit score from one of the three major credit bureaus in the United States to submit with the contract. DHS estimates the cost of getting a credit report and credit score is $19.99 per applicant, as this is the maximum amount the big three
credit bureaus charge. [258] Therefore, DHS estimates the total proposed new cost for those filing Form I-864A will be approximately $19.99 per file. Based on the total population estimate of 48,824 for individuals would submit form I-864A as a household member, Estimates DHS's total annual cost associated with obtaining a credit report and credit score
as part of the requirements for filing form I-864A would be $975,992. [259] DHS also suggests that those who submit Form I-864A will be required to provide IRS-issued certified copies or transcripts of their federal tax returns for the last 3 taxable years. See suggested 8 CFR 213a.2(c)(2)(i)(A). The fee per copy for each return requested is $50. DHS
estimates the cost of getting tax transcription for the last 3 taxable years using IRS Form 4506 in accordance with the proposed requirement to submit Form I-864A is $150 for each filing form I-864A. Using the estimated annual total population of 48,824 people submitting Form I-864A, DHS estimates the cost of obtaining three tax statements using IRS Form
4506 in accordance with the proposed application for form I-864A be about $7,323,600 annually. [260] The estimated time burden associated with filing IRS Form 4506 is 46 minutes (.77 hours) per file, including learning about the law or form, preparing the form, and copying, assembling and submitting the form to the IRS. Therefore, using the total rate of
compensation of $37.55 per hour, DHS estimates the cost of time to fill in and submit IRS Form 4506 would be $28.91 per file. [100] Using the total population estimate of 48,824 annual submissions for Form I-864A, DHS estimates that the total time cost of opportunities related to filling in and submitting IRS Form 4506 will be approximately $1,411,502
annually. [262] In total, DHS estimates that the total proposed new cost of completing form I-864A will be approximately $10,628,009 annually. [263] The total estimated annual new costs include those associated with opportunity time costs to fill out the form, obtain a credit report and credit score, obtain IRS-issued certified copies or transcripts of federal tax
returns for the last 3 taxable years using IRS Form 4506, and the opportunity cost of time to submit IRS Form 4506 for the total population estimate of 48,824 annual submissions for Form I-864A. DHS notes we are not able to determine the exact number of submissions of Form I-864A since not all individuals filing I-864 need to submit Form I-864A with a
household member. Start printed page 62466the cost of form I-864A is therefore likely to be overestimated. The current estimated time to fill out form I-864EZ is 2 hours and 30 minutes (2.5 hours) per file. [264] For the proposed rule, DHS estimates that the time burden to fill out Form I-864EZ will increase by 30 minutes to take into account the additional
time complainants will spend reviewing instructions, collecting the necessary documentation and information, filling out the request, preparing statements, attaching the necessary documentation, and submitting the request. The 30 minutes of increased time burden to fill out the form takes into account the proposed new requirement to provide USCIS bank
account information, as well as credit reports and credit scores. [100] Therefore, the proposed time burden to fill out form I-864EZ is estimated to be 3 hours per file. For the proposed rule, DHS estimates that the cost of time to fill out form I-864EZ would be $112.65 per application based on the 30-minute increase in the time burden estimate. [100] Using the
total population estimate of 30,991 applicants, DHS would therefore be considered that the total time cost of the sale of Form I-864EZ would be approximately $3,491,136 annually. [100] The new costs imposed by this proposed rule would be the difference between the proposed estimated time costs of time to fill out form I-864EZ and the current estimated
time costs for time to fill out the form due to the increased time burden estimate. As a the proposed rule would impose additional annual new costs of $581,701 to form I-864EZ filers. [100] In addition to the opportunity costs associated with filling out Form I-864EZ, filers must bear the cost of obtaining a credit report and credit score from one of the three major
credit bureaus in the United States to be sent with the declaration. Therefore, based on the estimated average annual population of 30,991, Estimates DHS's total annual cost associated with obtaining a credit report and credit score as part of the requirements for filing form I-864EZ would be $619,510. [269] DHS also suggests that those submitting Form I-
864EZ will be required to provide IRS-issued certified copies or prints of their federal tax returns for the last 3 taxable years. See suggested 8 CFR 213a.2(c)(2)(i)(A). The fee per copy for each return requested is $50. Using the estimated annual total population of 30,991 people filing form I-864EZ, DHS estimates the cost of obtaining three tax statements
using IRS Form 4506 in accordance with the proposed requirement to submit form I-864EZ is $4,648,650 annually. [270] The estimated time burden associated with filing IRS Form 4506 is 46 minutes (.77 hours) per file, including learning about the law or form, preparing the form, and copying, assembling and submitting the form to the IRS. Therefore, using
the average total compensation rate of $37.55 per hour, DHS estimates the opportunity cost of time to fill in and submit IRS Form 4506 would be $28.91 per applicant. [100] Using the total population estimate of 30,991 annual submissions for Form I-864EZ, DHS estimates that the total time cost of opportunities related to filling in and submitting IRS Form
4506 is approximately $895,950 annually. [272] In total, DHS estimates that the total proposed new cost of completing and file form I-864EZ will be approximately $6,745,811 annually. [273] The total estimated annual new costs include those associated with the opportunity time cost to fill out the form, obtain a credit report and credit score, obtain IRS-issued
certified copies or transcripts of federal tax returns for the last 3 taxable years using IRS Form 4506, and the opportunity cost of time to submit IRS Form 4506 for the total population estimate of 30,991 annual submissions for Form I-864EZ. In addition, DHS proposes to revise the sponsor's message of change of address (Form I-865). If the address of a
sponsor or household member (who performed a contract between a sponsor and a household member [Form I-864A]) changes while the sponsor's or household member's support obligation is in effect, the sponsor or household member (who performed a contract) will be required to submit a change of address message within 30 days of USCIS. There is
currently no fee to submit form I-865. In addition, Form I-865 has been identified as exempt from according to the PaperWork Reduction Act (PRA). But as late as Form I-865 was an OMB-approved collection that DHS estimated the time burden associated with submitting the form was 15 minutes (0.25 hours), including the time for reviewing instructions, and
filling out and submitting the form. [274] Therefore, using the average total compensation rate of $37.55 per hour, DHS estimates that the opportunity cost of time Start printed page 62467to fill out and submit form I-865 will be $9.39 per applicant. [100] As part of this proposed rule-making, members of the household who perform a contract would be required
to submit form I-865 in the event of an address change. DHS estimated the current annual total population that would submit Form I-865 to provide notice of a change of address is about 6,089. For the proposed rule, as previously calculated, DHS estimates that the total annual average number of submissions of Form I-865 will be about 6,382 annually, an
increase of 293 submissions. Therefore, using the estimated total annual average number of form I-865 submissions of 6382, DHS estimates the proposed total opportunity cost of time related to filling out and filing form I-865 would be about $59,927 annually. [100] The new costs imposed by this proposed rule will be the difference between the proposed
estimated opportunity time costs to fill out Form I-865 and the current estimated time-consuming time to fill out the form due to the increased population estimate. As a result, DHS estimates that the proposed rule will impose additional annual new costs of about $2,751 for filing form I-865. [277] Furthermore, this proposed rule would also impose new costs
on those of a party or entity authorized to take action to enforce a declaration or contract that makes a formal request using the proposed new form G-1563, allowing USCIS to provide a certified copy of the requested declaration or contract performed on behalf of a sponsored immigrant for use as evidence in any act of enforcement. With the creation of this
proposed new form, DHS estimates the time burden associated with filing form G-1563 is 50 minutes (0.83 hours) per filing to make a formal request for a certified copy of a declaration or contract, including the time for reviewing instructions and filling in and submitting the form. Using the average total compensation rate of $37.55 per hour, DHS estimates
that the opportunity cost of time to fill out and submit form G-1563 will be $31.17 per file. [278] While the process for using the proposed form G-1563 would be new and historical data is not available, DHS estimates that there would be approximately 25 formal requests to USCIS for certified copies of a declaration or contract annually. Therefore, DHS
estimates the total cost of submitting form G-1563 will be about $779 annually. [279] Since the proposed form G-1563, new and historical data are not available, DHS welcomes public comment and data on the potential number of formal requests for certified certified statements or contracts that have been made on behalf of a sponsored immigrant for use as
evidence in any act of enforcement. c. Cost savings of the proposed regulatory changes DHS expects that the proposed rule will provide some cost savings that DHS proposes to eliminate form I-864W for use in filing an adjustment application. DHS would instead require individuals to provide the information previously requested on form I-864W when
submitting form I-485. Therefore, applicants will not be required to submit form I-864W when submitting form I-485. DHS has determined that the information an applicant provides on Form I-485 would be sufficient for a ratings officer to be able to confirm whether an immigrant is stately required to submit a declaration. While the information currently collected
using Form I-864W will be collected using Form I-485 under this proposed rule creation, DHS does not expect an increase in the fee, time burden, or other changes to the requirements for filling out and archiving Form I-485. Currently, there is no filing fee associated with submission Form I-864W. However, DHS estimates that the time burden associated with
submitting this form is 60 minutes (1 hour) per applicant. [280] Using the average total compensation rate of $37.55 per hour, DHS estimates the amount of cost savings that would accrue from eliminating form I-864W is about $37.55 per applicant, which corresponds to the cost of time to complete form I-864W. [281] For the proposed rule, DHS estimates
that the cost of filling out Form I-864W is approximately $3,684,368 annually,[282] based on time-to-date costs for the estimated annual total population of 98,119 for people who would submit Form I-864W. Since immigrants applying for status adjustment using Form I-485 no longer need to submit form I-864W to request an exemption from submitting a
declaration, the proposed rule would provide some cost savings from that population. The estimated total cost savings of the proposed rule for immigrants applying for adjustment of status that would need to request waivers from submitting a declaration would be equal to the current estimated cost of filing form I-864W for that population. Therefore, DHS
estimates the total cost savings of the proposed rule for immigrants applying for adjustment of status that would need to request waivers from filing a declaration would be about $3,684,368 annually. d. Net costs of the proposed regulatory changes The primary source of quantified new costs for the proposed rule will be from increases in estimated time
burdens to fill out Form I-864, I-864A and Form I-864EZ, as well as new filing requirements such as providing additional tax statements and credit reports and credit scores. The proposed rule will also impose new costs on the population who carry out a contract estimating the total new cost of the proposed rule will be about $243,998,212 annually. In
addition, DHS expects that the proposed rule will provide cost savings with the proposal to eliminate Form I-864W for use in filing an adjustment program in which individuals would instead be required Start printed page 62468to provide the information previously requested on this form when filing form I-485. DHS estimates that the total cost savings for the
proposed rule will be about $3,684,368 annually. When comparing estimated costs and cost savings for the proposed rule, the estimated costs are greater than the estimated cost savings. Therefore, the net cost of the proposed rule is positive. DHS estimates that the net cost of the proposed rule will be about $240,313,844 annually. E. Qualitative effects of
the proposed regulatory changes The proposed rule may impose some qualitative consequences and/or costs/transfers related to the proposed provisions that a joint sponsor must make a declaration in cases where a sponsor has received any means-tested public benefits within 36 months of filing the declaration and/or has not fulfilled the support or
reimbursement obligations under an existing declaration or contract. While this proposed requirement will better ensure that a sponsor has demonstrated the means to maintain income at the required level to support the intended immigrant, the indirect impact of this proposed provision may be a reduction in the number of immigrants granted an immigration
benefit in cases where the intended immigrant is unable to submit an adequate declaration. In addition, the proposed provision may result in increased costs to sponsors to make declarations, as those who agree to make declarations as joint sponsors must comply with all requirements to perform Form I-864. Furthermore, it may be possible that the
proposed provision may result in some sponsors and joint sponsors who may intend to sponsor a family member in the future prior enrollment or disenrolling from a means-tested public benefit program to avoid triggering the proposed additional requirements. This can lead to further indirect consequences arising from changing behavior due to this proposed
rule. Disenrollment or predicted registration of individuals in public benefits programs can reduce transfer payments from federal and state governments to sponsors who might otherwise receive government benefits. The proposed rule may also impose consequences and/or costs associated with the proposed provisions to update and improve how means-
tested public benefit agencies obtain information from USCIS about sponsors and household members who have a support obligation in effect and how means-tested government benefit agencies provide information to In particular, as discussed above, the proposed rule seeks to eliminate the requirement in applicable regulations that a duly issued subpoena
shall be In order for USCIS to provide a certified copy of a statement to a request for use in any action to enforce the support obligation,[283 284] and instead allow parties to submit a formal request for a declaration or contract to USCIS. Eliminating this requirement may allow a less cumbersome process than getting a subpoena, and it can result in an
increased number of people with support obligations held responsible for reimbursement of the costs of means-tested government benefits. Moreover, if means-tested public benefits that provide agencies choose to pursue legal action to restore the means-tested public benefits a sponsored person received, these sponsors or household members will incur
the costs of repaying the means-tested public appropriations agency and are likely to incur the costs of legal representation. DHS welcomes public comment on duly issued subpoenas issued in order for USCIS to provide a certified copy of a statement to a request for use in any action to enforce the support obligation. In particular, DHS welcomes public
comment on the number of subpoenas issued annually, the costs associated with obtaining a subpoena, and what costs incur to request and obtain a subpoena. F. Discounted direct costs To compare costs over time, DHS used a 3 percent and a discount rate of 7 percent to the total estimated net costs associated with the proposed rule. Table 9 presents a
summary of the quantified net costs of the proposed rule, as well as estimated total net costs in non-counted dollars and total costs discounted to 3 percent and 7 percent rates over a 10-year period. Table 9 - Total estimated net costs for the proposed rule with total estimated net costs discounted to 3 percent and 7 PercentFormSource of costs and cost
savingsTotal estimated annual costs and cost savings (not included)Total estimated net costs over 10-yearForm I-864 – Opportunity Time Costs (OCT) associated with the increased time burden to fill out form;$226,621,641$2,266,216,410 — Achieve credit reports/credit scores; - Obtain IRS-issued certified federal income tax returns; and -OCT associated
with obtaining tax returns. Form I-864A – OCT related to the increased time burden to fill out form;10 628 009106 280 090 – Obtain credit reports/credit points; - Obtain IRS-issued certified federal income tax returns; and -OCT associated with obtaining tax returns. Form I-864EZ – OCT associated with the increased time burden to fill out form;6 745 81167
458 110Start printed page 62469 – Obtain credit reports/credit points; - Obtain IRS-issued certified federal income tax returns; and -OCT associated with obtaining tax returns. Form I-864W – Cost savings for OCT associated with time burden for filling in form eliminated –3 684 368−36 843 680Form I-865 – population is subject to the requirement to submit
Form I-865 to provide notice of the change of G-1563– OCT for archiving 7797 790Total un counted net expenses240 314 6232 403 146 230Total Net cost of 3 per cent discount rate2,049,932,479Total net expense with 7 percent discount rate1,687,869,350Source:USCIS analysis. During the first 10 years of implementation, DHS estimates that the
quantified net cost of the final rule will be approximately $2,403,146,230 (not counted). In addition, DHS estimates that the 10-year discounted net cost of this final rule to individuals subject to this proposed rule will be approximately $2,049,932,479 at a 3 percent discount rate and about $1,687,869,350 at a 7 percent discount rate. This financial analysis
presents the quantified net cost of the proposed rule based on the estimated populations subject to the declaration requirements, agrees to submit a contract, and/or must submit a notification of a change of address. The quantified net costs of the proposed rule include time costs associated with the increased time burden estimate to fill out Form I-864, Form
I-864A, and Form I-864EZ; the cost of getting credit reports and credit scores; the cost of obtaining IRS-issued certified copies or transcripts of federal tax returns for the last 3 taxable years; the opportunity cost of time of filing IRS Form 4506 to obtain IRS-issued certified federal income tax returns; the increased population required to submit form I-865 to
notify of a change of address. The quantified net costs shown in the table also include estimated cost savings for the opportuntity cost of time related to filing form I-864W, which would be eliminated, as well as estimated total costs for filing the proposed new form G-1563. G. Costs to the federal government INA provides for the collection of fees at a level
that will ensure the recovery of the full costs of providing assessment and naturalization services of DHS, including administrative costs and services offered at no cost to certain applicants and petitions. [100] DHS notes that USCIS establishes its fees by assigning costs to a judgement based on the relative burden of assessment and use of USCIS
resources. Fees are established on an amount necessary to recover these assigned costs such as office, officers and management salaries and benefits, plus an amount to recover unassigned overhead (e.g. plant rent, IT equipment and systems among other expenses) and immigration benefits provided at no fee cost. Accordingly, since USCIS immigration
fees are based on resource expenses related to the benefit in question, USCIS uses the fee associated with an information collection as a reasonable measure of the collection's costs to USCIS. Most forms affected by this proposed rule do not currently charge a filing fee, such as a support form statement I-864, Form I-864A and Form I-864EZ) as well as
sponsor's notice to change address (Form I-865). DHS notes the time necessary for USCIS to review the information with each of these forms includes time to judge the underlying benefit request. Although each of these forms does not charge a fee, the cost of USCIS is recorded in the underlying benefit request form fee. DHS notes that the proposed rule
could increase USCIS's costs associated with judging immigration benefit requests. Future adjustments to the fee plan may be needed to restore these additional operating costs and will be determined on USCIS's next comprehensive biennial tax review. DHS invites public comment on the potential impact of these additional operating costs. For most
immigrant visa applications, declarations and contracts are submitted to nvc. DOS charges a $120 fee to ensure that the declaration is properly completed before it is forwarded to a consular post for the assessment of an immigrant visa. [286] An applicant is charged only one fee under certain circumstances. For example, declarations from a person who
simultaneously sponsors an immediate relative spouse and children will be the same in substance, and essentially duplicating and therefore charged only a fee. When the declarations and contracts are sent directly to a consular post abroad, no fee is charged. In accordance with the articles of association, DOS sets the fee for declarations and contracts
based on the cost of DOS to provide these services to ensure that declarations and contracts are properly completed and forwarded to a consular post for the assessment of an immigrant visa by a starting officer. [287] DOS expects that additional costs will be incurable to provide this service as a result of this proposed rule. Although at this time it is difficult
to quantify these increased costs, DOS identified several sources of possible increased costs for these services as a result of this proposed rule, such as contract changes. Many of the additional costs that DOS would incur under this proposed rule will eventually be included in the fee DOS will charge those who submit a declaration or contract when the fees
are revised, in which case those costs will be borne by applicants in the form of higher fees. H. The benefits of proposed regulatory changes DHS expects the proposed rule will bring some qualitative benefits. DHS expects the proposed rule to produce benefits by strengthening the enforcement mechanism for declarations and contracts through the
elimination of the subpoena requirement in 8 CFR 213a.4, which would make it easier for means-tested public benefits that allow agencies to recover payment for any means-tested public benefits that an intended immigrant receives during the period in which a declaration or contract is feasible. [288] The changes DHS proposes will hold responsible
sponsors and household members who agree to use their income and assets to support an intended immigrant if an intended immigrant eventually means-tested public benefits. In addition, the proposed rule will update evidence for sponsors submitting a declaration and household members submitting contracts. The updated evidence requirements will give
immigration officers and immigration judges more effective ways to determine whether the sponsor has the means to maintain an annual income at or above the outlined income threshold, and whether the sponsor is able to provide financial support to the intended immigrant and fulfill all support obligations in the period a declaration is in effect. DHS
welcomes public comment on refunds from sponsors, as well as how often sponsors have insufficient funds to reimburse benefits-awarding agencies. Moreover, the proposed rule will update and improve how means-tested public benefit subsidy agencies obtain immigration status information from USCIS about people seeking means-tested government
benefits and how means-tested government benefit subsidy agencies provide information to USCIS. Applicable regulations require a duly issued subpoena before USCIS is authorized to provide a certified copy of Form I-864 or Form I-864EZ to a request party for use in any action to enforce the sponsorship obligation. [289] The proposed rule would eliminate
this requirement and instead allow a request party to submit a formal request for a declaration or contract directly to USCIS. DHS also proposes revising the process to inform USCIS of judgments obtained against sponsors and indigency provisions to give USCIS flexibility to determine a more effective mechanism for information reporting. Applicable
regulations require that copies of judgments and indigency provisions be sent to a specific USCIS office in Washington, D.C. [290] The proposed rule would remove the address specified in the Regulation [291] and allow USCIS to provide another mechanism for submitting copies of judgments and indigency provisions. i. Regulatory options DHS considered
various regulatory alternatives to a number of provisions of the proposed rule. First, DHS permanently considered banning a person who had ever received means-tested public benefits by making a statement. HOWEVER, DHS concluded that such a policy would unreasonably restrict a person from filing for qualified family members permitted under Section
204, U.S. 8.C 154. DHS welcomes public comments or data about people who make a statement or contract that has received means-tested public benefits. DHS welcomes public comments or references to studies on the connection between sponsors' receipt of means-tested government benefits in the past and their failure to reimburse agencies for
benefits received by immigrants they sponsor. A study conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau examined participation in government aid programs from 2009 to 2012. 52.2 million people in 2012, which was about 21.3 percent of the U.S. population. In the context of the proposed rule, if we applied this percentage to the estimated total population of 1,072,068
make a declaration using Form I-864 and form I-864EZ, approximately 228,350 fewer people annually could make a declaration and serve as sponsors of intended immigrants. [293] DHS is requesting public comment on the financial impact of the proposed requirement for a joint sponsor when the petition sponsor or replacement sponsor has received some
means-tested public benefits within 36 months of making a statement. DHS is particularly interested in views and data that will inform us of the economic impact that DHS should consider about receiving means-tested public benefits by coveting sponsors and substitute sponsors. Another regulatory option DHS considered was to permanently emphasize a
person who had previously defaulted on a support obligation from making a statement. However, because section 213A(f)(1)(D) 8 USA.C. 1183a(f)(1)(D), requires the complainant for family-based immigrants to make a declaration, DHS concluded that such a policy would unreasonably restrict a person from filing against eligible family members as permitted
by Section 204 of the Act, U.S.C. Instead, DHS proposes requiring a joint sponsor to make a statement in this situation. DHS is asking for public comments on the financial impact of the proposed claim of a joint sponsor whose petition sponsor or replacement sponsor has previously defaulted on any support obligation. DHS is particularly interested in the
views and data that will inform us of the financial impact that Start Printed Page 62471DHS should consider regarding past defaults on support obligations by a petition sponsor or replacement sponsor. DHS also considered eliminating the contract altogether, and considering only the sponsor's income and assets in connection with the declaration, which
would prevent any person who is unable to meet the current income threshold based solely on his or her own income and assets from making a support obligation without a joint sponsor agreeing to be jointly and more responsible for the sponsored immigrant. This option is in accordance with Section 213A(f)(A) (A) of the Act, 8 U.S.C. 1183a(f)(6)(A), which
refers only to the income and assets of intended immigrants and sponsors. In addition, it is consistent with one of the objectives of this rule – better to ensure that sponsors can meet their support obligations, to the extent that the household member is not required to demonstrate funds to maintain the income at the current income threshold or that the income
is actually available to the sponsor to use to support the intended immigrant. In cases where the member of the household does not have income above the income threshold, it is possible that neither the sponsor nor the member of the household may obligations alone, even if they agree to be jointly and more responsible. DHS, however, did not want to
exclude the immigration of an intended immigrant's underage child because the petition sponsor could not use the income and assets of the intended immigrant parent. Moreover, DHS acknowledges that dual income households are a common and accepted way for households to meet their needs. 2, DHS decided to retain the option of the contract, but limit
individuals who are eligible to perform it. In connection with the proposed rule, the estimated annual total population of household members performing a contract by submitting form I-864A is approximately 48,824. Therefore, the regulatory option to eliminate the contract can completely prevent as many as about 48,824 immigrants annually from obtaining
sponsorship through made declarations that need the support of household members by executing a contract. Currently, any household member who meets the criteria specified in the current household income definition can perform a contract. Under the proposed definition, household income will only include all income from the sponsor and sponsor's
spouse (if the sponsor's spouse performs a Form I-864A) derived from employment in a legal business or other legal source. See proposed 8 CFR 213a.1(f). DHS believes that limiting household income to the sponsor's income, the sponsor's spouse, and under certain circumstances the intended immigrant, reflects more accurate income that will be
available to the sponsor to support the intended immigrant under the support obligation. Moreover, DHS believes that the income of the sponsor's spouse (compared to other household members) will actually be available to the sponsor to support the intended immigrant because spouses often share financial resources with each other. DHS further believes
that the income of an intended immigrant would actually be available to the sponsor if the intended immigrant is accompanied by his or her spouse or children because the intended immigrant has a separate interest in his own family's success and well-being in the United States. DHS is asking for public comment on the economic impact of the proposed
changes to household income definition, including the proposed restriction on who can perform a contract. DHS is particularly interested in the views and data that will inform us of the economic impact that DHS should consider about the definition of household income and the availability of household income to a sponsor to support an intended immigrant. In
the end, DHS considered upholding the requirement that USCIS will provide a certified copy of a statement only after USCIS receives a duly issued subpoena. [194] By upholding this provision, a request for a party would be required to continue to a burdensome and more expensive to receive a subpoena just to receive a copy of a statement. In addition, the
existing requirement may discourage benefits and sponsored immigrants from enforcing support obligations and/or seeking reimbursement from those who have received government benefits and were not eligible to receive them. In accordance with Congress's intent that sponsors meet their support obligations during the period of feasibility, DHS proposes
eliminating the subpoena requirement to facilitate the initiation of refund or reimbursement measures. This proposed amendment is also in accordance with the Presidential Memorandum Directive to establish procedures for data sharing, which will better ensure that existing immigration laws are enforced and that sponsors meet their support obligations
during the period of feasibility. As a result of eliminating this requirement, it would be less costly, less burdensome and more effective to instead allow the parties to submit a formal request for a declaration or a contract to USCIS. 6. Executive Order 13771, Reducing Regulation and Control of Regulatory Costs This proposed rule is expected to be an E.O.
13771 regulatory measure. Details of the estimated cost of this proposed rule can be found in the rule's financial analysis. B. Regulatory Flexibility Act Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980 (RFA), 5 .C. 601-612, as amended by the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act of 1996, Public Law 104-121 (March 29, 1996), requires federal agencies to
assess the potential impact of regulations on small businesses, small state jurisdictions and small organizations during the development of their rules. The term small entities consists of small businesses, nonprofits that are independently owned and operated and not dominant in their fields, or state jurisdictions with populations of less than 50,000. [195] This
proposed rule seeks to change its regulations related to the declaration. The proposed rule changes certain requirements for the Declaration and is intended to better ensure that all sponsors, as well as household members who perform a contract, have the means to maintain income at the applicable income threshold and are able to meet their support
obligations under Section 213A of the Act, 8 .C. 1183a, during the period in which the declaration is enforceable. This rule is also aimed at strengthening the enforcement mechanism of the declaration and contract, which will allow means-tested public benefits that allow agencies to recover payment for any means-tested public benefits that an intentional
immigrant receives during the period of declaration or contract being enforced. This proposed rule will make changes to the process of submitting a declaration or contract, and the requirements sponsors and household Start printed page 62472members must meet, including updating the evidence requirements for sponsors and members who submit a
statement or contract, specifying that a sponsor's prior receipt of means-tested public benefits and a sponsor's inability to meet support obligations on another statement or contract may affect the decision on whether the sponsor has the means to maintain the required income threshold to support the intended immigrant, who will be deemed a household



member for the purpose of submitting and executing a contract , update and improve how means-tested public benefit agencies derive and provide information to USCIS, and clarify which categories of aliens are exempt from the declaration's requirements. Of the categories immigrants whose sponsor is required to submit Form I-864 for an immigrant, there
may be employment-based immigrants in cases where a U.S. citizen, legal permanent resident or U.S. national relative filed a work-based immigrant visa petition or such a relative has a significant stake (five percent or more) in the entity that filed the petition. [296] In such work-based immigrant cases, the relative and not the entity is a sponsor (or sponsor if
the relative needs a joint sponsor), and submits a form I-864. The units are a way for such immigrants to enter the country, but the entities themselves are not sponsors of such intended immigrants. The relative under these circumstances is the sponsor (or a sponsor if the next of kin needs a joint sponsor) and must fulfill the financial obligations of form I-864.
In such a scenario in which a U.S. citizen, U.S. citizen or legal permanent resident employer who owns a small entity that has a legitimate business need for a foreign worker and petitions for an immigrant in relation to obtaining a work-based immigrant visa must also agree to be the immigrant's sponsor by submitting a declaration using Form I-864. Similarly,
where a small business entity that has a legitimate business need for a foreign worker files an employment-based immigrant petition for a stranger who is a relative of a U.S. citizen, U.S. citizen, or legal permanent relative who owns five percent or more of the small business entity, the U.S. citizen, U.S. citizen, or legal permanent relative of strangers must
also agree to be that immigrant sponsor by submitting a declaration using Form I-864. Therefore, this proposed rule regulates individuals, and individuals are not defined as a small unit of RFA. Based on the evidence presented in this RFA and through this introduction, DHS certifies that this rule will not have a significant economic impact on a significant
number of small units. C. Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act of 1996 This proposed rule is an important rule as defined by Section 804 of the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Act of 1996. This the rule is likely to result in an annual effect on the economy of $100 million or more; a large increase in costs or or or significant negative
effects on competition, employment, investment, productivity, innovation, or on the ability of US-based companies to compete with foreign companies in domestic and export markets. D. Congressional Review Act This proposed rule is an important rule defined by 5 U.C. 804, also known as the Congressional Review Act, as enacted in Section 251 of the
Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act of 1996, Public Law 104-121, 110 State. 847, 868 a seq. To date, this rule, if passed as a final rule, will take effect at least 60 days after the date on which Congress receives a report submitted by DHS under the Congressional Review Act, or 60 days after the final rule's publication, whichever is later.
The E. Unfunded Mandate Reform Act of 1995 the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 1995 (UMRA) is intended, among other things, to curb the practice of imposing unfunded federal mandates on state, local and tribal governments. Title II of the UMRA requires each federal agency to prepare a written statement assessing the effectiveness of a federal
mandate in a proposed or final agency rule that could directly result in a $100 million or more expenditure (adjusted annually for inflation) in one year by state, local and tribal governments, collectively or by the private sector. The inflation-adjusted value of $100 million in 1995 is about $168 million in 2019 based on the consumer price index for all urban
consumers. [197] This proposed rule does not contain such a mandate. Therefore, the requirements for Title II of the UMRA do not apply, and DHS has not prepared a statement under UMRA. F. Executive Order 13132: Federalism This rule will not have significant direct effects on the states, on the relationship between the national government and the
United States, or on the distribution of power and responsibility among the different levels of government. DHS does not expect this proposed rule to impose significant direct compliance costs on state and local governments, or preempt state law. Therefore, in accordance with Section 6 of Executive Order 13132, it has been established that this rule does
not have sufficient federalism implications to guarantee the preparation of a federalism summary statement. G. Executive Order 12988: Civil Justice Reform This rule meets applicable standards set out in Sections 3 (a) and 3 (b) (2) of executive order 12988. H. Paperwork Reduction Act USCIS Form I-864 Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, Public
Law 104-13, all agencies are required to submit to OMB, for review and approval, any reporting requirements that are in a rule. DHS and USCIS are inviting comment on the impact on the proposed collection of information. In accordance with the PRA, the Information Collection Notice is published in the Federal Register for comment on the proposed
changes to the Information Collection Instrument. Comments are encouraged and will be accepted until December 1, 2020. All received must include agency name and OMB control number Start printed page 624731615-0075 in the body of the submission. Comments on this collection of information should address one or more of the following four points:
(1) Assess whether the collection of information is necessary for the proper performance of the agency's functions, including whether the information will have practical benefit; (2) Assess the accuracy of the agency's estimate of the burden of collection of information, including the validity of the methodology and assumptions used; (3) Improve the quality, tool
and clarity of information to be collected; and (4) Minimize the burden of collecting information about those who will respond, including through the use of appropriate automated, electronic, mechanical or other technological collection techniques or other forms of information technology, such as allowing electronic submission of responses. Information
collection overview: (1) Type of information collection: Revision of a currently approved collection (2) Title of the form/collection: Declaration of support in accordance with INA section 213A, Form I-864 Declaration of Support pursuant to Section 213A of the INA, Form I-864EZ Contract between Sponsor and Household Member, Form I-864A (3) Agency Form
Number, if any, and the relevant component of DHS sponsoring the collection: Form I-864, Form I-864EZ and Form I-864A; Uscis. (4) Affected publicity that will be requested or required to respond, as well as a brief abstract: Form I-864: Primary: Individuals: This form was developed for sponsors to submit to have intended immigrants who are required to
submit Form I-864 with their application for adjustment of status or an immigrant visa. Support documentation showing sponsorship must be submitted with the form. The form instructions show the relevant documentation. USCIS revises this form and associated instructions to correspond with audits related to information about a sponsor's receipt of means-
tested public benefits, defaults on prior declarations of support under ina or contract agreements between sponsor and household member, which require 3 years of tax returns, which require credit reports and credit scores and changes in household members. Form I-864EZ: Primary: Individuals: This form was developed for sponsors to submit to have
intended immigrants who are required to submit Form I-864 with their application for adjustment of status or an immigrant visa. A sponsor can only use form I-864EZ if the sponsor is (1) sponsoring only a purpose immigrant, and (2) relying solely on income to demonstrate its ability to maintain the required income level. Support documentation showing
sponsorship must be submitted with the form. The form instructions show the relevant documentation. USCIS revises this form and associated instructions to correspond to revisions related to information about a sponsor's of means-tested government benefits, defaults on previous declarations of support in accordance with the INA or contracts between
sponsor and household member, which require 3 years of tax returns, require credit reports and credit ratings, and changes to who can submit the form. Form I-864A: Primary: Individuals: Form I-864A was developed for household members who have agreed to use their income and assets to help a sponsor support an intended immigrant. Support
documentation showing financial ability must be submitted with the form. The form instructions show the relevant documentation. USCIS revises this form and associated instructions to correspond with audits related to which individuals may be household members for declaration of support under Section 213A of the INA purposes, and requires 3 years of tax
returns. Form I-864W: USCIS proposes to eliminate the shape I-864W instrument. Instead, the information from this form will be collected on Form I-485. (5) An estimate of the total number of respondents and the amount of time calculated for an average respondent to respond: The PaperWork Reduction Act requires an agency to provide an estimated
number of likely respondents for each collection of information. USCIS relies on a combination of information obtained from databases, specialists and expected intakes from other collections of information, which may be related to the form that an estimate is provided. The agency uses this information and/or may use other data that may not exist in an
official database to guide decision-making on an estimated number of respondents. Since the estimates for PRA submissions can be made while official estimates are still in progress, it should be understood that these estimates are subject to be updated as more data becomes available. The estimated total number of respondents for information collection
form I-864 is 446,313 and the estimated hourly burden per response is 6.5 hours. The estimated total number of respondents for information collection form I-864A is 42,892 and the estimated hourly burden per response is 2.25 hours. The estimated total number of respondents for the I-864EZ information collection form is 114,860 and the estimated hourly
burden per response is 3 hours. (6) An estimate of the total public burden (in hours) associated with the collection: The total estimated annual hourly burden associated with this collection of information is 3,342,122 hours. (7) An estimate of the total public burden (in cost) associated with the collection: The estimated total annual cost burden associated with
this collection of information is $147,995,925.00. USCIS Form I-485 Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, Public Law 104-13, all agencies are required to submit to OMB, for review and approval, any reporting requirements that are in a rule. DHS and USCIS are inviting comment on the impact on the proposed collection of information. In accordance
with PRA, the information collection notice is published in the Federal Register for comment on the proposed changes to the information collection instrument. Comments are encouraged and will be accepted until December 1, 2020. All submissions received must include the agency name and OMB control number 1615-0023 in the submission's body.
Comments on this collection of information should address one or more of the following four points: (1) Assess whether the collection of information is necessary for the proper performance of the agency's functions, including whether the information will have practical benefit; (2) Assess the accuracy of the agency's estimate of the burden of collection of
information, including the validity of the methodology and assumptions used; (3) Improve the quality, tool and clarity of information to be collected; and (4) Minimize the burden of collecting information about those who will respond, including through the use of appropriate automated, electronic, mechanical or other technological collection techniques or other
forms of information technology, Start printed page 62474 e.g. Overview of information collection: (1) Type of information collection: Revision of an approved collection at the moment. (2) Title of the form/collection: Application to register permanent residence or adjust status. (3) Agency form number, if any, and the relevant component of the DHS sponsor
collection: Form I-485; Form I-485A; Form I-485J; Uscis. (4) Affected publicity that will be requested or required to respond, as well as a brief abstract: Primary: Individuals or households. The information on Form I-485 is used to request and determine eligibility for adjustment of permanent residence status or an immigrant visa. Appendix A is used to adjust
the status according to Section 245(i) of the Immigration and Nationality Act. (5) An estimate of the total number of respondents and the amount of time calculated for an average respondent to respond: The estimated total number of information collection respondents I-485 is 382,264 and the estimated hour burden per response is 6.42 hours. The estimated
total number of respondents for information collection I-485, Appendix A is 36,000 and the estimated hourly burden per response is 1.25 hours. The estimated total number of respondents for information collection I-485, Supplement J is 28,309 and the estimated hour burden per response is 1 hour. The estimated total number of respondents for the
information collection of Biometrics is 305,811 and the estimated hourly burden per response is 1.17 hours. (6) An estimate of the total public burden (in hours) associated with the collection: The total estimated annual hourly burden associated with this collection is 2,885,243 hours. (7) An estimate of the total public burden (in cost) associated with the
collection: The estimated total annual cost burden with this collection of information is $131,116,552. USCIS Form G-1563 Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, Public Law 104-13, all agencies are required to submit to OMB, for review and approval, any reporting requirements that are subject to a rule. DHS and USCIS are inviting comment on the
impact on the proposed collection of information. In accordance with the PRA, the Information Collection Notice is published in the Federal Register for comment on the proposed changes to the Information Collection Instrument. Comments are encouraged and will be accepted until December 1, 2020. All submissions received must include the agency name
and OMB Control Number 1615-NEW in the submission's body. Comments on this collection of information should address one or more of the following four points: (1) Assess whether the collection of information is necessary for the proper performance of the agency's functions, including whether the information will have practical benefit; (2) Assess the
accuracy of the agency's estimate of the burden of collection of information, including the validity of the methodology and assumptions used; (3) Improve the quality, tool and clarity of information to be collected; and (4) Minimize the burden of collecting information about those who will respond, including through the use of appropriate automated, electronic,
mechanical or other technological collection techniques or other forms of information technology, such as allowing electronic submission of responses. Overview of information collection: (1) Type of information collection: Request for new information collection. (2) Title of the form/collection: Request for certified copy of declaration of support in accordance
with INA§ 213A or contract between sponsor and household member. (3) Agency form number, if any, and the relevant component of the DHS sponsor collection: G-1563; Uscis. (4) Affected publicity that will be requested or required to respond, as well as a brief abstract: Primary: Individuals or Entities. Individuals and entities authorized to receive a certified
copy of an Afidavit or contract, for example, when the certified copy is for use in all measures to enforce an Affidait or contract against a sponsor or against a household member who performed a contract, will complete the G-1563 to request a certified copy of a statement or contract related to a particular foreign. USCIS will use the information collected on
the form to determine whether the requestor is authorized to receive a certified copy of a statement or contract performed on behalf of a particular stranger. See Suggested 8 CFR 213a.4(a)(3). This information collection will replace the requirement for a duly issued subpoena currently in the regulation, which will enable USCIS to respond more accurately and
effectively to requests for certified copies of declarations and contracts, and will facilitate enforcement of the support obligations and/or seeks (5) An estimate of the total number of respondents and the amount of time calculated for an average respondent to respond: The estimated total number of respondents for information collection G-1563 is 25 and the
estimated hourly burden per response is 0.833 hours. (6) An estimate of the total public burden (in hours) associated with the collection: The total estimated annual hourly burden associated with this collection is 21 hours. (7) An estimate of the total public burden (in cost) associated with the collection: The estimated total annual cost burden associated with
this collection of information is $1,250. I. Family Assessment DHS has reviewed this proposed rule in accordance with the requirements of Section 654 of the Treasury General Appropriations Act, 1999, Public Law 105-277. Taking into account the criteria set out in Section 654 (c) (1), DHS has determined that the proposed rule could reduce disposable
income and increase the poverty of certain families and children, including U.S. citizen children. However, for the reasons stated elsewhere in this introduction, DHS has determined that the benefits of the action justify the economic impact on the family. Moreover, the proposed action changes the sponsorship requirement for demonstration of funds to
maintain revenue. As a result, the proposed regulatory action, if completed, may increase the number of aliens found impermissible under Section 212(a)(4), 8 U.S.C. 1182(a)(4). J. Executive Order 13175: Consultation and coordination with Indian tribal governments This proposed rule does not have tribal implications under Executive Order 13175,
Consultation and coordination with Indian tribal governments, because it would not have a significant direct effect on one or more Indian tribes, on the relationship between the federal government and Indian tribes, or on the distribution of power and responsibility between the federal government and Indian tribes. The K. National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) DHS is considering proposed measures to determine whether NEPA applies and the appropriate level of NEPA review. DHS Directive 023-01, Rev. 01 and DHS Instruction Manual 023-01-001-01, Rev. 01, Implementation of the National Start Printed Page 62475Environmental Policy Act, establish the procedures DHS and its components use to
comply with NEPA and Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations for the implementation of NEPA, codified in 40 CFR parts 1500 through 1508. CEQ regulations allow federal agencies to establish, with CEQ review and concurence, categories of actions (categorical exclusions) that experience has shown not individually or cumulatively have a
significant effect on the human environment and therefore does not require an environmental assessment or environmental impact statement. 40 CFR 1507.3(b)(2)(ii) and 1508.4. DHS has established categorical exceptions in Annex A of the Operating Manual. Under DHS NEPA implement procedures, for an action to be categorical it must satisfy each of
the following three conditions: (1) The entire action fits clearly within one or more of the categorical exclusions; (2) the action is not a piece of a larger action; and (3) there are no extraordinary circumstances that create the potential for a significant environmental impact. Instructions for use, section V.B(2)(a-c). This action is the promulgation of proposed
changes to existing declarations of support on behalf of immigrant regulations codified in 8 CFR section 213a. Pursuant to Section 213A of the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA), 8 U.S.C. 1183a, certain immigrants are required to submit a declaration of support pursuant to Section 213A of the INA (Affidavit) carried out by a sponsor promising to provide
financial support to the sponsored immigrant and assumes responsibility for repaying the costs of any means-tested public benefits a sponsored immigrant receives while the declaration is in effect. The proposed changes change certain requirements of the Declaration and are intended to better ensure that all sponsors, as well as household members who
perform a contract between sponsor and household member (Contract), have the means to maintain income at the applicable threshold and are able to meet their support obligations as required under Section 213A of the Act, 8 U.S.C. 1183a. The changes will make changes to the following: When an applicant is required to submit a statement from a joint
sponsor; who may be a household member for the purpose of performing a contract; the requirements for sponsors who complete a declaration and household members who complete a contract; and which is considered part of the sponsor's household size. The changes will also update procedural requirements for reporting and information sharing between
authorized parties and USCIS. In general, the proposed changes would require a more thorough administrative evaluation of the evidence submitted as part of the applicant's application for immigration performance by an officer when deciding whether a declaration would be accepted as sufficient, and could result in more judicial findings of unjustified
adjustment of status, due to impermissible based on public charging space. There is a high demand for immigrant visas. Although a greater number of aliens were found to be inadmissible on the public charge ground, there may be some replacement effect from others that in turn would be considered for existing visas. DHS cannot estimate with any degree
of certainty to what extent increased findings of impermissible on public charges would lead to fewer people being admitted to the United States. DHS does not expect that the revised administrative evaluation of declarations will result in an increase in the number of people found to be eligible for status adjustment. Dhs therefore does not foresee any change
in any environmental impact of the existing 8 CFR Part 213a regulations. DHS has that this action clearly falls within categorical exclusions A3(a) because the proposed amended regulations are strictly administrative or procedural in nature and A3(d) because the proposed changes will not change any environmental effect of existing 8 CFR part 213a
regulations. Furthermore, the proposed changes are not part of a larger action and do not present extraordinary circumstances that create the potential for significant environmental impacts. Therefore, this action is categorically excluded from additional NEPA review. The L. National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act The National Technology
Transfer and Advancement Act (NTTAA) (15 U.S.C. 272 note) asks agencies to apply voluntary consensus standards in their regulatory activities unless the agency provides Congress, through OMB, with an explanation of why the use of these standards would be incompatible with applicable law or otherwise impractical. Voluntary consensus standards are
technical standards (e.g. specifications of materials, performance, design or operation; testing methods; sampling procedures; and related governance systems practices) that are developed or adopted by voluntary consensus standard bodies. This proposed rule does not use technical standards. That's why we didn't consider the use of voluntary consensus
standards. M. Signature The acting Secretary of Homeland Security, Chad F. Wolf, after reviewing and approving this document, delegates the authority to electronically sign this document to Chad R. Mizelle, who is a senior official who performs the duties of the Attorney General for DHS, for the purpose of publishing in the Federal Register. Start list of
topics List of topics List of topics in 8 CFR Part 213a Final list of topics Similarly, DHS proposes to change section 213a of Chapter I of Title 8 of the Code of Federal Regulations as follows: Start part section 213a DECLARATIONS OF SUPPORT ON BEHALF OF IMMIGRANTS End Part Start Amendment Part1. The authority quote for part 213a continues to
read as follows: End Amendment Part Start Authority 8 U.S.C. 1183a; 8 CFR part 2. End Authority Start Amendment Part2. Section 213a.1 has been amended by: End Amendment Part Start Amendment Parta. Specify the definitions as paragraphs (a) through (o); End change part Start Change Partb. Neo-look of newly specified paragraphs (a), (c), (c), (d),
(e), (f), (g), (h), (i), (j), (k), (l), (m), (n) and (o) as paragraphs (c), (e), (f), (g), (h), (i), (j), (k), (l), (n), (o), (p), (q), (s), and (s), respectively; End change part Start Change Partc. Add new paragraphs (a) and (b); End change part Start Change party. Revise newly redesigned paragraphs (c); End Change Part Start Change Parte. Add a new paragraph (d); End
change part Start Change Partf. Revise newly redesigned paragraphs(s) through (i) and (k); End change part Start Change Partg. Add a new paragraph (m); End Amendment Part Start Amendment Parth. Revise the redesign (q); and End Change Share Start Amendment Party. Add paragraphs (t). Stop changing part The add-ins and revisions read as
follows: Definitions. * * * * * (a) Active duty means: (1) Full-time service in the U.S. Armed Forces, other than active duty of training; (2) Full-time service (other than for training purposes) as a contractor in the Public Health Service's ordinary or reserve corps; (3) Full-time service as a mission officer of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration; and
(4) Full-time service as a cadet or midshipman at the United States Start Printed Page 62476Military Academy, United States Naval Academy, United States Air Force Academy or United States Coast Guard Academy. (b) Active duty of training means: (1) Full-time service in the U.S. Armed Forces conducted by Reserves for training purposes; (2) Full-time
service for training purposes performed as a principal in the Reserve Corps of the Public Health Service; (3) Full-time service as a member, cadet or midshipman of the Reserve Officers Training Corps while attending field training or practice cruises; and (4) With respect to members of the National Guard or Air National Guard in any State, full-time service
pursuant to Section 316, 502, 503, 504 or 505 of Title 32, United States Code. The concept of active duty of training does not include duty performed as an interim member of the Coast Guard Reserve. c) Residence means the place where a sponsor has his main residence, as defined in Section 101(a)(33) of the Act, with the intention of maintaining this
residence for the foreseeable future. (d) Performing, for the purpose of this section, means signing and submitting a statement of support pursuant to SECTION 213A or a contract between a sponsor and household member on the relevant forms in accordance with the form instructions of USCIS or the State Department, as required. (e) The Federal Poverty
Line means the income level of the Federal Poverty Policy, as issued by the Secretary of Health and Human Services in accordance with 42 U.S. .C. 9902, which applies based on the household size involved. For the purpose of considering the Declaration of Support under Section 213A of the INA, DHS and Consular Posts will use the latest poverty
guidelines published in the Federal Register of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. These policies are updated annually, and DHS and consular posts will begin using updated policies on the first day of the second month after the date the guidelines are published in the Federal Register. f) Household income means that the income used to
determine whether the sponsor meets the minimum income requirements pursuant to Section 213A(f)(1)(E), 213A(f)(3) or 213A(f)(5). (1) Household income includes all income, obtained from employment in a lawful entity or other legal source, by the sponsor and sponsor's spouse, if the spouse is at least 18 years old and has performed a Between sponsor
and household member. (2) Household income does not include income of an intended immigrant unless: (i) The intended immigrant is either the sponsor's spouse or has the same main residence as the sponsor; and (ii) The predominance of the evidence shows that the intended immigrant's income is due to employment in a lawful business or other legal
source and such employment is authorized under 8 CFR 274a.12 and will continue to be available to the intended immigrant after gaining legal permanent resident status. (iii) The prospects for employment in the United States that have not yet begun will not be sufficient to meet the requirement in this section (f)(2). (3) Household income also includes no
income accrued or earned from illegal enterprises or illegal activities, such as income from illegal gambling or drug sales, or from means-tested public benefits, as defined in section (l) of this section. (g) Household size means the number achieved by adding the number of people specified in this section (g). When calculating the sponsor's household size,
each individual is counted only once. If the intended immigrant's spouse or child is a U.S. citizen or already has the status of a stranger legally admitted for permanent residence, the sponsor should not include that spouse or child in determining the total household size, unless the intended immigrant's spouse or child is dependent on the sponsor, or
otherwise is part of the sponsor's household size as described in this section. (1) In all cases, the household size includes: (i) the Sponsor; (ii) Sponsor's spouse; (iii) All children of the sponsor, as defined in Section 101(b)(1) of the Act (other than a stepchild who meets the requirements of Section 101(b)(1)(B) of the Act, if the stepchild does not live with the
sponsor; not claimed by the sponsor as a dependent on tax purposes, and does not seek to impermigrate based on stepparents/stepchildren relationships), unless these children have reached the age of the majority under the Residency Act and the sponsor did not claim them as dependent on the sponsor's federal income return for the last tax year; (iv) All
other persons (whether related to the Sponsor or not) claimed by sponsor as dependent on the Sponsor's federal tax returns for the last tax year, even if such persons do not have the same main residence as the Sponsor, plus the number of aliens the sponsor has sponsored under any other declaration of support under section 213A of the INA that the
sponsor's support obligation has not terminated (including some aliens for which the Sponsor has made a statement of support pursuant to Section 213 In INA, which has not yet entered into force in accordance with Section 213a.2(e)(1), unless the Sponsor has either withdrawn the Declaration of Support pursuant to SECTION 213A or the adjustment status
application or immigrant visa application related to that declaration of support under section 213A of the INA has been rejected and any appeal exhausted or waived); and (v) All aliens to be sponsored under the applicable Declaration of Support pursuant to SECTION 213A of the INA, although such aliens will not or will not have the same main residence as
the sponsor, plus the number of foreigners that the sponsor performed a contract between sponsor and household member whose support obligation has not ceased (including some aliens for which the sponsor has performed a contract between sponsor and household member who has not but enters into force in accordance with § 213a.2(e)(1) , unless the
contract between sponsor and household member is passed on time or adjustment of status application or immigrant visa application associated with this contract between sponsor and household member has been rejected and any complaint exhausted or waived). (2) If a child, as defined in Section 101(b)(1) or spouse of the main intending immigrant is an
alien who does not currently live in the United States and who either does not seek to immigrate at the same time as, or will not seek to immigrate within six months of the principal's purpose of immigrant immigration, sponsor may exclude that child or spouse in calculating the sponsor's household size. h) Immigration Ombudsman, solely in connection with
this section, includes a consular officer, as defined by Section 101(a)(9) of the Act as well as an immigration officer, as defined in 8 CFR 1.2. (i) Income means a person's total income (adjusted gross income for those who provide a tax return for individual files without dependents) in connection with each U.S. federal income tax liability, including a starting
point of 62477 , excluding any income earned or derived from illegal enterprises or illegal activities, such as income from illegal gambling or drug sales, or from means-tested public benefits, as defined in section (l) of this section. Only a person's federal tax returns — that is, neither a state nor territorial tax return nor a tax return filed with a foreign
government — can be realized with a declaration of support under SECTION 213A of the UNITED States, or with the contract between sponsor and household member, unless the person had no obligation to file a federal tax return, and claim that his or her state , territorial or foreign taxable income is sufficient to establish the adequacy of the Declaration of
Support in accordance with INA§ 213A or contract between sponsor and household member. * * * * * *(k) Joint Sponsor refers to any person who meets the requirements of Section 213A(f)(1)(A), (B), (C) and (E) of the Act and 8 CFR 213a.2(c)(1)(i), and which, as permitted by Section 213A(f)(5)(A) act), makes a statement of support pursuant to Section 213A
of the INA in which he or she accepts joint and liability with the petition sponsor or replacement sponsor, in any case where the petition sponsor or replacement sponsor household income is not sufficient to satisfy the requirements of Section 213A of the Act. * * * * * (m) Petition sponsor refers to any person who meets all the requirements of Section 213A (f)
(A) through (E) of the Law; meets the requirements of Section 213A(f)(1)(A), (B), (C) and (D) and (f)(2). meets the requirements of Section 213A(f)(1)(A), (B), (C) and (D) and (f)(3). meets the requirements of Section 213A(f)(1)(A), (B), (C), (f)(4)(A) and (f)(4)(B)(i) of the Act; or meet the requirements of Section 213A(f)(1)(A), (B), (C), (f)(4)(A) and (f)(4)(B)(ii) of
the Act. * * * * * (q) Sponsor refers to any person who is a petition sponsor, joint sponsor or replacement sponsor, as defined in this section, unless otherwise specified. * * * * * (t) U.S. armed forces, otherwise known as the Armed Forces of the United States, means Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard. Start changing part3. Section 213a.2
has been amended by: End Amendment Part Start Amendment Parta. Remove paragraphs (a)(1)(i)(B) and redesign paragraphs (a)(1)(i)(A) as paragraphs (a)(1)(i). End change part Start Change Partb. Remove paragraphs (a)(1)(ii) and re-give paragraphs (a)(1)(iii) through (v) as paragraphs (a)(1)(ii) through (iv). End change part Start Change Partc. Revise
paragraphs (a)(2)(ii), (c)(1)(i), (c)(2)(i)(A) through (D), (c)(2)(ii)(C), (c)(2)(iii)(B) and (c)(2)(v). End change part The revisions and add-ons are read as follows: Use of Support Statement. (a) * * * (2) * * * * (ii) Section (a)(1) of this section does not apply if the intended immigrant: (A) submitted a visa request on his own behalf pursuant to § 204(a)(1)(A)(ii), (iii) or
(iv) or (iv) or § 204(a)(B)(ii) or (iii) of the Law, or who seeks to follow or monitor an immigrant who submitted a visa request on his own behalf in accordance with Section 204(a)(1)(A)(ii) , (iii), or (iv) or Section 204(a)(1)(B)(ii) or (iii) of the Act; (B) Seeking admission as an immigrant on or after December 19, 1997, in a category specified in paragraph (a) (2) (i)
of this section with an immigrant visa issued on the basis of an immigrant visa application submitted to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs officer before December 19, 1997; (C) States, on the basis of the foreign national's own social security administration record or those of his or her spouse or parents, that he or she has already worked, or pursuant to Section
213A(a)(3)(B) of the Insurance Administration, may already be credited with, 40 qualifying quarters of coverage as defined under Title II of the Social Security Act, 42 U.S.C. 401. (D) Is a child admitted pursuant to Section 211(a) and 8 CFR 211.1(b)(1) (E) Is the child of a U.S. citizen and the child's lawful admission for permanent residence and residence in
the United States in the U.S. Citizen's Parent(s) Legal physical custody will result in the child's automatic acquisition of citizenship pursuant to Section 320 of the Act, as amended, unless the child is deemed to be coming to the United States for adoption under Section 101(b)(1)(F) or 101(b)(1)(G) of the Act; F) Is a VAWA Self-Petitioner with minor adjustment
status based on an employment-based petition requiring a declaration of support pursuant to SECTION 213A of the INA as described in Section 212(a)(4)(D) of the Act. (G) Is valid T-non-immigrant status pursuant to Section 101(a)(15)(T) of the Act at the time the foreign national seeks adjustment and maintains this status through the time of assessment,
unless there is an adjusted status based on a work-based petition requiring a declaration of support pursuant to section 213A of the INA as described in Section 212(a)(4)(D) act). (H) Is valid u non-immigrant status pursuant to Section 101(a) (15) (U) of the Act at the time the alien adjusts the status and maintains this status through the time of judgment,
unless you adjust the status based on an employment-based petition requiring a declaration of support pursuant to section 213A as described in Section 212 (a) (4) (D) of the Act; (I) Seeking admission based on section 13 of public law 85-316 (September 11, 1957), with amendments to public law 97-116 (December 29, 1981); J) Is valid S non-immigrant
status pursuant to Section 101(a)(15)(S) of the Act and seeks to adjust the status based on section 245(j) of the Act. (K) Seeking admission based on Amerasian law, public law 97-359 (October 22, 1982); (L) Seeking admission as an Afghan and Iraqi interpreter, or Afghan citizen employed by or on behalf of the U.S. government as described in Section 1059
(a) (2) of the National Defense Authorization Act for fiscal year 2006 Public Law 109-163 (6. 2006), with amendments, and Section 602 (b) of the Afghan Allies Protection Act of 2009, Public Law 111-8, Title VI (March 11, 2009), with amendments , 8 US.C. 1101 note, and Section 1244 (g) of the National Defense Authorization Act for fiscal year 2008, with
amended public law 110-181 (January 28, 2008); (M) Is a foreign applicant for adjustment of status under the Cuban Adjustment Act, Public Law 89-732 (Nov. 2, 1966), by amends, 8 US.C. 1255 note; (N) Is a Haitian applying for adjustment of status under Section 902 of the Haitian Refugee Immigration Fairness Act of 1998, Public Law 105-277, 112 State.
2681 (Oct 21, 1998), with changes, US 8.C. 1255 note; (O) Is a Lautenberg parolee as described in Section 599E of Foreign Operations, Export Financing, and Related Programs Appropriations Act of 1990, Public Law 101-167, 103 State. 1195, Title V (Nov. 21, 1989), with changes, 8 US.C. 1255 note; (P) Are a citizen of Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos
applying for adjustment of status pursuant to Section 586 of Public Law 106-429 under 8 CFR 245.21; (Q) Is a stranger who entered the United States before January 1, 1972, and who meets the other conditions to be granted legal permanent residence Start Printed page Section 249 and 8 CFR section 249 (Register); (R) Is a person born in the United
States under diplomatic status under 8 CFR 101.3; (S) Is an applicant who adjusts the status that qualifies for an advantage under Section 1703 of the National Defense Authorization Act, Public Law 108-136, 117 State. 1392 (Nov. 24, 2003), 8 US.C. 1151 note (posthumous benefits to surviving spouses, children and parents); (T) Is an Amerasian under the
Amerasian Homecoming Act, Public Law 100-202 (December 22, 1987); (U) Is a Polish and Hungarian Parolee that was parodied into the United States from November 1, 1989 to December 31, 1991 under Section 646 (b) of IIRIRA, Public Law 104-208, Div.C, Title VI, Subtitle D (September 30, 1996), 8 US.C. 1255 note; (V) An American Indian born in
Canada is determined to fall under Section 289 of the Act; (W) Is an asylumee or refugee adjusting status pursuant to Section 209 of the Act; (X) Is a work-based immigrant who does not seek admission or adjustment of status based on a work-based petition requiring a declaration of support pursuant to SECTION 213A of the INA as described in Section
212(a)(4)(D) of the Act. (Y) Is a Haitian adjusting status under Help Haitian Adoptees immediately integrates the Act of 2010 (Help HAITI Act), Public Law 111-293, 124 State. 3175 (December 9, 2010); (Z) Is a diversity immigrant; (AA) Is a qualified alien described in Section 431(c) of the Law on reconciliation of personal responsibilities and employment
opportunities of 1996, 8 U.S.C. 1641(c), pursuant to Section 212(a) (4) (E) (iii) of the Act unless adjustment of status based on an employment-based petition requiring a declaration of support pursuant to SECTION 213A of the INA as described in Section 212(a)(4)(D) (B.C.) Reform and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA), Public Law 99-603, 100 State. 3359 (Nov. 6,
1986), with changes, 8 US.C. 1255a note; (CC) Is a Nicaraguan and other Central American applicant for adjustment of status under Section 202 (a) and Section 203 of the Nicaraguan Adjustment and Central American Relief Act (NACARA), Public Law 105-100, 111 State. 2193 (Nov. 19, 1997), with changes, 8 U.S. C.1255 note; (DD) Is a special immigrant
youth as described in section 245(h) of the Act. (EE) Is a Liberian adjustment under the Liberian Refugee Immigration Fairness Act, Section 7611 of the National Defense Authorization Act for fiscal year 2020, Public Law 116-92 (December 20, 2019); or (FF) Any other category of aliens who are not required to submit a statement of support pursuant to
SECTION 213A in accordance with Section 212(a) (4) (C) or (D) of the Act. * * * * * (c) * * * (1) (i) General. A sponsor must meet the following requirements: (A) Be at least 18 years of age; (B) Be domiciled in the United States or any territory or possession of the United States; (C) Be a U.S. citizen, U.S. citizen or an alien who is legally admitted for
permanent residence; (D) Requesting by the alien pursuant to Section 204 of the Act; and (E) Demonstrate funds to maintain an annual income equal to at least 125 percent of the Federal Poverty Policy based on the sponsor's household size. * * * * * *** * * *** * * *** ( A) The Sponsor must include with the Declaration of Support pursuant to Section 213A of
the INA an Internal Revenue Service-issued transcription or Internal Revenue Service transcription or Internal Revenue Service-issued certified copy of his or her full federal income tax return for the last 3 taxable years (counting from the date of signing, instead of the date of submission of the declaration of support according to INA§213A). Together with the
IRS-issued transcript or certified copy, Sponsor must also submit as initial proof copies of all schedules filed with each return, and (if the sponsor submits certified copies, instead of IRS transcriptions of tax return(s)) all forms W-2 (if the sponsor relies on earnings from employment) and forms 1099 (if the sponsor relies on income from sources documented
on Forms 1099) to meet the income threshold. The sponsor may also contain as initial evidence: Letters(s) showing his or her current employment and income, paycheck stub(s) showing earnings for the past six months, accounting, or other evidence of the sponsor's expected household income for the year in which the intended immigrant files the
application for an immigrant visa or adjustment of status. By making a declaration of support pursuant to SECTION 213A of the UNITED States, sponsor certifies under perention for permisment under U.S. law that the evidence of his or her current household income is true and correct, and that each transcript or copy of each tax return is a true and correct
transcript or copy of the return that the Sponsor filed with the Internal Revenue Service for each taxable year. (B) If the sponsor had no legal obligation to file a federal tax return for one or more of the last 3 tax years, the sponsor must explain why he or she had no legal obligation to file a federal tax return for each year. If the Sponsor claims that he or she
had no legal obligation to submit any reason other than the level of sponsor's income for that year, the first evidence submitted with the Declaration of Support under SECTION 213A of the UNITED States must also contain proof of the amount of income and the source of the income the sponsor's claims were exempt from taxation and a copy of the
provisions of the Articles of Association. , treaty or regulation that supports the claim he or she had no obligation to file a tax return with respect to this income. If the sponsor had no legal obligation to file a federal tax return, he or she may submit other proof of annual income. The fact that a sponsor had no obligation to submit a federal does not relieve the
sponsor of the obligation to submit a statement of support. (C) (1) Sponsor's ability to meet the income requirement this section (c)(2)(i) will be determined based on the sponsor's household income. By demonstrating that he or she has sufficient household income, the sponsor can rely entirely on his or her individual income, if it is sufficient to meet the
income requirement in this section (c) (2) (i). The sponsor may also rely on the income of his spouse, or any intended immigrant who shares the same main residence, if the spouse or intended immigrant is at least 18 years old and has completed and signed a contract between sponsor and household member. The spouse does not need to be a U.S. citizen,
citizen or foreign national legally admitted for permanent residence to sign a contract between sponsor and household member. (2) Each individual who signs a contract between sponsor and household member; agrees that sponsor's signing of the Declaration of Support pursuant to SECTION 213A of the United States provides sponsor as much financial
assistance as possible to enable the sponsor to maintain the intended immigrants at the annual income level required by Section 213A(a)(A) of The Sponsor to be jointly and more responsible for any Start-printed page 62479reimbursement obligation that the Sponsor may incur , and to submit to the personal jurisdiction of any court that has subject
jurisdiction over a civil matter to enforce the contract or declaration of support, and understand that a failure to fulfill all sponsorship obligations may prevent him or her from sponsoring intended immigrants in the future. The sponsor, as a party to the contract, may bring suit to enforce the contract with the spouse. The intended immigrants and any federal,
state or local entity or private entity that provides a means-tested public benefit to an intended immigrant are third-party recipients of the contract between the sponsor and the spouse whose income the sponsor is dependent on and may bring an action to enforce the contract in the same way as third party recipients of other contracts. (3) If there is no spouse
or child immigrating with the intended immigrant, there will be no need for the intended immigrant to sign a contract between sponsor and household member, although the sponsor will rely on the ongoing income of the intended immigrant to meet the income requirement in this section (c)(2)(i). However, if the sponsor seeks to rely on an intended immigrant's
continued income to establish the sponsor's ability to support the intended immigrant's spouse or children, the intended immigrant whose income must be relied on must be relied on to sign a contract between sponsor and household member. (4) If the Sponsor depends on the income of a person who has entered into a contract between sponsor and
member of the household, the Sponsor must also include with the declaration of support pursuant to SECTION 213A of the UNITED States and the contract between sponsor and member of the household, with respect to the person who signed the contract between sponsor and member, the first evidence required in accordance with paragraphs (c)(2)(i)(A)
of this section. The Member of the Household must submit transcripts or certified copies of the tax return for the same 3 last required taxable years as the sponsor (except that the member of the household does not have to submit tax returns for any taxable year if he or she had no legal obligation to submit). If the sponsor had no legal obligation to file tax
returns for a given year, the household member must still submit prints or certified copies for the taxable year, unless the household member also had no legal obligation to file tax returns. A person who signs a contract between sponsor and household member confirms, under permanual penalty, that the submitted transcripts or certified copies of the tax
return are true and correct transcripts or certified copies of the federal tax return filed with the Internal Revenue Service, and that the information about that person's employment and income is true and correct. (D) If a sponsor or member of the household did not file a federal tax return for any year in which transcripts or certified copies must be provided, the
declaration of support pursuant to the INA or contract agreement between sponsor and household member will not be deemed sufficient to meet the requirements of Section 213A of the Act, even if the household income meets the requirements of Section 213A of the Act, unless the sponsor or household member proves , by a predominance of the evidence,
that he or she had no legal obligation to submit. If the sponsor or household member cannot prove that he or she had no legal obligation to submit, The declaration of support under the INA or contract agreement between sponsor and household member will not be deemed sufficient to meet the requirements of Section 213A of the Act until the sponsor or
household member proves that he or she has fulfilled the obligation to file the federal tax return(s) and provide transcriptions or certified copies of the Federal Tax Return(s). (ii) * * * (C) Means maintaining annual income. (1) Except as set forth in this section (c)(2)(ii)(C), or in paragraphs (a)(1)(v)(B) of this section; sponsorship in accordance with SECTION
213A of the INA will be deemed sufficient to satisfy the requirements of Section 213A of the Act and this section if the reasonably expected household income for the year in which the intended immigrant submitted the application for an immigrant visa or adjustment of status , calculated under section (c)(2)(iii)(A) in this section, would correspond to at least
125 percent of the Federal Poverty Policy for the sponsor's household size as defined in Section 213a.1(g), in accordance with the Federal Poverty Guidelines in effect when the intended immigrant submitted the application for an immigrant visa or for adjusting status, except that the sponsor's income only needs equal to at least 100 percent of the poverty
limit for sponsor's household size, if the sponsor is in active service service than for active duty of training) in the U.S. Armed Forces and the intended immigrant is the sponsor's spouse or children. (2) Sponsor's household income for the year in which the intended immigrant submitted the application for an immigrant visa or adjustment of status will be given
the greatest weight of proof; tax returns and other information related to the sponsor's financial history, including the sponsor's credit history and credit score, will serve as evidence that tends to show whether the sponsor is likely to be able to maintain his income in the future. (3) Although sponsor's expected household income for the year in which the
intended immigrant submitted the application for an immigrant visa or adjustment of status meets the applicable income threshold, the declaration of support pursuant to SECTION 213A may be determined to be insufficient on the basis of the sponsor's household income based on facts suggesting that the sponsor cannot maintain income at the income
threshold of the sponsor's household size, including, but not limited to the following : (i) Evidence of a significant change in the employment or income history of the sponsor or household member; (ii) The number of intended immigrants included in a declaration of support pursuant to INA§ 213A or contract between sponsor and household member carried out
by sponsor, but which the support obligation has not yet entered into force in accordance with section(s) of this section; and (iii) Any other relevant facts. (4) Although the sponsor's expected household income for the year in which the intended immigrant submitted the application for an immigrant visa or adjustment of status meets the applicable income
threshold, the Declaration of Support pursuant to SECTION 213A of the INA shall be determined to be insufficient on the basis of the sponsor's household income if: (i) Unless otherwise stated in this section (c)(2)(ii)(C)(4) , the Sponsor or household member received means-tested government benefits on or after [DATE 60 DAYS FROM THE DATE OF
PUBLICATION OF THE FINAL RULE] and within The 36-month period prior to the declaration of support pursuant to INA§213A was carried out; or (ii) The Sponsor or household member had a judgment entered into against him or her at any time for failing to meet the support or reimbursement obligations under an existing declaration of support pursuant to
SECTION 213A of the INA. (5) Receipt of means-tested public benefits by requesting sponsors who at the receiving time are in active service, as defined in section 213a.1(a), will not be considered when determining whether the petition sponsor has the funds to start printed page 62480aintain an annual income on the income threshold for the call sponsor's
household size. (iii) * * * (B) Significant assets. Sponsor may submit proof of sponsor ownership of significant assets, such as control and savings accounts; shares; bonds; certificates for deposits; net cash value of real holdings minus the sum of all loans secured with a mortgage, trust deed, or other lien on the home; annuities; securities; pension and
education accounts; and other assets that can be easily converted into cash. Non-cash assets must be converted into cash within 12 months. An intended immigrant can submit proof of the intended immigrant's assets as part of the petition sponsor's declaration of support under section 213A of the INA, although the intended immigrant is not required to sign
a contract between sponsor and household member. The assets of any person who has signed a contract between sponsor and household member may also be considered to determine whether the assets are sufficient to meet the requirement in this section (c)(2)(iii)(B). To qualify as significant assets, the total cash value of all assets (the total value of the
assets that are less offset obligations) must be at least: (1) If the intended immigrant is the spouse or child of a US citizen (and the child has reached his 18-year third), three times the difference between the sponsor's household income and 125 percent of the federal poverty line (or 100 percent when permitted under Section 213A (f) (3) of the law) for the
sponsor's household size (including all immigrants sponsored in any declaration of support pursuant to SECTION 213A in force or submitted under this section); (2) If the intended immigrant is an orphan or the Hague Convention deemed to come to the United States for adoption, the difference between the sponsor's household income and 125 percent of the
federal poverty line (or 100 percent of the federal poverty line when permitted under Section 213A(3) of the Sponsor's household size (including all immigrants sponsored in any declaration of support under Section 213A of the Ina Statement in force or submitted under this section); or (3) In all other cases , five times the difference between the sponsor's
household income and 125 percent of the federal poverty line (or 100 percent of the federal poverty line when permitted under Section 213A (f) (3) of the Law) for sponsor's household size (including all immigrants sponsored in any declaration of support under Section 213A of the INA in effect or submitted under this section). * * * * * (v) Verification of
employment, income and assets. (A) The Federal Government may pursue verification of all information provided on or with a statement of support pursuant to the ina or contract agreement between sponsor and household member, with employer, finance or other institutions, internal revenue service or Social Security Administration, including, but not limited
to, information about: (1) Employment; (2) Income; (3) Assets; or (4) Bank account(s) (including, but not limited, to bank account numbers and route numbers). (B) To facilitate the verification process described in section (c)(2)(v)(A) in this section, sponsors sponsor sponsors sponsor household members must sign and submit any necessary waiver form when
asked to do so by the immigration officer, immigration judge, or consular officer who has jurisdiction to judge the case as the declaration of support under section 213A of the INA or Contract between sponsor and household member applies. Failure or refusal of a sponsor or household member (who performed a contract between a sponsor and a member of
the household) to sign any waiver necessary to verify the information when it is commanded constitutes a withdrawal of the declaration of support under the ina or contract adjustment between sponsor and household member, so that by judging the intended immigrant's application for an immigrant visa or adjustment of status , the declaration of support under
THE INA or contract between sponsor and household member will be deemed not to have been filed. * * * * * * Start Amendment Part4. § 213a.3 is amended by revising paragraphs (a)(1) through (4) and (b) to read as follows: End change Share change of address. (a) * * * (1) Archiving Requirements. If the address of a sponsor or household member (who
performed a contract between a sponsor and a household member) changes while the sponsor's support obligation is in effect, the sponsor or household member (who performed a contract between a sponsor and a household member) must submit a change of address message within 30 days, in accordance with instructions given by USCIS. (2) Proof of
dispatch. USCIS will accept a copy of the change of address form along with proof of the form's delivery to USCIS as proof that the sponsor or household member (who performed a contract between a sponsor and a household member) has complied with the requirement in section (a) (1) of this section. (3) Electronic notices. USCIS will provide the sponsor
or household member (who performed a contract between a sponsor and a household member) a receipt notice for an address change. (4) Alien sponsors and household members. If the sponsor or household member (who performed a contract between a sponsor and a household member) is an alien not exempt from Section 263(b) of the Act, the sponsor
or household member (who performed a contract between a sponsor and a household member) must still comply with the requirements of 8 CFR 265.1. (b) Civil penalty. If the sponsor or household member (who performed a contract between a sponsor and a household member) fails to give notice in accordance with the point (a) of this section, DHS may
impose a contract between a sponsor and a household member in the amount within the penalty range set out in section 213A(d)(2)(A) of the Law. , if the sponsor or household member (who performed a contract between a sponsor and a household member), knowing that the sponsored immigrant has received any means-tested public benefits, fails to
provide notice in accordance with (a) in this section, DHS may impose a civil penalty on sponsor or household member (who performed a contract between a sponsor and a household member) a civil penalty in an amount within the penalty range set forth in Section 213A(d)(2)(B) of the Act. The procedure for imposing a civil penalty is established on 8 CFR
part 280. Start changing part5. Section 213a.4 is amended by revising paragraphs (a)(3) and (c)(1) and (2) to read as follows: End Amendment Share Actions for Refund, Public Notice, and Congressional Reports. (a) * * * (3) Role USCIS and DHS. Upon receipt of a formal request from a party or entity authorized to take action to enforce a statement of
support pursuant to section 213A of the INA or Contract Start printed page 62481Betsettelse and household member, in the manner and in the form designated by USCIS for this purpose, USCIS may provide a certified copy of a statement of support pursuant to section 213A of the INA or Contract between the Sponsor and the Household Member On behalf
of a sponsored immigrant for use as evidence in any action to enforce a statement of support under the INA or contract agreement between sponsor and household member (including, but not limited to, refund requests), and may also disclose the last known address and Social Security number of the Sponsor and Household Member. Requesting information
through the Systematic Alien Verification for Entitlement (SAVE) program is sufficient, and a subpoena is not required to obtain the sponsored immigrant's current immigration or citizenship status, or the name, Social Security number, and last known address of a sponsor or household member. * * * * * (c) * * * ( 1) In connection with Section 213A (i) (3) of the
Act, USCIS will consider a sponsor or household member to comply with the financial obligations of Section 213A of the Act unless a party that has received a final judgment enforcing the sponsor's obligations under Section 213A (a) (1) (A) or 213A (b) of the Act has provided a certified copy of the final judgment to USCIS in a manner to be appointed by
USCIS. Failure to submit a certified copy of the final civil judgment in accordance with this section has no effect on the plaintiff's ability to collect on the judgment in accordance with the law. (2) If a federal, state or local entity or private entity administering any means-tested public benefit determines a decision pursuant to Section 421 (e) of the Personal
Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 with respect to a sponsored immigrant, the Program Representative must provide notice of such determination, including the name of the sponsored immigrant and sponsor, to USCIS in a manner to be stated by USCIS. * * * * * Start Amendment Part6. Add section 213a.6 to read as follows: End
change Part Severability. The provisions of this section are intended to be independent parts. The e-form of provisions in this section is not DHS intends to implement the remaining provisions as an independent rule. Start signing Chad R. Mizelle, senior official performing duties attorney general, U.S. Department of Homeland Security. End Signature End
Additional Information [FR Doc. 2020-21504 Filed 10-1-20; 08:45] BILLING CODE 9111-97-P 9111-97-P
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